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Abstract
Since the mid 1990s, policies designed to advance the concept of Sustainable 
Transport have become increasingly prevalent in developed nations, motivated by 
the wider international drive for Sustainable Development. Within this fairly 
imprecise concept of Sustainable Transport, there are a variety of different policy 
instruments that can contribute to the overall goal. This EngD has adopted an 
incrementalist approach to the problem, seeking to advance Sustainable Transport 
with using a variety of these different policy instruments. This thesis identifies 
three components of Sustainable Transport -  specifically Soft Measures, 
Devolution of transport powers to Local Authorities and Intelligent Transport 
Systems (ITS). Each of these three components is first explored within current 
literature and then a subset from each type of policy instrument was selected for 
examination by this EngD. Working within a Local Authority context, a pragmatic 
approach was taken to the problems that such an Authority faces, making best use 
of the pertinent research avenues available.
Empirical research was undertaken in three discrete areas. A methodology was 
tested for use with a new micro simulation model arrangement for its efficacy in 
producing alternate traffic signal timing patterns to better deal with unusual 
highway incidents. This showed that such an arrangement could provide usefril 
ways to improve traffic conditions during certain types of abnormal event. A 
study was undertaken concerning the use of corporate car sharing schemes and 
the perceived importance that users attached to different reasons for participating. 
This highlighted in particular the varied levels of importance that participants 
attached to different reasons for car sharing. Thirdly, the impact of a new piece of 
UK Government legislation (which devolves power to English Local Authorities) 
was also examined for how its provisions were being used by, and its perceived 
impact upon different types of Local Traffic Authority. Results showed that this 
type of devolved responsibility can have limited impact when adequate funds are 
not hypothecated when the powers are provided.
Additional contributions to knowledge have been made concerning how a balance 
between the three Sustainable Transport policy instruments covered by this EngD 
can best be obtained. A discussion is provided on the relative merits of each o f the 
three policy instruments and how striking a balance between the use of all three is 
the best pragmatic way in which an infrastructure operator, such as a Local 
Traffic Authority, can best advance the progress of Sustainable Transport.
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Glossary of defined terms
DETR -  [UK] Department for Environment, Transport and the Regions (existed 
between 1997 and 2001, replaced by the DTLR and the Department for Food and 
Rural Affairs)
D fl -  [UK] Department for Transport 
DoT -  [US] Department of Transport
DTLR -  [UK] Department for Transport, Local Government and the Regions 
(existed between 2001-2002, since replaced by the Department for Transport and 
the Department for Communities and Local Government)
EPSRC -  [UK] Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
HA -  [UK] Highways Agency
HATO -  Highways Agency Traffic Officer
IPCC -  Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
ITS -  Intelligent Transport Systems
LTA -  Local Traffic Authority
LTP -  Local Transport Plan
MPC -  [US] Metropolitan Planning Organisation
NMD -  Network Management Duty
NRSWA -  [UK] New Roads and Street works Act
ONS -  [UK] Office for National Statistics
RTPI -  Real Time Passenger Information
SCOOT -  Split Cycle Offset Optimisation Technique
SEEDA -  South East England Development Agency (since abolished)
SEERA -  South East England Regional Assembly (subsequently replaced by the 
South East England Partnership Board and both since abolished)
SST -  Safer and Smarter Travel
TEA-21 -  [US] Transport Equity Act for the 21^ Century 
TIP -  Transport Innovation Fund 
TMA -  [UK] Traffic Management Act
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TRL -  [UK] Transport Research Laboratory 
UTC -  Urban Traffic Control 
UTMC -  Urban Traffic Management and Control 
VMS -  Variable Message Sign
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Quotations
“As a typical instance may be quoted the new Great West Road which parallels 
and relieves the old Brentford High Street route. According to the Ministry’s 
Traffic Censuses, extracts from which are given below, the new route, as soon as 
it was opened, carried 414 times more vehicles than the old route was carrying; no 
diminution, however, occurred in the flow of traffic along the old route, and from 
that day to this, the number of vehicles on both routes has steadily increased:
Year Old Route New Great West Road
1922 1,404 Not open
1925 1,435 6,440
1928 1,887 9,404
1931 2,238 12,610
1935 3,826 16,903
Number o f Vehicles for a day o f 16 hours.
These figures serve to exemplify the remarkable manner in which new roads 
create new traffic.”
Bressey C., Lutyens E., 1937. Highway Development Survey (Greater 
London), Ministry of Transport: London, p25.
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Sir Mark Spencer, The Prime Minister's special advisor, is meeting with the 
Cabinet Secretary, Sir Arnold Robinson, in 10 Downing Street. They are seeking 
a minister who would be willing to take on the implementation of the new 
Integrated National Transport Policy. The job is a political minefield (already 
declined by the Department of Transport itself and, as far as the civil service is 
concerned, calls for "lots of activity but no actual achievement": Jim Hacker is 
therefore their man. They know that if Sir Humphrey Appleby, his Permanent 
Secretary, gets wind of it he would wish to veto the Minister's involvement, so 
they need to move quickly. Hacker joins them, and after a short chat and the offer 
of a new title, “Transport Supremo”, he is talked into it.
Hacker goes back to his office to tell Sir Humphrey and Bernard the good news. 
Sir Humphrey is astounded that the Minister has accepted this extra responsibility 
-indeed, in Civil Service vernacular the "Transport Supremo" is actually referred 
to as "Transport Muggins".
Jim Hacker: "And after all, we do need a Transport Policy."
Sir Humphrey: "If by 'we' you mean Britain that is perfectly true, but if by 'we' 
you mean me and you and this department, we need a Transport Policy like an 
aperture in the cranial cavity."
Yes Minister, 1982. Episode 5, The Bed of Nails. TV, BBC2. Dec 9.
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Executive Summary
Aims and Objectives
The objective for this EngD is to investigate and enhance our present knowledge 
concerning Sustainable Transport. This is achieved by adopting an incrementalist 
approach to the subject area: pursuing research into 3 different policy instruments 
that all individually contribute to the overall goal. For each of the components 
explored in this thesis, a research case study is presented.
Three different components to advancing Sustainable Transport are identified in 
this thesis, specifically:
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS).
Soft Measures.
Devolution of additional transport powers to Local Authorities.
The final aim of this project was to illustrate how combining these three policy 
instruments and taking a more holistic approach offers the best opportunity for 
advancing towards a truly sustainable transport system.
Defining Sustainable Transport and its desirability
The concept of Sustainable Transport relates directly to the wider concept of 
Sustainable Development. The generally accepted definition of Sustainable 
Development itself stems from the 1987 report ‘Our Common Future’, by the UN 
World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) and is:
"Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs."
Sustainable Transport is somewhat harder to define. There is no one, universally 
accepted definition. Fundamentally, it can be considered as an extension of the 
three key themes previously listed as the basic tenets of Sustainable Development 
(economic, social and environmental factors), extended into the field of 
transportation.
Himanen, Lee-Gosselin and Perrels (2005) provide a reasonable definition of 
Sustainable Transport as:
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“A Transport system that in itself is structurally viable in an economic, 
environmental and social sense and does not impede the achievement of 
overall sustainability of a society”
Based on this definition and a variety of others in the published literature (and this 
is discussed in more detail within the main body of the thesis), the definition that 
has been adopted for this EngD is detailed in the box below:
A sustainable transport system.
Builds upon the environmental, economic and social principles of 
sustainable development.
Optimises the use of existing infrastructure and minimises congestion.
Diminishes the trend for increased motorisation and promotes modal shift 
away from single car use.
Promotes social inclusion and is accessible to all.
In order to achieve such a Sustainable Transport system, a variety of tools will be 
needed -  the collective impact of which will all help achieve this difficult goal.
Defining Intelligent Transport Systems, Soft Measures and 
Devolution
This EngD identifies three separate components of the Sustainable Transport 
concept for examination. These components are:
Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) is a collective name that is generally 
applied to a variety of technology based approaches that are designed to improve 
the quality, efficiency and safety of transportation networks (Department for 
Transport 2003a). The etymology of the term stems from the early 1990s, when it 
was increasing recognised that technology could begin to play an increasingly 
important role in the surface transportation sector (Shaheen & Pinson 2004). 
Since then, it has grown rapidly to become a mainstream term used by 
transportation professionals worldwide.
Given the broad nature of Intelligent Transport systems, this thesis focuses on one 
particular subset. That subset is the application of ITS by network and 
infrastructure operators, particularly LTAs, for improving operational efficiency 
of their networks. Research conducted for this EngD examines the effectiveness
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of a new tool to improve the efficiency with which infrastructure operators can 
cope with abnormal traffic patterns.
Soft Policy Measures (sometimes referred to as pull measures or smarter 
choices) refer to a collection of policy measures that lead to a change in travel 
behaviour brought about by non-coercive means. They are characterised by the 
provision of alternatives to driving (alone) which can empower people to make 
different travel choices (Eriksson et al. 2006). The key to Soft Measures is that 
they employ persuasion as opposed to coercion in order to bring about a change 
in travel behaviour. This can be contrasted to ‘hard’ or coercive, which can be 
seen to induce travel behavioural changes by means of financial penalty, 
infrastructure change or regulation (Vlek 1996).
This EngD has studied one type of Soft Policy measure in the wider context of 
Sustainable Transportation -  namely car sharing schemes. Car sharing itself is not 
a Soft Measure, but car sharing schemes, as a mechanism for attracting individuals 
to follow a different pattern of car use, are a typical example of a Soft Measure 
(see for example Goodwin 2005, Cairns et al. 2004). Subsets of car sharing 
schemes include those operated by Central Governments, Local Government and 
informal schemes. The subset of schemes operated by an employer will be 
examined for this EngD.
Devolution is essentially the transference of powers and responsibilities away 
from the centre to more local or regional tiers of government. Such devolution 
can be seen internationally across all areas of policy, transport policy included. 
The rationale for devolution is generally that public services can be operated and 
delivered more efficiently at a local level -  whilst also increasing the degree of 
démocratisation in the way these services are delivered.
This EngD has studied the case of devolved transport powers and responsibilities 
provided to English Local Traffic Authorities under the auspices of the 2004 
Traffic Management Act. Since the new legislation creates a new statutory post to 
hold these powers, research was conducted to see how LTAs were choosing to 
use these new powers and how they were perceived by post holders in three 
discretely different types of LTA. Research was also conducted to see how 
individual LTAs have chosen to fill this new statutory post.
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Case Study 1: The Use of SCOOT-Link to produce offline UTMC 
strategies for abnormal traffic events
Infrastructure operators, such as Local Traffic Authorities are increasingly 
looking for a variety of methods for improving the operational efficiency of their 
networks. Part of this change in policy direction, in the UK at least, is because of 
Central Government compulsion. The Traffic Management Act (described in more 
detail within the main body of the thesis) is a good example of this. A variety of 
Intelligent Transport Systems are increasingly being utilised to achieve this goal.
The objective of this research was to evaluate a methodology for using the 
transport planning tool ‘SCOOT-Paramics link’ in the context of contingency 
planning. This was selected because of its unique nature in terms of its efficacy at 
modelling the operation of town centre traffic signals that are using the SCOOT 
algorithm for their operation. The specific examples explored concerned how 
localised road networks around a town centre environment could best be managed 
when dealing with abnormal traffic patterns.
Four types of traffic incident were investigated:
• Traffic flows that were higher than usual, with that traffic seeking to pass
through the town centre onto the adjoining road network.
• Traffic flows that were higher than usual with that additional traffic seeking
to terminate their journeys within the urban centre, such as for the purpose 
of using a town centre car park.
• A disruption to traffic flows because one of the town centre exit routes is
blocked, with consequent re-routing of vehicles.
• A disruption to traffic flows on account of a lane blockage/obstruction
within the urban centre, with consequent reduction in capacity at that part 
of the network.
In particular, such a tool could potentially allow an infrastructure operator, such 
as a Local Traffic Authority to design ITS strategies in a fashion that was neither 
time nor resource intensive and deliver tangible benefits to network operation 
during abnormal events or incidents. A methodology was developed for using the 
SCOOT-Link Micro simulation model for the purposes of ITS strategy 
generation. This methodology was subsequently tested for four scenarios in the 
town of Epsom in Surrey.
The results from the research showed that the methodology was effective in 
bringing about changes to the way that the road network within Epsom operated. 
It proved to be a competent method for evaluating alternative sets of SCOOT
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parameters for the purposes of dealing with abnormal events. However, the 
tangible benefits to the network in Epsom for the scenarios tested were limited. 
This could be because the road network in Epsom was at or near saturation so the 
scope for mitigating the negative effects of abnormal traffic patterns proved to be 
limited. In the instance of excessive traffic seeking to access a destination within 
the town centre, the method proved to be ineffective since the driver behaviour so 
noted by the car park managers (drivers continuing to queue come what may) 
made it difficult to meaningfully mitigate those effects. In the instance of other 
scenarios, it did prove possible to reallocate queues to other parts of the network. 
However, the desirability of doing so will depend on local factors; not least which 
roads are more suitable for queuing traffic.
Case Study 2: Factors influencing the use of company led car 
sharing schemes
The objective of this case study was to increase current knowledge concerning the 
subset of formal car sharing schemes that are operated by an employer. In 
particular, the aim was to examine the perceived importance of six different 
reasons for using an employer led scheme and the impact (if any) of extensive 
employer offered incentives on how these reasons were perceived. The 
importance attached to employer provided priority parking spaces (where 
available) was also considered in the context of whether the employer had parking 
pressures or not. These facets of car sharing are not well documented in current 
literature.
Six UK companies were selected to participate in this research -  each of which 
operated a car-sharing scheme for its staff". Car share schemes were selected based 
upon predefined criteria including the size of the scheme (number of members), 
incentives offered, geographical location, parking pressures at the relevant 
company location and nature of the business. The six schemes therefore 
represented a diverse cross-section; so as to be representative of employer led 
schemes in the UK as a whole. An electronic survey was designed in order to 
determine the opinions and motivations of individuals that were using a car- 
sharing scheme operated by their employer. The survey was broken down into 
four sections, with particular emphasis on the:
i) Profile of the individuals that were car sharing.
ii) Perceived importance of the different reasons for signing up to car sharing.
iii) Value placed upon priority parking (where provided).
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iv) Actions that car sharers believe could be taken by Central Government to 
encourage car sharing.
The nature of the scheme, in terms of any incentives offered by the employer for 
its staff to car share and the degree of parking pressures (i.e. demand exceeding 
supply) was determined by interviews with the relevant scheme administrator.
The response range for the survey was between 7 and 52% (with an average of 
approximately 28%).
Saving money was perceived as the most important factor for car sharing amongst 
those who responded to the survey. It continues to be perceived as important for 
users of schemes with extensive incentives and those whose schemes offer 
negligible/moderate incentives. This is especially interesting given that 42% of 
respondents considered that they saved less than £200 a year. This is also in 
agreement with previous work that has showed that schemes offering significant 
incentives to car sharers tend to have a higher participation rate (see for example 
Bonsall 1981). It is evident that with the presence of incentives or otherwise, the 
financial savings from car sharing should be prominent in the promotion of 
employer led schemes.
More sociable travel and ‘no regular access to own vehicle’ were perceived as less 
important by those who responded to the survey. Indeed, the presence or 
otherwise of incentives made little difference to how individuals considered the 
importance of this factor. These findings are also in line with intuitive 
expectations since the degree to which an individual takes pleasure from the social 
aspects of car sharing would not be expected to show correlation with employer 
offered incentives. More sociable travel could thus be considered as less important 
an attribute to promote (compared to other aspects) when marketing an employer 
led scheme.
When priority parking was provided by an employer, this was generally perceived 
as important by those responding to the survey. However, statistical tests 
indicated that on site ‘parking pressures’ had no significant bearing on the level of 
importance attached to this incentive. This may indicate that an employer may not 
need to have onsite parking pressures in order for the staff who car share to value 
priority parking spaces.
A follow up survey was conducted in June 2006 amongst those who responded to 
the original survey. Respondents were asked to suggest up to three actions (with 
one being the most important, three the least important) that government could 
take to better encourage car sharing amongst commuters. The responses were 
then collated. Suggestions listed as the most important allocated three ranking 
points, suggestions as the second most important were allocated two ranking
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points and the third most important action allocated one ranking point. Some 
form of tax break or fiscal incentive was rated as the most important action that 
government could take. The provision of dedicated car sharing lanes rated as the 
second most important intervention with reduced road taxes the third most 
important action. This result would seem to agree with the initial survey that 
found saving money to be the prime reason for people to join a company scheme.
It is also clear that for this particular sub-set of car sharing, both employers and 
Government have important roles to play in promoting its use to car sharers. 
Depending on the local situation (i.e. what parking pressures may apply, what 
incentives are offered by the employer and what actions the relevant Government 
are taking) different types of promotion could be considered so as to improve the 
participation rate, by focussing the marketing on those aspects which users 
perceive as the most important.
Case Study 3: Devolution of transport powers and responsibilities 
via the 2004 Traffic Management Act
In 2004, the UK Government introduced a new piece of legislation in the form of 
the Traffic Management Act. This new legislation applies equally to the 150 
English Local Traffic Authorities (LTAs), including County Councils, 
Metropolitan Boroughs, Unitary Authorities, Transport for London and the 34 
London Boroughs (Department for Transport, 2004b). The legislation devolves a 
raft of new powers and responsibilities to individual LTAs and creates a new 
statutory post within each LTA, that o f ‘Traffic Manager’.
These spread of LTAs, however, represent a radically diverse multiplicity of 
bodies varying in their population density, geographical location, road layout and 
size. For the purposes of this research, three distinct types of English LTA were 
identified to take count of these variations, namely:
• London Borough.
• Predominantly urban LTA.
• Predominantly rural LTA.
The objective of this case study was to determine to what extent LTAs were using 
the new powers made available to them and how individual Traffic Managers 
perceived the new legislation and its equity. This was done by a combination of 
survey work and structured telephone interviews. The aim was to determine to 
what extent English LTAs would be using some of the new powers made
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available to them under the legislation. Using this method, the value of devolving 
transport powers in this manner was assessed. The survey was distributed during 
September 2005 and 61 responses were received over a six-week period 
(response rate 41%). Based on the responses from the original survey, additional 
questions were then designed for the purposes of conducting telephone interviews 
with a number of Traffic Managers. 11 Traffic Managers agreed to participate in 
this phase of the project. This was done to provide more focussed information on 
some of the relevant issues that became apparent from the survey.
Representatives of London Boroughs and more urbanised LTAs tended to 
perceive the legislation the most positively. Representatives of more rural LTAs 
generally perceived the legislation less positively, and cited a number of the 
measures as providing extra burdens without delivering significant benefits. Some 
representatives of urban LTAs expressed concerns that the Act could conflict with 
existing priorities such as the need for regeneration. The research indicated that a 
majority of LTAs filled the new statutory post neither by competitive process nor 
by recruiting externally. Further to this, the majority of interviewees had neither 
dedicated budget nor staff for implementing the new legislation. This raises the 
question of whether these new delegated powers can be fully realised by English 
LTAs, especially as no additional monies were provided by UK Government for 
the implementation of the legislation.
Finding the Balance Between different policy instruments
This EngD has described three policy instruments that can be used to advance 
Sustainable Transport. Each varies in terms of their public acceptability, the 
budgetary implications, the required skills and their manageability. Local Traffic 
Authorities, in their role as both infrastructure operators and democratically 
elected providers of local services have a number of conflicting priorities to 
manage. In this context, the relative merits of the three policy instruments are now 
discussed.
Budgetary considerations vary greatly between different types of measure. 
Intelligent Transport Systems are probably the most expensive type of instrument 
to utilise. ITS projects can often require the installation of significant 
technological infrastructure, meaning that large-scale projects can often prove to 
be expensive. ITS projects do not generally produce an income stream either, to 
mitigate their cost of implementation and operation. However, the research 
presented in chapter four of this thesis demonstrates how novel use of an existing 
product can help deliver an ITS solution at a lower cost. Soft Measures are
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comparatively cheaper to instigate and when done correctly can yield significant 
value for money. Cairns et al. (2004) estimated that for each £1 spent on Soft 
Measures benefits could be achieved equating to about £10 on average, and 
considerably more in congested conditions. Budgetary considerations for 
devolved measures are more problematic to consider. For those measures 
applicable to infi*astructure operators, such as the Traffic Management Act, there 
is often a de facto budget pressure applied by the new legislation -  usually 
without the provision of additional funding. The implication for this is that fiinds 
must be found fi*om elsewhere in the authority -  often a difficult task when the 
transport budget effectively competes against other public services delivered by 
the authority, such as education and social services.
Public perception and acceptability of devolving of powers to existing bodies 
(in this case local councils) generally has a low public profile. Indeed, it is safe to 
assume that very few members of the public are aware of the Traffic Management 
Act and the new post of Traffic Manager. The main benefit must surely be that the 
LTA is fi*ee to get on with its work making use of these new powers and 
responsibility without the issue of constant scrutiny of its actions. Conversely, 
without the inertia of public support for such new powers and responsibilities, it is 
eminently possible that funds to support relevant activities may be difficult to 
come across from within the Authority.
Generally speaking. Soft Measures and Intelligent Transport Systems are well 
received by the public. In the case of Soft Measures, the provision of better 
information and choices concerning travel does not intrinsically force an alteration 
in behaviour and thus acceptability is generally high. When ITS are used for better 
provision of travel information -  particularly at locations such as bus stops and by 
the roadside, this tends to be popular with travellers. The caveat here being that 
when the LTA or other transport operator provides false, inaccurate, or out of 
date information (such as on a Variable Message Sign) there is a significant risk 
that public trust can be damaged for the medium as a whole.
EngD Conclusions
Sustainable Transport is a fairly difficult to define concept and this EngD has 
adopted an incrementalist approach to seeking its advancement. Research has 
been conducted on a subset within each of three policy instruments in order to 
expand and enhance current knowledge in those areas. The three main research 
chapters have each demonstrated a way that they can contribute to the goal of 
Sustainable Transport. This progress takes the form of making better operational
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use of existing infrastructure, promoting modal shift and therefore minimising the 
environmental impact of road transportation.
What is also clear is that each type of measure has its own strengths and 
weaknesses. Political and public acceptability, implementation costs and relative 
efficacies vary amongst the different tools that can be used for advancing 
Sustainable Transport. The overarching conclusion therefore has to be that it is by 
a combination of measures -  including the policy instruments discussed in this 
thesis -  that a truly sustainable transportation system can best be advanced. When 
making policy decisions about how an infrastructure operator (usually a Central 
or Local Government) can best advance the progress of Sustainable Transport -  
such a balance is vital to long-term success. The work on the Traffic Management 
Act has also highlighted that the effectiveness of such measures can be 
significantly limited when adequate funding is not allocated.
Accepting therefore that the subject area of Sustainable Transport is a broad one, 
there are in theory a wide number of other areas in the field that could potentially 
developed for ftirther work. One potential area could be within the field of so 
called ‘Hard Measures’ -  matters such as congestion charging and other policies 
that compel a behaviour change or impose a penalty on existing behaviour.
The contention of the author is that progress towards Sustainable Transport is 
best served by a variety of methods employed in tandem. There is clearly, no one 
singular solution to the complicated and often vexing issues related to 
transportation. An expansion, therefore in the knowledge concerning relevant 
policy instruments can only further the cause of Sustainable Transportation. The 
author considers that the research presented in this thesis make a substantive 
contribution to the advancements required for the long-term goal of achieving a 
genuinely sustainable transport system.
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1 Aims and objectives of this EngD
The objective for this EngD is to investigate and enhance our present knowledge 
concerning Sustainable Transport. This is achieved by first defining Sustainable 
Transport as a concept, then identifying three separate components, for each of 
which a research case study is presented.
Three different components of Sustainable Transport are identified in this thesis, 
which are specifically:
• Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS).
• Soft Measures.
• Devolution of additional transport powers to Local Authorities.
Given the scale of the problem concerning Sustainable Transport, the aim of this 
project was to follow an ‘incrementalist’ approach to the problem -  advancing 
solutions to the problem along three discretely different ft'onts. This approach is 
discussed further in chapter 3. The final aim of this project was to illustrate how a 
combination of these three policy instruments and taking a more holistic approach 
offers the best opportunity for bringing about a truly Sustainable Transport 
system.
Chapters 2 will fully introduce the concept of Sustainable Transport and provide 
detail on its importance and relevance against the wider background of 
Sustainable Development. Chapter 3 provides a comprehensive background 
(including literature review) on the three policy instrument types and their 
respective merits -  whilst outlining the areas in which the case study research 
projects have been undertaken. Chapters 4-6 contain the detailed research case 
studies -  one undertaken in each of the three components of Sustainable 
Transport previously identified. The final chapters then discuss the relative merits 
of each type of policy instrument and the relevant implications for the long-term 
goal of achieving Sustainable Transport.
The three research case studies that were pursued for this EngD (representing one 
for each type of policy instrument) are now introduced.
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1.1 Facets of Sustainable Transport being addressed by this 
EngD
For each of the three identified components of Sustainable Transport, this EngD 
has identified an area where current understanding is considered insufficient. For 
each component, the research case study and the methodology pursued are 
discretely different. In conjunction, however, they contribute to the primary 
objective of this EngD to advance Sustainable Transport by pursuing different 
types of policy instrument.
1.1.1 An Investigation of the efficacy of using the SCOOT-Link 
program for producing ITS strategies
A case study is provided that examines the effectiveness of a new methodology 
for use with the transport-planning tool, ‘SCOOT-Paramics Link’, for producing 
ITS strategies. Specifically, four different types of event that could affect and 
disrupt town centre traffic flow were identified and case studies undertaken using 
the town of Epsom in Surrey. These were:
• Additional vehicles entering the town centre that were ‘through traffic’
(such as from a motorway closure).
• Additional vehicles using a town centre that were destined for a location
within the town centre (or more specifically within the SCOOT region).
• An obstruction or blockage on an external link causing traffic to re-route
and use alternative journey paths.
• An obstruction or blockage on an internal link, causing a capacity reduction
in part of the network -  with the associated consequences.
By following an iterative process set out in the methodology and by engineering 
judgement, alternative SCOOT parameters were then generated that improved the 
traffic flow and reduced delays for each scenario type. The efiect upon delays and 
queue lengths for each type of strategy was then evaluated. Conclusions are then 
drawn on the usefulness of such a tool for each of the different scenario types. 
The potential for generating ITS contingency strategies using such a process is 
then explored alongside a discussion of how such ITS strategies can optimise the 
use of finite road space at such times when the normal traffic situation does not 
apply.
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1.1.2 The motivations and attitudes of individuals using company car 
share schemes
Car sharing is increasing seen as a way of improving the efficiency of how existing 
road space is used. In the UK, for example, 86% of cars on commuting trips 
currently carry just one passenger (Department for Transport & Office for 
National Statistics 2009). Promotion of formal arrangements to encourage car 
sharing is a classic example of a non-coercive, ‘soft’ measure.
A case study was undertaken to enhance the understanding of one particular 
subset of car sharers; namely those using organised schemes operated by an 
employer. The objective was to determine the perceived importance of six 
different reasons for using a company led car share scheme and examine the role 
played (if any) by significant employer offered incentives. For those employers 
that offered priority parking spaces to car sharers, the importance of this provision 
and the impact (if any) of parking shortages at the workplace on this perceived 
importance was also considered.
Six UK car share schemes operated by employers were selected. Each varied in 
terms of its size, nature of the employer, incentives offered and parking pressures. 
Survey work was undertaken to examine the reasons that individuals signed up to 
the scheme run by their employer and the perceived importance of each. A follow 
up survey examined some of the actions this sub-set of car sharers believed could 
be taken by Central Government to enhance the appeal of car sharing.
1.1.3 The 2004 Traffic Management Act: perceived impacts on 
different types of Local Traffic Authority in England
A policy-based research project has been undertaken that examines how English 
LTAs were using or planned to use some of the new powers made available to 
them under the 2004 Traffic Management Act (Part II) upon different types of 
Local Traffic Authority (LTA) in England. Part II of the Traffic Management Act 
provides LTAs with a number of new devolved powers and responsibilities. Many 
of these are mandatory and affect the way they must operate their networks and 
maximise the efficiency with which they manage their finite road space. The 
legislation also creates a new statutory post holder within each LTA to hold these 
new powers and responsibilities.
The research looks in particular at how LTAs were using or planned to use some 
of these new powers, how they had filled the new statutory post of ‘Traffic 
Manager’ and their general perception of the impact and efficacy of this new 
legislation. Results were subdivided into three different types of LTA, specifically:
• London Boroughs.
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• Rural LTAs.
• Urban/Metropolitan LTAs.
The objective was to determine if using the devolution of transport powers in this 
fashion had a different impact on different types of LTA. Lessons of relevance 
would also be drawn for other Central Governments considering the devolution of 
additional transport related powers away from the centre.
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2 Introduction
This introduction establishes the context for this EngD, which was funded by the 
EPSRC and Surrey County Council. It is based on an incrementalist approach that 
examines three policy instruments relevant to advancing the progress of 
Sustainable Transportation. Whilst this EngD is framed particularly from a UK 
perspective, the general conclusions drawn are equally transferable for non-UK 
environments that are facing similar challenges in the transportation sector.
This EngD comprises a fundamental investigation of three separate components of 
Sustainable Transportation, as outlined in the aims and objectives chapter. These 
three components encompass policy based and technical aspects of transportation 
that are currently relevant to the field of Sustainable Transportation. The work 
has been undertaken whilst the author was working at Surrey County Council and 
was conducted in conjunction with other UK Local Traffic Authorities and private 
companies. The Author was recruited as Surrey County Council embarked on an 
investment phase in their transport operations by taking possession of a new 
‘Network Management & Information Centre based in Leatherhead?. The 
intention at the start was for the EngD research to focus principally on the 
Intelligent Transport Systems that were being procured for use by the Local 
Authority. As the project progressed, it became increasingly clear that the 
technology would not be sufficiently mobilised in time for adequate research to be 
undertaken just in the field of Intelligent Transport Systems. Never-the-less, other 
opportunities for research with the Local Authority became increasingly apparent 
and several were exploited as part of this EngD. Furthermore, as the avenues 
available to a Local Authority concerning Sustainable Transport became clearer, a 
synthesis of approaches became more logical as the preferred approach to the 
problem. Thus the incrementalist approach manifested by this thesis came into 
being as the most pragmatic and realistic method of making significant strides 
towards Sustainable Transport from a Local Authority perspective.
In this introductory chapter, the concept of Sustainable Transport is first 
introduced along with a description of why this is desirable. Background is then 
provided on the current UK transportation environment from both a national and 
local perspective. Examination of the current UK transport milieu highlights the 
major challenges and barriers to Sustainable Transport and their relevance to the 
objectives defined in chapter 1. Chapter three discusses the three types of policy 
instrument that are investigated as part of this EngD.
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2.1 Defining Sustainable Transport
The concept of Sustainable Transport has developed directly from the wider 
concept of Sustainable Development. The generally accepted definition of 
Sustainable Development itself stems from the 1987 report ‘Our Common 
Future’, by the UN World Commission on Environment and Development 
(WCED). This has commonly become known as the ‘Brundtland Definition’ in 
recognition of former Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland's role as 
Chair of the WCED. The Brundtland definition of sustainable development is:
"Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs."
It is a common misconception that Sustainable Development only concerns 
environmental matters. It can better be described as a convergence of 
environmental, economic and social considerations (Azapagic, Perdan and Clift 
2004). Fig 2-1 shows a diagram commonly used to represent the confluence of 
these three considerations.
Social
Bearable Equitable
^SustainablK
Environment EconomicViable
Figure 2-1 Sustainable development as a balance between economic, social and 
environmental factors (Azapagic, Perdan and Clift 2004).
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Sustainable Transport is somewhat harder to define. There is no one, universally 
accepted definition. Fundamentally, it can be considered as an extension of the 
three key themes previously listed as the basic tenets of Sustainable Development, 
extended into the field of transportation (see for example World Bank 1996, 
Black 1996, Richardson 2005). There is little agreement, however, within the 
extensive published literature concerning Sustainable Transport, on a singular 
definition. Himanen, Lee-Gosselin and Perrels (2005) provide a definition of 
Sustainable Transport as:
“A transport system that in itself is structurally viable in an economic, 
environmental and social sense and does not impede the achievement o f  
overall sustainability o f a society”
This definition, however, remains a little simplistic. From the literature, it is 
possible to better define what a Sustainable Transport system should not do. 
Goldman and Gorham (2006) state that a Sustainable Transport system should 
‘not endanger public health or eco-systems’. This is in agreement with Greene and 
Wegner (1997) who indicate that the ‘many hundreds of thousands of [transport 
related] global deaths and serious injuries each year are clearly not indicative of a 
sustainable transport system’. Zachariadis (2005) highlights that Sustainable 
Transport should ‘not endanger biodiversity should minimise atmospheric 
pollution and noise whilst not endangering economic development’. This helps to 
better define the ways in which Sustainable Transport should extend beyond the 
three principal pillars of Sustainable Development.
From a UK Government perspective, Charlotte Atkins (then a UK transport 
minister) provides a more detailed definition, highlighting how Sustainable 
Transport builds upon the basic tenets of Sustainable Development. This is 
detailed in fig 2-2.
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This, then, is what sustainability means to us.
• It means transport must contribute to the Government's broader
environmental, social and economic objectives.
• It means tackling congestion.
• It means tackling social exclusion and poor accessibility.
• It means boosting local transport and giving local authorities much
more power to make their own transport decisions.
• And it means developing integrated transport networks.”
Figure 2-2 Part of a speech delivered by the then UK Transport Minister Charlotte 
Atkins, 28th October 2004.
Taking into account some of the definitions used in the literature and by the UK 
Government, a definition for Sustainable Transport to be used for the purposes of 
this EngD is presented. This can be found in fig 2-3.
A sustainable transport system,
• Builds upon the environmental, economic and social principles of
sustainable development.
• Optimises the use of existing infrastructure and minimises congestion.
• Diminishes the trend for increased motorisation and promotes modal
shift away from single car use.
• Promotes social inclusion and is accessible to all.
Figure 2-3 The definition of Sustainable Transport to be used for this EngD.
The definition set out in fig 2-3 stems largely from the Atkins definition set out in 
Fig 2-2. As this EngD was undertaken within an English Local Government 
context, it was logical to use a definition broadly commensurate to that in use by 
the overarching policy body, the UK Department for Transport. The definition is 
certainly not perfect. It makes no mention of carbon dioxide reduction for 
example, although the importance of CO2 reductions for motorised transport was 
less commonly articulated in 2004. Furthermore it makes no mention of 
developing improved technologies (such as electric cars) as part of a sustainable 
transport policy. Whilst the author acknowledges that the definition could in 
retrospect be improved upon, it was appropriate for use at the time this research 
was undertaken.
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In order to achieve such a Sustainable Transport system, a variety of tools are 
required -  the underlying rationale for the incrementalist approach adopted in this 
thesis. It should be noted, however that the social exclusion and accessibility 
aspects of Sustainable Transportation are not directly addressed by the research 
conducted for this EngD.
The UK and other Western Governments see a Sustainable Transport system that 
meets the objectives previously set out, therefore as a desirable option (see for 
example Goldman and Gorham 2006, Stradling et a l 2000). This is not least 
because the broad definition of Sustainable Transport also overlaps with many 
broader policy objectives. However, the ‘starting point’ (i.e. where we are now) 
can generally be accepted as less than desirable (see for example Davis, 1996) and 
thus provides policy makers with several barriers to achieving a Sustainable 
Transport system. Some of these barriers to are now discussed.
2.1.1 Barriers and issues relating to Sustainable Transport systems
This thesis identifies three principal barriers to a Sustainable Transport system, 
each of which is now outlined in turn.
i) The capacity and operation of existing infrastructure.
When looking to move towards a sustainable transport system, it is first necessary 
to acknowledge the shortcomings of what you start with (Davis 1996). In the UK, 
for example, the current excess demand on the road network incurs an annual cost 
[to the nation] of £15bn (HM Treasury, 2006). The UK also suffers from 
overcrowding on much of the rail network where the capacity of the system is less 
than the numbers wishing to travel (HM Treasury & Department for Transport, 
2006). How existing transport infrastructure can be adapted and improved is 
therefore an important component.
ii) Increased Motorisation
When a society becomes increasingly wealthy, an increased trend of motorisation 
is typically observed (Schafer 1998). The associated increase in passenger cars 
and movement away from non-motorised modes (such as walking and cycling) 
can create significant pressure on the road infrastructure. Reversing and 
mitigating this increased use of passenger cars (especially single occupancy 
vehicles) is essential to bring about Sustainable Transport.
ill) An increasing demand for travel.
Generally, as people become better off, their demand for travel increases. In a 
developed country with an expanding economy, it is generally observed that the
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demand from the population at large for travel increases (Department for 
Transport 2004a, Department for Transport 2005a). This increased demand can 
be difficult to manage under the context of a Sustainable Transport system. The 
increasing demand needs to be managed and the modes employed to make these 
additional journeys transferred to modes that can more easily be supported, such 
as public transport.
These barriers to Sustainable Transport are compounded still further by the fact 
that the concept of ‘Sustainable Transport’ only really emerged in the 1980s. By 
then, transportation infrastructure in both the UK and other developed nations 
was already well established -  thus requiring some radical alterations to current 
practices (Banister et al. 2000). Such changes will require the integration of a 
number of new policy instruments in order to succeed.
The manifestations of these barriers are now framed from a National and Local 
perspective, with particular reference to Surrey County Council, the sponsoring 
organisation for this EngD.
2.2 Transportation issues in the UK
Buchanan (1963) predicted that by the end of the 20'^ Century, the number of 
vehicles using British roads could triple or even quadruple from the 10.3 million 
registered vehicles in use at the time that he published ‘Traffic in Towns'. He 
notes that [the UK was] ‘nourishing a monster o f great potential destructiveness ' 
and called for radical action to mitigate the consequences in particular for urban 
environments. Many of Buchanan’s predictions have been borne out. In 2008, 34 
million vehicles were licensed to use British roads, and 75% of UK households 
had access to at least one car. (Department for Transport & Office for National 
Statistics 2009). By 2008, a total of 517 billion vehicle kilometres were travelled 
on British Roads, representing an increase of 87% since 1980. At the same time, 
car occupancy levels for UK journeys have been falling. By 2008, 61% of all cars 
on UK roads had just one occupant. For commuting trips, this figure was 86% 
(Department for Transport & Office for National Statistics 2009).
Despite predictions of adverse consequences from such an increase in motorised 
traffic, until relatively recently, the predominant view of how to deal with the 
increased demand was simply that additional road space should be created in 
order to meet that increased demand - so called ‘predict and provide’ (see for 
example, Owens 1995). In the UK, the 1989 government white paper  ^roads fo r  
prosperity'' proposed 500 new road schemes to cope with the forecasted doubling 
of road traffic in the following 25 years (Department of Transport 1989). During 
the 1990s, UK Government Policy in this area changed significantly -  with the
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perception of roads being seen as the solution changing to roads being seen as the 
problem (Dudley and Richardson 1998). The principal causes of this were an 
increasing awareness of the environmental costs of traffic and road construction, 
along with increasing evidence of the induced demand for travel produced by new 
roads (Vigar 2001). ‘Predict and provide’ thus became a largely a redundant 
concept with the acceptance that other, more sustainable measures were required 
in order to deal with increasing demand for travel. By 1998, The UK Government 
issued a new transport document entitled ‘a new deal for trunk roads in England' 
that proposed just 37 new road schemes (DETR 1998). Both within the UK and 
elsewhere, it is now increasingly acknowledged that the construction of new roads 
simply results in the generation of new traffic (see for example Pfleinderer and 
Dieterich, 1995).
In addition, traffic congestion has a significant financial cost to the UK and a 
deleterious effect upon human health. The RAC estimates that the annual cost to 
the economy is to the order of £15 billion (BBC News online 2005). Some 
estimates suggest that this cost could rise to £22 billion by 2025 without 
significant intervention (HM Treasury and Department for Transport 2006). 
Pollution from road traffic is linked to human respiratory disorders and is one of 
the factors attributed to the increasing prevalence of asthma (Schildcrout et al. 
2006). A 2004 survey indicated that 8.4% of adults in the UK suffered from 
asthma with the increasing prevalence in recent years strongly linked to the 
growth of road traffic and associated pollutants (Ferguson, Maheswaran & Daly,
2004).
For such a complex problem, a number of strategies are needed to deal with the 
issues involved as identified in the 2004 UK Government white paper ‘ The Future 
o f Transport’. Fig 2-4 displays some of the relevant statements from that white 
paper.
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We must manage the growing demand for transport. While additional 
infrastructure will be necessary, simply providing ever more capacity 
on our roads and railways, ports and airports is not the answer in the 
long term.
Road networks will be enhanced by better management, exploiting the 
potential of new technology to avoid problems and deal with them 
rapidly if they occur.
We [must] facilitate smarter individual choices about the trips we need 
to make, giving people alternatives to using their car, particularly for 
short journeys.
Figure 2-4 Policy statements extracted from The Future of Transport White Paper 
[Department for Transport, 2004a]
There is increasing recognition of the problems facing the UK transport system 
and the changes required to bring about improvement. The 2006 ‘Eddington 
Review’, commission by the UK Government, highlights a number of salient 
points, not least some of the consequences of inaction. Fig 2-5 contains some of 
those the key points. The challenge then for the UK is to bring about a substantial 
change in both attitudes and infrastructure within the transportation sector -  if a 
genuinely sustainable transport system is to be achieved. More background is now 
provided on the bodies with the responsibility for operating local transport 
infrastructure in the UK - namely Local Traffic Authorities.
• In 2006, the UK supported a total of 61 billion journeys.
• Without intervention, by 2025 there will be a 31% increase in road 
traffic and a 30% increase in congestion on UK roads.
• If unchecked, congestion on British roads will cost £22 billion in 
increased costs to businesses, freight and wasted time for households 
by 2025.
• Without intervention, 13% of UK traffic will be subject to stop-start 
travel conditions by 2025.
• Policy and investment should focus on improving the performance of 
existing transport networks.
Figure 2-5 Summary of key points from the Eddington Transport Study [HM Treasury & 
Department for Transport, 2006]
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2.2.1 Transportation issues in English LTAs
In England, responsibility for Highway matters is split between the 150 Local 
Traffic Authorities (LTAs) and the Highways Agency (Department for Transport 
2004c). The Highways Agency takes responsibility for Motorways and other 
trunk roads with individual LTAs taking responsibility for more local roads. 
English LTAs comprise a diverse spread of authority types, including County 
Councils, Metropolitan Boroughs, Unitary Authorities, Transport for London and 
the 34 London Boroughs (Department for Transport, 2004c). These local roads 
under the control of individual LTAs comprise 97% of the total road network by 
length (Department for Transport & Office for National Statistics 2009). Though 
the strategic road network (as controlled by the Highways Agency) comprises of 
only 3% of the network by length, it carries around a third of all traffic 
(Department for Transport & Office for National Statistics 2009). Of key 
importance is the fact that these bodies are the operators of the relevant 
infrastructure in their area and are ultimately responsible for the efficiency with 
which it operates.
LTAs in England (outside of London) are required to produce 5 yearly ‘Local 
Transport Plans’ (LTPs)^ that set out how they plan to conduct their 
transportation service and meet key government delivery targets. These LTPs 
include details of how technology is being exploited, road safety strategies, how 
congestion is being tackled and how they are encouraging the use of more 
sustainable travel modes (Department for Transport 2007c).
A perspective of the challenges facing an LTA is now presented in the form of 
background details concerning local transportation in the UK county of Surrey.
2.2.2 Local Transportation in Surrey
Surrey County Council is the LTA for the county of Surrey in England and was 
the industrial sponsor for this EngD. This section is included to provide context 
on the environment within which this research was carried out.
Surrey is the most densely populated county in the South East of England and has 
approximately 1.06 million residents (Surrey County Council 2006). A strong
1 Under section 108 of the Transport Act 2000.
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economy along with low unemployment and high car ownership all contribute to a 
considerable demand for travel within Surrey -  particularly by car. Only 14% of 
households in Surrey do not have access to a car, compared with 25% nationally 
(Surrey County Council 2006, Department for Transport & Office for National 
Statistics, 2009).
In addition to the existing traffic pressures within the area. The South East 
England Regional Assembly (SEERA) has obliged Surrey County Council to 
ensure that 47,000 new dwellings are built between 2006 and 2026. This will add 
approximately 10% to the current population of the county (Surrey County 
Council 2005).
These factors mean that the burden on Surrey’s finite road network is projected to 
rise significantly (Surrey County Council 2006). Surrey already has average daily 
flows on its ‘A roads’ that are almost twice the national average (Surrey County 
Council 2006). In line with national policy of the time, Surrey proposed a variety 
of measures to manage the increasing demand for travel, with the ultimate aim of 
delivering a Sustainable Transport system. The pressures facing the transport 
infrastructure operator in Surrey and the methods proposed to address them thus 
make Surrey an appropriate choice as an industrial location for conducting the 
research for this EngD into Sustainable Transport. Whilst the work undertaken 
for this EngD is complementary to the Sustainable Transportation aims of Surrey 
County Council, it remains transferable to other contexts.
2.3 Transportation and the wider agenda of global climate 
change
Previous sections have discussed the facets of what comprises Sustainable 
Development and Sustainable Transport. The component that perhaps receives 
the greatest level of concern from both the public and policy makers is the 
environmental impact of travel. For this reason, this section is included to provide 
a more in depth analysis of the environmental burdens currently derived from 
surface transportation. This is intended to also provide focus on changes required 
within the transportation sector in order to help combat the problem of global 
climate change. Most industrialised nations now accept that human activity, 
chiefly in the form of burning fossil fuels, is having a profound impact on the 
world climate. This effect, ubiquitously known as ‘global warming’ is 
characterised by a gradual rise in mean surface temperatures. In 1997, the Kyoto 
protocol was introduced and subsequently signed by 84 countries as an attempt to 
mitigate this impact. This protocol sets individual targets for industrialised 
countries to reduce the amount of CO2 they emit using the emission levels in 1990
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as a base (United Nations 2005). There are many sources of statistics concerning 
the magnitude and impact of climate change. The most authoritative source is 
arguably the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) -  an 
international collection of leading scientists and climatologists commissioned by 
the United Nations. They are responsible for producing periodic assessment 
reports concerning the underlying science, related impacts and causes of climate 
change. Their fourth assessment report, published in February 2007, presented 
some stark conclusions. These include a projected rise in surface temperature of 
up to 4 degrees Celsius and the near certainly of human activities to be the cause. 
Fig 2-6 details some of the findings from their fourth assessment report.
• Global atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide, methane and
nitrous oxide have increased markedly as a result of human activities 
since 1750 and now far exceed pre-industrial values, as determined by 
ice cores spanning many thousands of years.
• Eleven of the last 12 years (1995-2006) rank amongst the 12 warmest
years [recorded for] global surface temperature since 1850.
• It is very likely (more than a 90% chance) that global warming is being
caused by human activities.
• There will be a probable increase in temperatures of 1.8-4C by the end
of the 2V^ century. Sea levels were most likely to rise by 28-43cm.
Figure 2-6 Summary of conclusions from working group 1 (reporting on the science of 
climate change) to the Fourth Assessment Report, (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 
Change, 2007).
Other than the environmental impacts of climate change, there are also likely to be 
profound economic consequences related to the warming of the biosphere 
(Munasinghe 1993). There is an extensive body of literature concerning this 
aspect of climate change. The Stem review, published in October 2006, provides 
one of the most recent assessments of the economic consequences of climate 
change. These include the prediction that severe weather alone could impact 
world Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by up to 1% per annum by 2050. Fig 2-7 
details some of the key findings from the Stern review.
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• Under a ‘Business As Usual’ (BAU) scenario, the cost of climate
change would be the equivalent of a -20% reduction in consumption 
per head, now and into the future.
• The costs of extreme weather alone [caused by climate change] could
reach 0.5-1% of world GDP per annum by 2050.
• Deep cuts [of greenhouse gas emissions] in the transport sector are
likely to be more difficult in the shorter term, but will ultimately be 
needed.
Figure 2-7 Some of the key findings from the Stern review on the economics of climate 
change [HM Treasury, 2006].
As a nation, the UK produces around 2% of world greenhouse gas emissions, 
despite its population representing less than 0.1% of the global population. The 
UK is a signatory of the Kyoto protocol committing it to reduce its carbon 
emissions by 12.5% by the period 2008-12. The UK government has 
independently committed itself to the more challenging target of a 20% reduction 
in carbon emissions by 2010 (Defra, 2006).
The focus of this EngD is Sustainable Transport and at present the UK transport 
sector is responsible for approximately 25% of total UK greenhouse gas emissions 
(Defra 2006). It is presently the fastest growing individual sector in terms of 
carbon emissions (Department for Transport, 2007b). Delivering a suitable 
reduction in transport related emissions, especially taking into account the rising 
demand for travel is likely to be challenging. This was highlighted in the 2006 
document Climate change, the UK programme published by the Defra. Fig 2-8 
summarises some of the key points from this document.
• In 2004, the transportation sector was responsible for 27% of UK CO2 
emissions and 21% of all greenhouse gases.
• Between 1990 and 2004, CO2 emissions rose 10% and greenhouse gas 
emissions rose by 12%.
• With the adoption of planned measures, greenhouse gas emissions from 
the transport sector are likely to be broadly the same in 2010 as they 
were in 2004.
• Transportation is the only UK sector not expected to deliver a reduction 
in emissions by 2010.
Figure 2-8 Key points concerning transportation and climate change in the UK, [Defra, 
Climate change: the UK programme 2006, Chapter 5].
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Consequently, if the UK is to meet the targets for reducing CO2 emissions, then 
both Central Government individual LTAs within the UK must devise and 
implement new Sustainable Transportation strategies in order to manage the 
increasing demands for travel made by its citizens. Similar challenges face many 
other westernised counties and possible solutions are now discussed.
2.4 Sustainable Transport systems -  the solutions
Bringing about a Sustainable Transportation system, particularly in an established 
Westernised country with a growing economy and a well established 
infrastructure is not a simple task. For this reason, an ‘incrementalist’ approach is 
followed by the author of this thesis. That is to say, the required strategy calls for 
a range of complimentary tools and policy instruments to be employed, which 
individually and collectively help us to achieve the end goal. This is the key 
principle that is being followed by this EngD. Three separate policy instruments 
have been identified for pursual and examination, specifically:
• Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS).
• Soft policy measures.
• ‘Devolution’ of additional transport powers to LTAs.
The argument of this study that this ‘incrementalist’ approach, incorporating all 
three of these policy instruments, is the best way to advance towards a genuinely 
Sustainable Transport system. Each of these three policy instruments and the 
concept of incrementalism are introduced in detail within chapter 3.
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3 Defining Intelligent Transport Systems, Soft Measures and 
Devolution
In chapter 2, the concept of Sustainable Transport and its desirability were 
explored. Three separate components of the Sustainable Transport concept were 
identified for examination using an incrementalist approach. This concept of 
‘Incrementalism’ is perhaps best associated with the work of Charles Lindblom. 
Lindblom (1959 and 1979) strongly advocated that policy change is best 
transformed via an evolutionary process -  through incremental steps as opposed 
to more ‘revolutionary change’. Quinn (1978) further argues that for any wide 
scale change process to work, a strategically incremental process is the logical 
choice for a variety of complicated situations. Specifically within the field of 
transportation, Talvitie (2006) considered solutions to ‘the vexing problem o f  
transportation He proposed a process he terms ‘experimental 
incrementalisation’ -  pursuing a ‘cure’ along several complimentary fronts. 
Talvitie argued that this will allow the use of a wider array of policy and planning 
tools that holistically provide a better chance of success. It is this author’s belief 
that the magnitude and complexity of the problem with regards to bringing about 
a Sustainable Transport system indeed merits such an incrementalist approach and 
it is for that reason that such an approach has been adopted for this research.
The three components of Sustainable Transport being pursued by this EngD are 
now outlined in detail. Reference is made to how the concepts are currently 
defined in published literature and the some of the pertinent findings from existing 
research. A brief introduction is also provided concerning the specific research 
case studies undertaken for this EngD.
3.1 What are Intelligent Transport Systems?
The term ‘Intelligent Transport Systems’ (ITS) is a collective name that is 
generally applied to a variety of technology based approaches that are designed to 
improve the quality, efficiency and safety of transportation networks (Department 
for Transport, 2003a). The etymology of the term stems from the early 1990s, 
with the realisation that technology could begin to play an increasingly important 
role in the surface transportation sector (Shaheen & Finson 2004). Since then, it 
has grown rapidly to become a mainstream term used by transportation 
professionals worldwide.
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Figure 3-1 Real Time Passenger Information (RTPI) displayed at a bus stop -  an example 
of the subset of ITS covering enhanced traveller information.
ITS originally began in the field of road transportation. The term has since grown 
to include other forms of transportation including air transport, rail and maritime 
transportation (Iguchi 2002). Road transportation remains the dominant user of 
ITS and it is for this reason that the focus of this EngD chapter is on the 
application of ITS to the roads sector. Given the degree of technological 
infrastructure often required to implement ITS, large scale projects can often 
prove to be expensive. However, in many situations, the cost of expanding the 
existing infrastructure itself (such as road widening) is very much more expensive 
(Ghosh 1999).
The term TTS’ has come to incorporate a wide variety of technologies and 
processes that improve the efficiency of transportation networks, deliver better 
traveller information and improve the safety of travel. As such, there is no one, 
singularly aceepted definition of what ‘Intelligent Transport Systems’ are -  much 
in the same way that ‘Sustainable Transport’ has no fixed definition. The key 
theme to consider when defining ITS is that any definition must incorporate the 
concept of using technology to enhance travel or the travel experience in some 
way (Wright 2001). For the purposes of this thesis, it has been decided to adopt 
the definition used by the UK Department of Transport, which is detailed in Fig 3- 
2, below.
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[Intelligent Transport Systems are]
Combinations of information processing, maps, databases, communications and 
real-time data from a range of sensors, to produce solutions that enable:
• Infrastructure owners and operators to improve the quality, safety and
management of transport networks;
• Individual travellers, drivers, hauliers, transport operators and authorities to
make better informed, more ‘intelligent’ journey decisions;
• Network operators and ‘third party’ service providers to supply advanced
information services, increasingly on a multi-modal basis, to all types of 
traveller; and
• Road users to drive safer, ‘smarter’ vehicles.
Figure 3-2 Definition of Intelligent Transport Systems from Intelligent Transport Systems, the 
policy framework for the roads sector, (Department for Transport, 2005c).
Given the broad nature of ITS, this thesis focuses on one particular subset. That 
subset is the application of ITS by network and infrastructure operators, 
particularly LTAs, for improving operational efficiency of their networks. The 
following section introduces Urban Traffic Management and Control (UTMC), 
which is the primary framework utilised by UK LTAs for delivering ITS. Chapter 
4 presents the research conducted for this EngD, which examined the efficacy of 
an outline methodology with which infrastructure operators can use with a 
transport planning tool in order to better cope with abnormal traffic patterns.
3.2 Introduction to UTMC
The Urban Traffic Management and Control (UTMC) project was established by 
the UK Department for Transport (DIT) as a mechanism for promoting the use of 
ITS within the arena of Local Government (Purdie and Umpleby 2005). UTMC is 
itself very much an extension of Urban Traffic Control (Hounsell & McDonald 
2001). Urban Traffic Control (UTC), itself being an established principle by which 
LTAs optimise traffic flows on their highway network by co-ordinating the 
operation of traffic signals within vicinity of each other. When the timings 
produced by a UTC infrastructure are optimised using the SCOOT (Split Cycle 
Offset Optimisation Technique) algorithm, for example, it has been demonstrated 
that delays can be reduced by 12-20% (DETR 1999).
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Whilst UTC is a useful tool for optimising traffic flows, there is increasing 
recognition that much greater benefits can be derived by integrating this within a 
wider architecture of technologies -  the key aim of the UTMC project (Hounsell 
& McDonald 2001). Against a background of expanding demand for travel on a 
finite road network, UTMC is increasingly seen as the best way to integrate the 
various technological measures for mitigating the effect high travel demand on 
both the road network and the environment.
In 2001, four English demonstrator sites were established to showcase how 
UTMC technologies could help to deal with local transportation issues 
(Department for Transport, 2003a). Table 3-1 summarises the demonstrator sites
and their individual specialties.
Location Objective
Reading, Berkshire Traveller Information
York, North Yorkshire Air Quality
Preston, Lancashire Dealing with unplanned incidents
Stratford Upon-Avon, Warwickshire Optimal use of town centre parking
Table 3-lThe UTMC demonstrator sites and their specialties.
Since these original pilot studies, several other authorities including Warrington, 
Hampshire, Stoke On-Trent and Surrey have implemented UTMC as ‘follower’ 
authorities to the original four pilots. An increasing number of UK LTAs are 
turning to the UTMC suite of technologies in an attempt to improve 
transportation and traveller information in their areas and meet the targets set out 
in their Local Transport Plans (Department for Transport, 2003b).
The centrepiece of any UTMC architecture is a common database^. Very simply, 
the common database is the central point of contact to which various inputs and 
outputs are connected. Such a database is an integral part of any transportation 
strategy employing UTMC technology and allows the integration of the various
2 Full details on the UTMC project and links to relevant demonstrator sites can be 
found at www.utmc.uk.com
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technologies. Using the common database, strategies can be designed that are able 
to execute specific commands via the various adaptors connected to it. These can 
be constructed to run three main types of strategy:
• Proactive strategies: These run at a specific date/time. They include 
changing signal timings and posting specific messages to VMS. They are 
used in preparation for a planned event (such as a concert, football match 
etc).
• Reactive strategies: These detect a set of on street conditions (such as
congestion in one particular part of the network) and take action 
accordingly, usually by running a pre-defined strategy.
• Standby strategies. Generally, these are manually executed by the operator
under certain circumstances. This might be a terror alert for example, 
sending out information to the public on bus stop displays, VMS etc.
There are a variety of different adaptors that can be connected to a UTMC 
common database. These adaptors include (but are not limited to):
• Traffic counters.
• Roadside variable message signs (VMS).
• Real Time Passenger Information (RTPI).
• The Urban Traffic Control (UTC) System.
• Car park occupancy data.
• Data feeds fi"om third parties including weather reports and traffic data fi*om
a variety of sources.
The new Traffic Management Act and accompanying network management duty 
has also had an impact on the use of ITS with English LTAs. Data firom research 
presented in chapter 6 indicates that 30% of those authorities not presently in 
possession of a UTMC common database at the time of the survey planned to 
acquire one within the following 2 years.
Those areas that have implemented and utilised UTMC technologies thus far have 
been able to demonstrate significant benefits. Stratford-upon Avon is, for 
example, able to demonstrate a significant reduction in traffic circulation within 
the town centre as a result of the new car park guidance system (Warwickshire 
County Council 2006). Since implementing UTMC, Reading Borough Council 
has been able to collect and disseminate journey time information on three main 
routes in Reading out to the travelling public (Reading Borough Council 2004).
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As a result of implementing ITS in the Bristol area, the city council’s research 
indicates that 10% of the people surveyed had made new journeys by bus or rail 
as a result of their ITS strategy (Department for Transport, 2003c).
The ITS work conducted for this EngD (presented in chapter 4) looks at the 
subset of ITS used by infrastructure operators for optimising their road networks. 
The specific example examined concerned an evaluation of an outline 
methodology to use the SCOOT-Paramics link tool for the wider purposes of 
constructing new UTMC strategies.
3.2.1 Literature review of current ITS knowledge and critique
As previously mentioned, despite ‘Intelligent Transport Systems’ being a 
relatively new term, it has come to encompass a wide field of technologies and 
processes. For this reason, there is an extensive body of work concerning the 
impact of ITS - not all of which is fully relevant to this EngD. This literature 
review focuses therefore on ways in which the operating efficiency of the road 
network can be improved. Such improvements can either be:
• ‘Visible’: Such as ways to directly communicate with the traveller so as to
alter behaviour -  where the intervention of the infrastructure operator is 
apparent to the public.
• ‘Non Visible’: Changes to the operation of the road network that are not
immediately apparent to the traveller, such as re-phasing traffic signals.
In terms of ‘visible’ ways improving the operation of the road network, traffic 
information and route guidance for drivers has been shown to be an effective tool 
in changing driver behaviour to use diversionary routes (Annino & Cromley
2005). In one study, it was shown to reduce travel times by approximately I 
minute on a 15-minute journey (Adler 2001). A pan European study has 
concluded that Visual Message Signs (VMS), used for disseminating traffic and 
route information to drivers, are effective in inducing appropriate route changes 
(Chatterjee and McDonald 2004). VMS can thus be used by LTA to improve the 
operation of the network by altering the travel behaviour of individual drivers. 
There are also operational changes that can be made to the network operation 
which are not evident ‘on street’.
‘Non-visible’ changes often centre on the use of algorithms, transport models and 
other ‘back office’ methods for improving traffic flows (Department for Transport 
2005b). There is a significant body of work concerning new ITS transport models 
-  of which there are an extensive number. Heydecker (2004) provides a detailed 
study and concludes that in the presence of accurate measurement and detection 
technology; there is a significant benefit to be gained from a number of different
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algorithms for optimising traffic flows. Ludmann et al. (1999) and Shladover 
(2001) both examine different models for optimising traffic flows and similarly 
conclude there are significant benefits to be achieved. As is common with such 
examples in published literature however, these refer only to theoretical models 
that are not used in a genuinely operational capacity.
Whilst there is growing acceptance that ITS have a significant potential for 
improving the movement of traffic, the scale of growth in the sector means that 
the potential of many new and emerging ITS remains largely unexplored (Heijden 
and Marchau 2003). Commonly, this is manifested in a so called ‘knowledge lag’ 
between the emergence of a new technology and a full understanding of its 
potential. Supplementary knowledge acquisition is often required concerning 
these technologies before they can play a full and progressive role in any policy 
context (Geenhuizen and Thissen 2003).
Research conducted for this EngD examines one such emerging technology and 
attempts to blend its theoretical benefit with an examination of its use within an 
operational capacity. The author devised an outline methodology to use the 
SCOOT-Paramics link tool. An evaluation was then conducted of its potential for 
improving traffic flows within an urban town centre environment which fell under 
the jurisdiction of Surrey County Council, the relevant LTA. Four different types 
of abnormal traffic event were considered. An examination was conducted to 
examine whether such a tool could be used to produce a variety of innovative ITS 
strategies, which could then be operated within a UTMC environment. Such 
strategies could thus be utilised by local infrastructure operators for adapting the 
fashion in which their traffic signals operate in response to an incident or event on 
the highway network. The use of such a methodology might be of particular use 
to LTAs since the model involved may already be in use by transport planners 
within their organisation and could thus potentially be used at little additional cost 
to produce relevant UTMC strategies. It would also be used within a genuinely 
operational capacity. Whilst its function would not be outwardly visible to 
individual travellers (as is the case with VMS) it would have the potential to 
deliver significant ‘non-visible’ benefits when used to cope with certain types of 
traffic incident or event. The research case study is presented in chapter 4.
3.3 What are Soft Measures?
Soft Policy Measures (sometimes referred to as pull measures or smarter choices) 
refer to a collection of policy measures that lead to a change in travel behaviour 
brought about by non-coercive means. They are characterised by the provision of 
alternatives to driving (alone) which can empower people to make different travel
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choices (Eriksson et al. 2006). There is no singular definition of Soft Measures. 
Vlek (2002) defines Soft Measures as “information provision, education, 
communication, persuasive advertising, behavioural prompting and appealing to 
reasoned behavioural processes”. He also notes, however, that Soft Measures 
often do little to alter automatic or habitual behaviours. Gilbert (2002) defines 
Soft Measures in a similar fashion, describing them as “actions that change 
behaviour at relatively low cost (compared to say infrastructure construction and 
modification), often through the provision o f factual information. ”
The key to Soft Measures is that they employ persuasion as opposed to coercion 
in order to bring about a change in travel behaviour. This can be contrasted to 
‘hard’ or coercive measures, which can be seen to induce travel behavioural 
changes by means of financial penalty, infi'astructure change or regulation (Vlek
1996). Soft Measures include such things as travel planning, car sharing schemes. 
Real Time Passenger Information (for buses or trains), advertising of public 
transport alternatives, enhanced facilities for cyclists (such as showers, secure 
cycle parking etc) and season ticket loans for public transport (Steg and Vlek
1997). The potential impacts fi*om wide scale use of Soft Measures by the 
travelling public are significant. Cairns et al. (2008) conducted an in-depth study 
on the potential for Soft Measures and reached the conclusion that there were 
many benefits to be derived fi*om their wide scale adoption. Not only were the 
costs involved significantly less than those for infrastructure projects, big 
reductions could be achieved in traffic and congestion levels (see fig 3-3).
Using current DfT practice for estimating the value of the effects on travel 
times of a reduction in the number of vehicles, each £I spent on Soft 
Measures could produce benefits of about £10 on average, and considerably 
more in congested conditions.
Under a high intensity scenario (whereby Soft Measures were actively 
promoted), the following potential improvements could be achieved:
• A reduction in peak period urban traffic of approximately 21% (off-
peak 13%).
• A reduction of peak period non-urban traffic of approximately 14%
(off-peak 7%).
• A nationwide reduction in all traffic of approximately 11%.
Figure 3-3 Summary of conclusions from Cairns et al. 2008
There is additional support for the conclusions of Cairns et al. (2008). When 
supported by other sympathetic national transport policy measures, several studies
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have concluded that significant reductions in car use can be delivered through the 
wider scale adoption of Soft Measures (see for example Steer Davies Gleave 
2003, Halcrow Group 2002). It is for these reasons that Soft Policy Instruments 
are receiving increased attention within the context of a desire for Sustainable 
Transportation. In the UK, however, soft policies are still not widely adopted by a 
majority of LTAs. Research by the Government Operational Research Service 
showed that in 2007, only 27% of Local Transport Plans^ were rated as having 
significant reference to Soft Measures (Department for Transport 2007c).
This EngD has studied one type of Soft Policy measure in the wider context of 
Sustainable Transportation -  namely the promotion of car sharing schemes. Car 
sharing itself is not a Soft Measure, but the promotion of car sharing schemes, as 
a mechanism for attracting individuals to follow a different pattern of car use, is a 
typical example of a Soft Measure (see for example Goodwin 2005, Cairns et al. 
2008). Subsets of car sharing schemes include those operated by Central 
Governments, Local Government and informal schemes. The subset of formal 
schemes operated by an employer will be examined for this EngD.
3.3.1 Literature review of car sharing and critique
Historically, car sharing (also known as car pooling) has only been widely 
promoted by Central Governments in times of national fuel shortages. The two 
most pertinent examples of this are the Second World War and the I970’s fiiel 
crisis (Schiller 1998). The wartime US government was so keen to conserve both 
fuel and energy that in order to promote car sharing they ran a series of 
propaganda posters encouraging citizens to car share (see for example, Ferguson 
1997, Schiller 1998). Figs 3-4 and 3-5 show examples of the propaganda posters 
used at that time.
3 A Local Transport Plan is a document produced by each English Local Traffic 
Authority, which details an LTA’s transport strategies, policies and an 
implementation programme. See
http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/regional/ltp/theltpprocess for more details.
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Figure 3-4 A wartime propaganda poster used to promote car sharing
Figure 3-5 A wartime propaganda poster used to promote car sharing
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There is an extensive body of work concerning car sharing, dating largely from 
the 1970s onwards. Since the 1970s fuel crisis, however, car sharing has been in 
long term decline across the western world, driven largely by a long-term fall in 
the oil price (relative to incomes) and changing demographics (Ferguson 1997). 
Renewed interest is now being shown because of heightened environmental 
concerns, higher oil prices and continued demand pressures on finite road 
networks.
The benefits to the road network from a significant increase in the number of 
people car sharing are well established. Smeed and Wardop (1964) first concluded 
that the wide scale adoption of car sharing in small and medium sized towns, 
using small cars, could produce road space efficiency usage normally associated 
with buses. More recently. Fellows and Pitfield (2000) concluded that a significant 
take up of car sharing within a large urban area would produce benefits 
comparable with a major road scheme. Reports commissioned by Governments 
and other motoring bodies continue to conclude that car sharing has a significant 
potential to reduce both traffic levels and congestion, and make more efficient use 
of road space - provided the right conditions are in place (see for example Bonsall 
2002, Cairns et al. 2008, Eckersley 2004). These ‘conditions’ include such things 
as the price of petrol, incentives (such as preferential parking). High Occupancy 
Vehicle (HOV) lanes, efficient scheme management and promotion by an 
employer (Ab Rahman 1993, Department for Transport 2004d).
The factors behind the decision to car share and the types of people who car share 
have also been examined. Dueker, Bair and Levin (1977) found that conserving 
energy, reducing pollution, expense and parking were all significant factors in an 
individual’s decision to car share. These findings may, however, have been 
influenced by the 1970s oil crisis. Teal (1987) examined the US Nationwide 
Travel survey and found that car sharers tended to have lower incomes and make 
longer trips than individuals who drove on their own. It is generally accepted, 
however, that social status does not affect the propensity to car share (Ferguson
1997).
The majority of car sharing is likely to be undertaken informally (Bonsall 2002). 
Amongst formal car sharing schemes, there are a variety of different subsets, 
which include those organised by a Central Government, by Local Government 
and by private employers (Canning et al. 2010b). This research focuses on one 
particular subset of car sharing schemes, namely those organised schemes 
operated by an employer. Whilst this subset represents a minority of all car 
sharing, there is increasing interest in the development of such initiatives as some 
have demonstrated impressive results (Department for Transport 2002, Cairns et 
al. 2008).
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There is little existing literature which examines the perceived importance of 
different reasons for using schemes of this nature (i.e. employer operated). 
Similarly, little is known about the influence or otherwise of incentives being 
offered by an employer upon how the participants perceive the importance of 
different reasons to participate. When priority parking spaces are provided by an 
employer, the level of importance attached by users to this provision is also poorly 
understood -  as is the influence (if any) of parking shortages on the perceived 
importance placed upon such provision.
For this EngD, an empirical study has been undertaken that examines one 
particular subset of car sharing schemes -  namely those operated by an employer. 
By way of a survey distributed amongst members of six existing schemes, 
research was conducted concerning the perceived importance of 6 different 
factors that affected individuals joining such schemes. It was also examined 
whether the influence that local factors (such as parking pressures and incentives 
offered) had any difference on the perceived importance of several factors 
influencing the decision to join an employer led scheme. A better understanding of 
the perceived importance of these factors can be used by employers seeking to 
establish their own car sharing scheme. This research case study is presented in 
chapter 5.
3.4 What is Devolution?
Devolution is defined by the dictionary as “transference (as o f  rights, powers, 
property, or responsibility) to another; especially: the surrender o f powers to 
local authorities by a central government”^*. Sometimes, the process of 
Devolution is undertaken primarily to increase démocratisation -  to allow regions 
to have a more portional system of representation. Guibemau (2009) discusses 
regional devolution in Spain, the UK and Canada, citing ‘intra-state national 
diversity’ as the primary reason. More generally, however. Devolution is 
undertaken with the aim of more efficient delivery and operation of public 
services. Tiebout (1956) described this as the productive efficiency that can be at 
the local level. Published literature can provide examples of where this has been
 ^Definition provided by Merriam-Webster online dictionary, 2009
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successfiilly achieved. Kimenyi and Meagher (2004), for example measure the 
improvement in several public services as a result of wide scale devolution in the 
Philippines in the 1990s.
Within the UK policy arena, there is a long-term trend for devolution across 
multiple areas of policy. Rhodes (1994) refers to this trend as the ‘hollowing out 
of the state’. Rhodes identifies a series of reforms to the UK public sector since 
the 1980s that have seen power fi'om Central Government ‘flow sideways and 
down to a myriad o f subsidiary bodies He cites this as applicable to many areas 
of UK Government policy, transport included. His contention, however, that this 
would lead to the ‘centre’ losing its ability to steer the overall direction is rejected 
in some quarters (see for example Holliday 2000). Mawson (2007) identifies this 
trend of decentralisation in the actions of the post 1997 UK Labour Government. 
Citing devolution to Scottish, Welsh and Northern Irish executive bodies, the 
creation of regional Government within England and the establishment of a 
London Mayor, Mawson describes these as examples of this delegation of power 
and responsibility fi-om the centre.
3.4.1 Devolution and UK transport policy
UK transport policy has been similarly been affected by the trend to devolve 
power away fi*om the centre. Vigar (2001) appraises UK transport policy between 
1950 and 1999. Within this time period, Vigar identifies a number of similar 
enterprises where power has been devolved. The 1968 Transport Act, for example 
created Passenger Transport Authorities -  charged specifically with re-enforcing 
government’s commitment to improving public transport within towns and 
ensuring the maintenance of socially important services. With these new powers, 
LTAs were progressively asked to make ‘better use’ of the limited road 
infi-astructure under their jurisdiction. The UK 1991 New Roads and Street 
Works Act (NRSWA) was created in order to ensure proper co-ordination 
between both statutory undertakers and LTAs themselves -  the two groups of 
people who “dig up” the highways for their respective purposes. The number of 
statutory undertakers (utility companies) increased markedly after de-regulation 
of this industry, so NRSWA was designed to bring about a sense of balance 
amongst the competing needs of all those seeking to use the highway, both above 
and below ground (Marvin and Slater 1997). By 2000, the new Transport Act 
mandated that LTAs draw up specific ‘Local Transport Plans’ [LTPs] to define an 
inclusive strategy for managing local transportation issues in and around their 
jurisdiction (see for example Gatersleben & Uzzell 2003). Bulkeley and Rayner 
(2003) examined how these new ‘LTPs’ impacted upon the management of 
transport within the UK, looking specifically at the cities of Cambridge and 
Leicester. They concluded however, that such plans were only partially effective.
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The 2004 Traffic Management Act knits together some of the devolved powers 
from previous legislation and creates a new statutory post within each English 
LTA whose holder has responsibility for the use of such powers. Since the Traffic 
Management Act itself, UK Government has since devolved more power to Local 
Authorities in the form of the 2008 Local Transport Bill which provides (amongst 
other things) greater power for LTAs over local bus services (Travers and 
Glaister 2008).
3.4.2 Devolution of transport powers and responsibilities in other 
nations
The UK is not unique in devolving transport powers to more local units of 
Government, though naturally there is some variation in how this has been done 
elsewhere. In the USA, Metropolitan Planning Organisations (MPOs) hold a legal 
role in the planning and delivery of transport matters for all conurbations of more 
than 50,000 people (Wolf and Farquhar, 2005). The 1991 Intermodal Surface 
Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA) heralded the introduction of MPOs, which 
were further reformed by the 1998 Transportation Equity Act for the 21st 
Century (TEA-21) (see for example Taylor and Schweitzer, 2005). TEA-21 
mandates the collaboration between different transport planning bodies and also 
emphasised the importance of Intelligent Transport Systems (US DoT 1998) -  
two areas of commonality with the UK Traffic Management Act. MPOs are also 
responsible for compiling and improving a Transport Improvement Programme 
(Haynes et al. 2005) which bear similarities to the LTP and Network Management 
Plan that English LTAs are required to produce. Reactions to the efficacy of 
MPOs vary amongst different published works. There is general agreement that 
MPOs have a positive benefit on steering transportation using their mandated 
powers though they do operate with some difficulties. Taylor and Schweitzer 
(2005), for example cite their use of local knowledge as beneficial when 
implementing policy as is the consequential collaboration that arises. Haynes et al. 
(2005), however, cite the problems that can occur with local political interference 
as MPOs attempt to discharge their powers and the disparity problems amongst 
individual MPOs.
Elsewhere, in New Zealand, regional councils are mandated by the 1993 Land 
Transport with the power and responsibility to manage and control local 
transportation matters (see for example Lee and Rivasplata 2001). The same 
authors also provide background on how local districts in Chile are provided with 
specific transport powers by the Chilean Central Government, albeit with mixed 
results. Several other texts provide details of other cities, regions and jurisdictions 
where this approach to providing such powers to a local transport body is in
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evidence (see for example Cervero 1998). Where the clear delegation of transport 
powers and responsibilities has not been undertaken, evidence can be found of 
adverse consequences. SchoHer-Schwedes (2009) cites an overly-federalised 
approach to transport in Germany, with inadequate co-operation amongst Local 
Government units as one of the main causes of post-war ‘failure’ to establish a 
genuinely integrated transport network.
The approach of the UK Government with regards to the 2004 Traffic 
Management Act would therefore seem not dissimilar to that taken in a variety of 
other nations, although the bodies charged with such powers and the relevant 
local structures vary significantly. The specific research presented in this EngD 
examines the extent to which English LTAs are using or plan to use some of the 
new powers and responsibilities provided to them by the TMA and other 
complimentary legislation. The research examines three key areas of transport 
policy and also how each LTA chose to fill the new statutory post of Traffic 
Manager. Further still, the research examines the perceived impact and 
effectiveness of the legislation fi’om the perspective of those charged with its 
implementation. Evidence for any difference in approach fi*om different ‘types’ of 
English LTA is also investigated. This was done via both an electronic survey and 
more detailed telephone interviews. This research case study is presented in 
chapter 6.
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4 Case Study 1: The Feasibility of using SCOOT-Paramics link 
to produce offline UTMC strategies for abnormal traffic 
events
This chapter details research that examined the use of one particular type of 
Intelligent Transport System -  specifically methods by which network and 
infrastructure operators can improve the operational efficiency of their networks. 
The author wrote a methodology for using the ‘SCOOT-Paramics link’ 
arrangement to produce alternative SCOOT parameters. Such parameters would 
be use to optimise the operation of a town-centre road network during an incident 
or event. Paramics is an established transport planning tool for assessing the 
impact of changing traffic flows within a particular road network. It is used within 
a number of UK Highway Authorities for just this purpose. More recently, the 
functionality has become available to integrate this tool with the SCOOT-UTC 
system to better evaluate the performance of a network that is equipped with a 
SCOOT-UTC strategic control system. By modifying particular parameters that 
affect the performance of the road network (henceforth referred to as SCOOT- 
Parameters) an improvement should be demonstrable in the performance of the 
road network in a town centre.
Research is conducted to test the effectiveness of the methodology when dealing 
with four different scenario types. A discussion is then provided on the potential 
use of such modified SCOOT parameters as part of wider ITS strategies within an 
Urban Traffic Management and Control (UTMC) environment. Finally, a further 
argument is presented on how the conclusions fi'om this research strand are 
transferable to Intelligent Transport Systems in general. SCOOT has a large 
number of defined terms that will not be familiar to all readers. For this reason, a 
SCOOT glossary is provided in Appendix B.
4.1 Objectives of the research
Infi-astructure operators, such as Local Traffic Authorities are increasingly 
looking for a variety of methods for improving the operational efficiency of their 
networks. Part of this change in policy direction, in the UK at least, is because of 
Central Government compulsion. Chapter 3 discussed a recent piece of UK 
legislation (the Traffic Management Act) that enshrines this new duty of Local 
Traffic Authorities to make best use of their infrastructure and ‘keep traffic
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moving’. Of the many policy instruments available to meet this goal, Intelligent 
Transport Systems are a tool whose importance is increasingly recognised.
The aim of this research was to explore a particular sub-set of Intelligent 
Transport Systems for their worth in dealing with abnormal disruptions to traffic 
flow. The specific example to be explored was how localised road networks 
around a town centre environment could best be managed when dealing with 
abnormal traffic patterns. A new software tool, used principally by transport 
modellers was to be used -  known as SCOOT-Paramics link. This was selected 
because of its unique nature in terms of its efficiency at modelling the operation of 
town centre traffic signals that are using the SCOOT algorithm for their 
operation. SCOOT is explained in further detail in the following section.
The specific objective was to develop and then test a methodology for using 
SCOOT-Paramics link to produce modified SCOOT parameters for better dealing 
with unusual traffic events on the highway. These new parameters could then 
potentially be used as the kernel of a wider ITS strategy. Four different types of 
abnormal traffic scenarios were identified and a case study undertaken for each, 
using four scenarios affecting the town of Epsom in Surrey.
4.2 The SCOOT-Paramics linked micro simulation model
In the UK, most sets of traffic signals within a particular urban centre are co­
ordinated in order to optimise the progression of traffic within an area (Hounsell 
& McDonald 2001). Several different methods can be used to do this, although 
the utilisation of the SCOOT algorithm (used by over 170 cities worldwide) is the 
most popular method (Marsden, Bell & Reynolds 2001).
SCOOT (Split Cycle Offset Optimisation Technique) is an adaptive algorithm 
system originally developed by the Transport Research Laboratory (Hunt et al. 
1981). It models vehicle flows across an area with a view to minimising delays by 
automatically adjusting traffic signal timings to deal with fluctuations in traffic 
flow (DETR 1999). The benefits of using SCOOT to coordinate traffic signals 
within an urban centre are well established. There is an extensive literature 
concerning the measurable benefits derived fi*om the introduction of SCOOT. 
Typically, introducing SCOOT delivers delay reductions to the order of 12-20%, 
with some cities observing delay reductions of over 30% (see for example 
Mazzamatti 1998, DETR 1999, Robertson & Hunt 1983). For this reason, the use 
of SCOOT to better manage the traffic flow within an urban environment 
operating traffic signals continues to proliferate.
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Conventional signal control strategies (such as SCOOT) are not, however, always 
effective for all conditions. In particular, they can be relatively slow when 
responding to sudden changes in traffic flows, which result from an incident or 
from large demand fluctuations (Wey 2000). Difficulties can also arise from 
attempting to model the flow of vehicles through a SCOOT region because of the 
interactive nature of the algorithm. A number of alternatives have been 
investigated in order to get over this problem.
Paramics itself is primarily used as a modelling tool for transport planners to 
examine the impacts of new developments, growing traffic volumes and other 
long-term traffic impacts in a particular area. The problem with using the model as 
a “stand alone” entity was the difficulty in estimating the derivable benefits that 
may arise from using SCOOT within the urban centre under examination.
One new arrangement is a combined Paramics-SCOOT linked system. The micro 
simulation package Paramics is linked with an offline SCOOT-UTC system to 
facilitate the interactive modelling of traffic patterns within a SCOOT region -  
such that the modelling accurately reflects the benefits that can be achieved by 
using the SCOOT algorithm (see for example Normington 2007). Fig 4-1 
illustrates this arrangement.
Data on current network status 
including queue lengths based 
on data from ‘virtual’ SCOOT 
loops
Paramics Micro-Simulation
Model
▲
For each cycle of 
the traffic signals 
operating within 
the model
SCOOT-UTC 
system 
(not live) 
processes data, 
a s  if received 
from on-street 
traffic signals
New data on length of traffic signal cycles, as optimised 
by the SCOOT algorithm [Though based on user defined 
time periods for minimum and maximum ‘green time’)
Figure 4-1 The interface between the Paramics modelling tool and an offline 'dummy' 
SCOOT-UTC system
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The combined Paramics-SCOOT linked arrangement combines two tools 
commonly used in their respective areas of the transportation industry. The model 
interactively feeds queue lengths and delay data into an adjoining SCOOT Urban 
Traffic Control (UTC) system. The SCOOT algorithm then calculates the 
appropriate modifications to the traffic signal timings and feeds these back into 
the model for immediate execution. This process continues throughout the period 
of time for which the simulation is being run. When modelling a period of say 2-3 
hours, this iterative process would be repeated many dozens of times. The 
SCOOT algorithm for any particular urban centre will have been configured with 
a variety of parameters which identify the relative importance of each of the links 
(roads) within the network (henceforth referred to as ‘congestion importance 
factors’) and the minimum and maximum levels of time that each section of the 
network should be allocated ‘green time’  ^ to. Based on these parameters and the 
prevailing network conditions, the SCOOT algorithm will progressively alter the 
timing of the traffic signals to minimise total network delay.
For this EngD, the author designed and produced a methodology for using the 
Paramics-SCOOT linked arrangements for the purposes of producing new 
SCOOT parameters for four different types of abnormal, short-term disruptions in 
traffic flow. These new parameters could then be used by a traffic engineer to 
better manage some unusual on-street traffic conditions.
The methodology was used for one of each of four scenario types. For each of the 
scenarios to be tested, it will be possible to evaluate a modified set of SCOOT 
parameters for best managing the disruption caused by that scenario. These 
modified parameters could then form part of a wider ITS strategies for dealing 
with abnormal disruptions to traffic flow.
 ^ Green time’ in this context simply refers to the amount of time for which a 
particular link is allowed to run with the traffic lights showing the ‘green 
light’ to the platoon of traffic. Refer also to the SCOOT glossary in Appendix 
B.
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4.3 Categories of abnormal traffic patterns to be tested
There are a variety of different incidents and events that can occur on the highway 
and produce disruption to traffic flows. TRL (2005) produced a set of guidelines 
that classify different types of event that can affect traffic flows within an urban 
centre. Broadly, such events can either be categorised as planned/unplanned and 
regular/irregular. Using these guidelines, the author identified four types of 
abnormal traffic pattern scenario (affecting urban town centre environments) it 
was believed could benefit from the use of alternative SCOOT parameters so as to 
better deal with their effects. These were events were defined as:
• Traffic flows that were higher than usual, with that traffic seeking to pass
through the urban centre onto the adjoining road network.
• Traffic flows that were higher than usual with that additional traffic seeking
to terminate their journeys within the urban centre, such as for the purpose 
of using a town centre car park.
• A disruption to traffic flows on account of a lane blockage/obstruction
within the urban centre, with consequent reduction in capacity at that part 
of the network.
• A disruption to traffic flows because one of the town centre entry/exit
routes is blocked, with consequent re-routing of vehicles.
Further details are now provided on each of these event types.
4.3.1 Type 1 event: Generation of additional traffic seeking to pass 
through an urban centre
Both planned and unplanned events could fall into this category. Events of this 
nature generate additional traffic seeking to pass through an urban centre onto 
their ultimate destination. Urban centres near motorways and major trunk roads 
are often subject to unplanned events of this nature. When that motorway or trunk 
road is closed or congested, traffic re-routes via parts of the nearby urban centre 
in order to continue on their journey. This category would also include large 
sporting or other events in the proximity of the relevant urban centre, where 
through traffic is destined for that event.
4.3.2 Type 2 event: generation of additional traffic with a destination 
within the urban centre
Such events can be seasonal or effect only one or two particular days. This 
category includes occurrences such as high demand for town centre car parks 
(such as during the busy December shopping period) or people travelling to say a
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theatre for a popular performance. Given that a particular destination is likely 
connected to an ‘internal’ road link (i.e. within the town itself), queuing within 
these links as a result of this extra traffic can have a very significant effect on 
traffic flows on the internal links and compromise the ability of SCOOT to ‘gate’ 
the higher traffic flows on external links.
4.3.3 Type 3 event: An obstructions/blockage on an internal link(s)
A type three event could take several forms. It might take the form of a planned 
event (such as road or street works blocking part of the carriageway) or 
alternatively an unplanned event such as a broken down vehicle. Importantly, a 
type three event places a constriction at some point on the network, effectively 
reducing the capacity at that point. Such a constriction can therefore lead to 
delays approaching or passing that point of the road network. Crucially, when a 
lane of section of the network is unavailable in this fashion, the SCOOT-UTC 
system may not be aware (as the detection system does not extend that far) that 
traffic is now unavailable to use, say, both lanes of a particular section. 
Remodelling the scenario to take account of actual capacity reduction might 
therefore bring significant benefits.
4.3.4 Type 4 event: An Obstruction or blockage on an external link
A type 4 event would usually be unplanned in nature. It could represent such 
occurrences as a lorry trapped under a bridge or closure of a road because of a 
sewer collapse or other calamity. The primary consequence of such an event 
would be forcing traffic to re-route via one or more of the other routes within the 
urban centre. Such rerouting would apply to both vehicles entering and leaving 
the urban centre in question. The model could be altered to take account of this 
re-routing behaviour and subsequently to alter SCOOT parameters so that the 
performance of the network for this new travel behaviour can be optimised.
The author designed a methodology for using the SCOOT-Paramics link model 
for dealing with these unusual highway events. The methodology design aimed to 
produce an end product that was as simple to use as possible -  making it usable 
by transport professionals that did not specifically have a transport modelling 
background. This methodology was then tested for each of the four scenario types 
described.
4.4 Methodology Development
The primary objective was to develop and test a methodology that could be used 
in order to produce alternative sets of SCOOT parameters for dealing with
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abnormal traffic events. This methodology would then be tested for use upon four 
discrete types of event/incident previously identified. Using Epsom as the case 
study for this component of the EngD research, one event conforming to each 
scenario type was tested. The methodology would be designed so as to:
• Be simple enough for use by Traffic Engineers with no modelling
background.
• Be robust enough to produce ITS strategies based on alternate SCOOT
parameters in a straightforward and efficient manner.
Given that a traffic engineer is unlikely to have a transport modelling background, 
a straightforward methodology is required in order to make it accessible to the 
mainstream. The nature of micro-simulation models means that the exact rate and 
moment at which vehicles are released into the model is randomised so as to 
reflect the reality of traffic on-street. No traveller leaves their driveway at 
precisely the same moment every day and as such, the randomisation element 
ensures the model mimics reality. This means no two micro-simulation runs are 
the same. Were the SCOOT-Paramics link being used by a transport planner to 
assess a new housing development, for example, 20 or 30 runs of the model 
would be undertaken and then the average journey times extracted across all runs. 
The audience for this work was traffic engineers. The requirement for the 
methodology was not to come up with journey time calculations that were 
precise, simply to ensure any outliers were smoothed. To put the methodology 
within the time-reach of a Traffic Engineer and make it “fit for purpose”, it was 
decided therefore to use 5 runs for each scenario test. This figure was decided in 
consultation with transport planners and by doing some comparative sensitivity 
testing. Comparing a 5 run result with a 10 run result yielded little significant 
difference, for example.
An informal consultation was undertaken amongst Traffic Engineers within 
several different Local Authorities. This was to determine what the practitioners 
themselves thought should be included within any logical sequence of events. The 
result of this exercise was a nine-point methodology capable of producing 
alternative SCOOT parameters for a particular contingency. This is now outlined.
Stage
Number
Description
I Compatibility of relevant urban centre.
The user shall confirm the suitability of the urban centre on which the 
strategy option testing is to take place. The following criteria are 
suggested:
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The traffic signals must be operating under the SCOOT mode of 
operation.
A suitable micro simulation model must be available for use or one 
must be created and suitably verified for its accuracy in modelling the 
current road network conditions. This methodology has been designed 
specifically with Paramics in mind, but others may be suitable.
The urban centre should have limited spare capacity and/or is prone to 
adverse effects from abnormal traffic conditions, perhaps because of 
the volume of said additional traffic.
The frequency and magnitude of such events must also be considered.
These final two criteria could be considered a matter of engineering 
judgement and should be made in consultation with relevant local 
stakeholders who are both familiar with the area and the effect and 
frequency of incidents and events affecting traffic flows.
Establishment of baseline scenario -  normal mode of operations
The user shall establish the current operational function for the urban 
centre under test. This will establish the current journey times between 
different parts of the network (which may not be the ultimate origin and 
destination of individual vehicles involved). It will also establish where 
queuing occurs on a ‘normal’ day when the network is operating as 
would ordinarily be expected. The following should be noted:
The time of day (such as AM or PM peak) should be the same period 
for which the predicted abnormality is to occur.
Base traffic flows shall be known -  this will usually be from traffic 
counts.
The baseline shall represent a “normal day” for the urban centre under 
consideration -  without any influence from say, a school half-term 
holiday period.
This data shall then be analysed to establish the current journey times 
between the relevant matrices and where queuing occurs. Current 
bottlenecks, where delays are common on an average day should be 
carefully noted.
Defining parameters for selected option under test
Here the user shall specify what exactly is different (compared to the 
baseline scenario) about the road network and the number of vehicles
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using it for the scenario we wish to test. Relevant considerations are:
• Determining the number of vehicles in the scenario and their 
origin and destination, to be defined later in the model.
• Identifying where normally used road space is obstructed or 
unavailable for whatever reason.
• Identification of exits or entries to the urban network that may 
be blocked.
• Determining the routing (or re-routing) behaviour of vehicles 
(where appropriate) in the case of an obstruction.
Establishment of current performance for selected option under 
test
This requires the use of the SCOOT-Paramics link program. An 
alternative micro simulation model could also be linked to SCOOT but 
this has not been tested by the author. The micros-simulation model 
under test should be interactive with a SCOOT-UTC strategic control 
system. 5 simulated runs shall be undertaken in order to generate data 
on how the network would presently perform when dealing with the 
traffic abnormality under consideration (with the calculated average 
values used from these 5 runs).
Stage 5. Evaluation of current performance for selected option 
under test
Data gathered from stage 4 is examined. An analysis of the data is 
needed to determine:
• Route journey times.
• Delay data.
• Queue lengths.
Recall that this is the performance of the network (using current 
SCOOT parameters) before any intervention has been made. A 
comparison with the normal mode of operations data should then 
be made in order to confirm where the delays presently arise for this 
type of scenario.
Selected modification of SCOOT parameters
Based on the evaluation carried out in stage 5, which established where 
the relevant delays are occurring, possible combinations of altered 
SCOOT parameters should now be defined. This to be done iteratively 
on the offline SCOOT system to determine if the selected parameters
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do not compromise the general operation of the network. Note for 
example that certain combinations may bring about a state of gridlock. 
It is for this reason that stage 6 must only be undertaken on an OFF­
LINE environment that does not affect on-street traffic signals.
Multiple runs may be undertaken at this stage in order to observe the 
relevant performance of combinations of altered SCOOT parameters on 
a run by run basis. This to be done until it is considered that a suitable 
combination has been arrived at. The main parameters that will be 
altered are the Congestion Importance factors (CGIF) for particular 
links within the SCOOT region and the minimum and maximum cycle 
times for particular sets of traffic signals
Measurement and evaluation of altered SCOOT parameters
Stages 4 and 5 are re-visited in order to measure the performance of 
the network with the altered set of parameters under test. A 
comparison is undertaken of this performance with both the ‘normal 
day’s performance and the performance of the current SCOOT 
parameters. This is best done graphically to illustrate the changes and 
possible improvements over the entire time period under test (in the 
case of the example used in this chapter, that is 0730AM -  1000AM.
Deciding on possible use of secondaiy set of alternative parameters
Depending on the work undertaken in (6) it is possible that there was a 
secondary combination of SCOOT parameters that are considered 
effective. If this is the case, these are to be evaluated separately and 
compared with the first set of modified SCOOT parameters, normal 
mode of operations and current performance (step 5). For each journey 
path within the model, there would then be a total of four alternative 
joumey-time graphs to consider:
• Performance on a “normal day”.
• Performance during the incident event with no intervention.
• Performance with modified SCOOT parameters # I .
• Performance with modified SCOOT parameters #2.
Graphical comparisons for each route within the network are again 
desirable in order to provide a more holistic view.
Inclusion within wider ITS strategy (such as UTMC)
A set of alternative SCOOT parameters have now been decided upon 
for a particular incident of event scenario. Where possible, it could be 
desirable to use the modified SCOOT parameters as the kernel of a
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wider ITS strategy. Where a UTMC^ Common Database is locally in 
use, this would most likely involve the creation of a UTMC strategy 
that incorporates the modified SCOOT parameters, utilising the 
proprietary strategy manager for any such system^. Such a strategy 
could include additional actions as executable fi-om within the UTMC 
environment (such as messages deployed to VMS’, automated email 
alerts, published information to external websites etc). This can provide 
a holistic ITS strategy for dealing with the event/incident under 
consideration. It is suggested that reference is made to the individual 
user manuals for a particular Common Database that may be used here.
4.5 The use of Paramics SCOOT Link for Epsom
The town of Epsom in Surrey was selected to test the methodology outlined. The 
methodology was evaluated by using the Paramics-SCOOT link tool. Epsom has a 
population of approximately 27000 people and lies in the North Eastern part of 
Surrey. It is within the Borough of Epsom and Ewell, which is the most densely 
populated borough in Surrey. The population of the borough as a whole is 
approximately 67,700. This is expected to rise to 80,200 in 2028 (Epsom and 
Ewell Borough profile 2005). The town is close to the southern fi-inge of greater 
London and is in the proximity to a number of other medium and large sized 
towns including Sutton, Croydon, Esher and Leatherhead. Epsom is also near to 
Junction 9 of the M25, one of the busiest motorways in Europe. Closures of that 
motorway (in either direction) can generate significant additional traffic flows as 
vehicles re-route via Epsom town centre. Fig 4-2 shows the location of Epsom 
with regard to the local road system and to other nearby conurbations.
 ^ Urban Traffic Management and Control is a term used to describe ITS’ in the 
UK that confirm to a certain set of protocols, allowing interoperability with 
other suppliers. More detail is provided in chapter 3.
At time of writing, there are at least 4 different proprietary systems with UTMC 
strategy management elements, and the approach of each is slightly different.
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MATERIAL REDACTED AT REQUEST OF UNIVERSITY
Figure 4-2 Map showing Epsom in relation to the local region.
In addition to high traffic flows during the AM and PM peaks for normal working 
days, many planned events (such as the annual Epsom Derby) generate extra 
traffic in the loeal area. Epsom is also an active shopping town. During the busy 
Christmas period, there is often excessive demand for town centre parking, 
causing queuing back into the one-way system (i.e. on internal links). Figs 4-3 and 
4-4 illustrate the problem of excessive demand for parking and the associated 
queuing it causes. These photos were taken during December 2006.
Figure 4-3 Queuing into the Ashley Centre car park, Epsom, December 2006.
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Figure 4-4 Traffic seeking to park in the Ashley Centre, Epsom, queuing back into the 1 
way system, December 2006.
Epsom then, is an expanding, medium sized town with a geographical location 
near to other conurbations and major highway routes. It is also prone to 
abnormalities in traffic flow driven by both planned and unplanned events. 
Standard traffie flows are already high, meaning that there is little excess capacity 
to cope with additional vehieles travelling within the urban centre.
Based on these factors, Epsom was chosen as a suitable location to test the 
effectiveness of the developed methodology for dealing with abnormal travel 
patterns and thus for the facilitation of creating contingency plans.
A Paramics model for the town of Epsom was obtained from the Surrey County 
Council Transport Studies team. This had previously been used for an evaluation 
concerning the likely impact of new housing developments in the area. The model 
was based on the local road network within Epsom and contains 9 principal 
‘external links’ leading in/out of the urban centre. These represent the main routes 
by which vehicles enter and exit the urban centre and do not represent all the 
possible routes. Each of these was classified as its own matrix and established as a 
‘vehicle sink’. A vehicle sink simply means that the vehicles appear into the model 
from the relevant sink and then travel to their relevant destination matrix. When a 
vehicle reaches a destination matrix that is a ‘sink’, it simply leaves the simulation 
having completed its journey for the purposes of the model -  as it’s onwards 
journey no longer affects the area under consideration. Two car parks, with their 
relevant limited capacity are also included as discrete matrices. These represent
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the majority of the public parking provision within the urban centre of Epsom. 
Vehicles can both start and finish their journey from this matrix, but once capacity 
is reached, vehicles will queue to enter until a space becomes available. One 
internal link is present in the model (matrix 11, station approach) for the purposes 
of identifying a separate route that can be taken by vehicles travelling between the 
same two matrices. Table 4-1 provides details on the 12 matrices present in the 
Paramics model of Epsom that was used for this EngD.
No. Name Type
10
11
12
Ewell (A24)
Upper High Street (A2022)
Church Street (B284)
Ashley Road (B290)
Dorking Road (A24)
West Street (Stamford Green, B280) 
Temple Road 
Hook Road (B284)
Ashley Centre car park
Ebbisham Centre car park 
Station Approach 
Woodcote Road
External Link (Vehicle sink)
External Link (Vehicle sink)
External Link (Vehicle sink)
External Link (Vehicle sink)
External Link (Vehicle sink)
External Link (Vehicle sink)
External Link (Vehicle sink)
External Link (Vehicle sink)
Car Park (797 spaces, 134 
reserved for contractors Monday- 
Friday)
Car Park (132 spaces)
Internal (through) link 
External Link (Vehicle sink)
Table 4-1 Matrices used within the Epsom Paramics model.
For each of the matrices, a route is defined within the model that a vehicle travels 
along in order to reach a different matrix. Fig 4-5 provides a schematic overview 
of the road network within the urban centre of Epsom.
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Figure 4-5 Schematic overview of the Paramics model for Epsom.
Using the methodology previously detailed, four scenarios were examined using 
the SCOOT-Paramics link -  one for each of the four event categories previously 
identified. These scenarios were based on actual events that are known to affect 
the town of Epsom -  based on conversations with Traffic Engineers with 
familiarity with the area. The four scenarios tested were:
Type 1 event: The closure of the anticlockwise M25, generating significantly 
higher traffic flows on West St. The additional traffic is destined for matrices 1, 2 
and 3 (split evenly). In this instance the police and highways authority do not 
operate a dedicated and signed diversion route since there is no such route that 
could accommodate such volumes of traffic. In this instance, a policy of 
‘dispersal’ is observed, whereby traffic is left free to find its own route around the 
closure (Pearce 2007). For the purposes of this event under test, it has been 
assumed that all of the additional traffic enters via matrix 6. The exiting additional 
traffic is split evenly between matrices 1,2 and 3. This scenario is indicated in 
figure 4-6.
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Figure 4-6 The Closure of the M25 as a type 1 event
Type 2 event: Significantly higher number of vehicles seeking parking in matrices 
9 and 10 (Ebbisham Centre and Ashley Centre car parks) with subsequent 
queuing back into the one-way system. Figure 4-7 indicates the location of these 
car parks.
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Figure 4-7 Additional traffic destined for the two car parks indicated
Type 3 event: A lane obstruction at the confluence of South Street and High 
street (such as a lorry broken down in the near side lane). This effectively reduces 
the route to one lane at this point. Figure 4-8 indicates the location of this 
constriction within the network.
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Figure 4-8 Location of obstruction closing one lane within the Epsom model
Type 4 event: A lorry blocking the West Street Railway Bridge. All incoming 
traffic from matrix six diverts so that it enters from matrices 7 and 8 (Temple Rd 
and Hook Rd). Figure 4-9 illustrates this scenario.
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Figure 4-9 Location of obstruction effectively removing matrix six from use. Incoming and 
outbound traffic ultimately arrives and leaves from matrices 7 and 8
It was decided to test these scenarios during the weekday morning peak period -  
defined here as 07:30AM to 09:45AM during school term time. This is generally 
considered to be the busiest period of the day as traffic levels include both school 
traffic (predominantly in the form of pupils being transported to school) and 
ordinary commuters^. Traffic Survey data from Surrey County Council confirms
Peak traffic in the evening peak tends overall to be less pronounced, since 
schools tend to close around 3:30PM and general commuting traffic peaks at 
around 5-6PM, leading to a pronounced ‘peak-spreading’ effect on weekday 
afternoons. Thus the morning peak is general more pronounced in the 
majority of UK towns, [see for example, ‘Traffic distribution by time of day’ 
-  part of the Department for Transport’s road statistics publications available 
at
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that Epsom adheres to this trend. The relevant matrix demands (i.e. the number of 
vehicles travelling to and from each possible matrix) were decided upon based on 
historical traffic data and consultation with relevant stakeholders (such as town 
centre car park managers). The matrix demands can be found in Appendbc A.
During the testing of the methodology for particular scenarios, the journey time 
for vehicles passing through the model on several pre-defined routes would be 
used. These pre-defined routes are based on common journey patterns taken by 
travellers in and through Epsom. Eight common routes were identified for the 
purposes of this testing and these are displayed in table 4-2. The route column 
indicates the start and end matrix within the model that a particular vehicles 
begins and ends its journey with. It should be noted that not every route will be 
evaluated for the scenarios tested in this chapter.
No. Name Route
I Dorking Road to Upper High Street (A2022) 5 to 2
2 Ewell (A24) to West Street (B280) 1 to 6
3 Dorking Road (A24) to Ewell (A24) 5 to I
4 Temple Road to Dorking Road (A24) 7 to 5
5 Ewell (A24) to Dorking Road (A24) I to 5
6 West Street (B280) to Ewell (A24) 6 to I
7 West Street (B280) to Dorking Road (A24) 6 to 5
8 Dorking Road (A24) to Temple Road 5 to 7
Table 4-2 Possible routes tbrougb tbe model tbat were assessed (witb tbe start and end 
matrices)
To aid interpretation of the results, each of the routes described in table 4-2 are 
now provided graphically. Figures 4-10 to 4-17 indicate the path through the 
model for routes 1-8, with the particular path highlighted in red.
http://www.dfr.gov.uk/pgr/statistics/datatablespublications/roadstraffic/speed
scongestion/roadstatstsc/roadstats07tsc]
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Figure 4-10 Path taken by vehicles through the model for route #1
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Figure 4-11 Path taken for vehicles through the model for route #2
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Figure 4-12 Path taken for vehicles through the model for route #3
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Figure 4-13 Path taken for vehicles through the model on route #4
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Figure 4-14 Path taken through the model for vehicles on route #5
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Figure 4-15 Path taken though the model for vehicles on route #6
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Figure 4-16 Path taken through the model for vehicles using route #7
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Figure 4-17 Path taken through the model for vehicles using route #8
4.6 Results and discussion
Using the methodology outlined in the preceding section, the testing of this 
procedure was undertaken using the urban centre of Epsom in Surrey (stage one
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in the methodology). The selection was made because Epsom is a medium sized 
town with above average traffic flows that is known to suffer from problems 
caused by a variety of planned unplanned, regular and irregular events.
The baseline case (stage two) was established using traffic flow data provided by 
the Transport Studies division of Surrey County Council. This provided the 
standard traffic flows for the AM peak period along with the relevant origins and 
destinations of the vehicles involved. This data was used to generate the standard 
journey times for various paths within the urban centre of Epsom. In this context, 
path is defined as the relevant route taken for a vehicle from one matrix to 
another. For example, one journey path would be a vehicle making a journey from 
Dorking Road to Ewell.
The journey times for a normal day were then compared with the ‘current 
performance of the network’ for each scenario under test. Selected modification 
of the SCOOT-Parameters were then undertaken. The performance of the 
network with these new parameters is labelled as ‘modified’.
Results are now presented for each of the four scenario types under test -  the 
background details to which have already been outlined. Each chart shows 
journey times for three different options.
‘Base’ shows the calculated journey times for a normal day. This uses the matrix 
demands provided by Surrey County Council from their Traffic Count data.
‘Option’ shows journey times for the scenario under test BEFORE the 
modification of the SCOOT parameters. This illustrates the performance of the 
network had no interference by a traffic engineer been made.
‘Modified’ shows the journey times for the scenario under test AFTER the 
selected modification of SCOOT parameters.
For each scenario under test, the calculated journey times (for ‘base’, ‘option’ and 
‘modified’) are the averaged times from 5 runs of the simulation software.
4.6.1 Evaluation of a type 1 event: An Event generating additional 
traffic seeking to pass through an urban centre
Figs 4-18 to 4-22 show the relevant journey time graphs for vehicles travelling 
through the urban centre of Epsom during an event when there are a much higher 
number of vehicles arriving on West St. During Stage 6 of the methodology, it 
became apparent that the only useful intervention that could be made was 
increasing the amount of green time allocated to West St at the expense of South 
St. The minimum green time for each phase of those traffic signals was thus 
equalised at 35 seconds.
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Figure 4-18 Journey times through the model for route #4 
Route 4: Slight Improvement
In Fig 4-18, a significant change to journey times can be noted for this route. 
Even before the modifications to the SCOOT parameters, there are significant 
improvements throughout the time period. Modification to the SCOOT 
parameters delivers a further modest improvement, although in this case, journey 
times are either the same as the option or slightly higher until around 0815AM.
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Figure 4-19 Journey times through the model for route #6
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Figure 4-20 Journey times through the model for route #7 
Route 6 and Route 7: Slight Improvement
Figs 4-19 and 4-20 indicate that much of the traffic delays have been displaced 
onto West St, increasing traffic delays significantly for journeys originating on
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those routes. In either case, however, the presence of the disruption being tested 
in this scenario has already made a large (negative) impact on the performance of 
these routes.
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Figure 4-21 Journey times through the model for route #5
Route 5: No Change
In Fig 4-21, the route between Ewell and Dorking Road, both the Option and 
Modified versions of the scenario show significant improvements to the journey 
time from around 0750AM. The actual journey times for vehicles are over 200 
seconds shorter for much of the scenario. The improvements on the ‘normal day’ 
journey times are likely caused by other traffic being held elsewhere in the 
network by congestion.
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Figure 4-22 Journey times through the model for route #8 
Route 8: Deterioration
Fig 4-22 illustrates that the option case is consistently better than the ‘base’ 
scenario from an ordinary day. For the ‘modified’ case, vehicles originating on 
Dorking Rd initially show quicker journeys, although between -0845 and -0915 
there is a noticeable spike in journey times, leading to journeys taking an average 
of 150 seconds more.
4.6.1.1 Event 1: Summary
Comparing journey times between Option and Modified;
Route 4, Route 6 and Route 7: Slight Improvement 
Route 5: No change 
Route 8: Deterioration
The modified SCOOT parameters did have an effect, but it is not marked. Journey 
times from West Street (to Ewell and Dorking Rd do show an improvement to the 
total network delay (the area under the graph). There is deterioration in the 
journey times from Dorking Rd after 08:45 AM, caused chiefly by queuing that 
begins on South Street at about that time, as a result of the diminution of green 
time allocated to that link. Other journey times are little affected. Overall, the 
modifications deliver an improvement that could be considered successful. The
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increased delays and associated queuing on South St that occur after 08:45 AM 
can be considered as acceptable.
4.6.2 Evaluation of a type 2 event: Excess demand for town centre 
parking
During the busy Christmas period and increasingly of a weekend, it is not 
uncommon for demand to exceed the supply of town centre car parking spaces. 
Increasingly, Local Authorities look to displace some of this demand by providing 
park and ride facilities on the fringes of an urban centre so as to mitigate the 
pressures on finite town centre parking facilities. Never the less, it is not 
uncommon for many town centres to experience very high demand for the finite 
parking spaces in the town centre.
During the evaluation of stage four (evaluation of the current option under test) it 
became apparent that using SCOOT -Paramics link in this manner is not effective 
for this type of scenario. The reason for this is that SCOOT always allocates 
priority to the internal links within an urban centre, ‘gating’ traffic on the 
approaches to the urban centre. However, traffic seeking parking within the urban 
centre displays behaviour that is difficult to mitigate within a SCOOT 
environment. Specifically, it is difficult to account for what can be considered to 
be ‘irrational driver behaviour’. Drivers will continue to queue and wait for 
extended periods when the town centre car parks are full (in the instance of the 
option tested) irrelevant of other options open to them. This is borne out by the 
experience of town centre parking managers who have been known to send staff 
to inform queuing drivers of their lengthy delay -  only for them to be told that 
they’d rather continue to wait (according to B.Crane, personal communication 12 
Jan 2007). Not only is this behaviour difficult to model, it is also difficult to 
mitigate using the technology tested within this chapter.
In this instance then, other measures, aside from modified SCOOT parameters for 
the traffic signals, must be employed in order to deal with the effects. In the 
specific instance of excessive demand for town centre parking, a car park 
guidance system (whereby motorists are informed of where spaces are available) 
on the approaches to the urban centre may be a suitable alternative -  such as 
displayed in fig 4-23. This would direct drivers away from the full car parks 
before they are already committed to a particular destination.
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Guildford 
town centre
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t
Figure 4-23 For dealing with events where excess traffic is seeking to use internal links, car 
park guidance systems (such as that used in Guildford) may be a suitable alternative to an 
altered set of SCOOT parameters.
An in depth evaluation of the impact that such systems have upon driver 
behaviour in this instance is clearly beyond the scope of this EngD. Modified 
SCOOT parameters would not thus form the kernel of any UTMC strategy to 
deal with such a scenario -  instead other measures to alter driver behaviour 
should instead be instigated. It is suggested therefore that the methodology 
developed is not especially effective for type 2 events.
4.6.3 Evaluation of a Type 3 Event: A blockage or constriction within 
the network
Figs 4-24 to 4-30 show the relevant journey time graphs for vehicles travelling 
through the urban centre of Epsom during an event when there was a lane 
blockage on the High St in Epsom, immediately after the entrance of traffie from 
West St. During Stage 6 of the methodology, it was decided to alter the SCOOT 
parameters to recognise that the entrance to High Street was now only 
(effectively) one lane and the maximum green time for South Street was reduced 
to 30 seconds, so as to allow more time for vehicles on West St to pass into the 
town centre. The High street was also allocated the highest possible congestion 
importance factor (equal to 7) to account for the fact that this link was now likely 
to be particularly susceptible to congestion as a result of the constriction.
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Figure 4-24 Journey times through the model for route #5 
Route 5: Strong Improvement
Fig 4-24 shows improvements are evident for this particular route. Under the 
option scenario, journey times climb above the base scenario after -0840AM and 
remain higher until the end of the time frame. Under the modified scenario, 
journey times are improved for the whole time period, particularly after 0830AM 
when they are lower than both the base and option scenarios.
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Figure 4-25 Journey times through the model for route #2 
Route 2: Strong Improvement
Fig 4-25 indicates that the modified scenario demonstrates a elear improvement in 
journey times for this route. For the ‘option’ scenario, journey times climb steeply 
after 0830AM, compared to the base scenario. This ‘spike’ is eliminated under the 
modified scenario and indeed, journey times remain lower than for the base 
scenario for almost all of the time window.
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Figure 4-26 Journey times through the model for route #3 
Route 3: Slight Improvement
Fig 4-26 shows both the modified and option scenarios show signifieantly higher 
journey times than the base scenario. It is clear that after 0905AM however, the 
journey times for the modified scenario decline sharply and at a much quicker rate 
than the option scenario.
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Figure 4-27 Journey times through the model for route #4 
Route 4: Slight Improvement
In Fig 4-27, both the modified and base scenarios show a notable improvement on 
the base scenario journey times. After 0750AM, they are between 100-200 
seconds quicker than the base scenario. The modified scenario is slightly improved 
on the option scenario -  but the difference is never more than 50 seconds 
throughout the time period examined. The improvement against the base scenario 
is caused by the fact that congestion elsewhere in the network frees up the path 
taken by travellers following route 4.
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Figure 4-28 Journey times through the model for route #6 
Route 6: No change
In fig 4-28, the modified and option scenarios for this route are both higher than 
the base scenario. Journey times for both peak at -1600 seconds, which is very 
much higher than the base scenario. The modified scenario provides no real 
improvement on the option scenario. Journey times climb more steeply from the 
beginning, albeit peaking slightly later. They do fall away at a slightly faster rate 
from 0915AM onwards, but this is less pronounced than the steep climb in the 
earlier half of the time window.
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Figure 4-29 Journey times through the model for route #7 
Route 7: No change
Journey times on this route (fig 4-29) are high for all three of the scenarios 
examined, even on a ‘normal’ day. The journey time graphs for each of the three 
scenarios are all fairly erratic on this route and for that reason, the lines cross each 
other frequently. What is clear, however, is that for both the ‘modified’ and 
‘option’ alternatives, journey times peak almost 400 seconds higher than the base 
case. The modified scenario offers little improvement on the option scenario. 
Whilst journey times decline a little more quickly from their peak at -0900AM, 
they climb more steeply in the earlier part of the time window.
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Figure 4-30 Journey times through the model for route #1 
Route 1: No change
In Fig 4-30, both the modified and option scenarios provide much longer journey 
times for this route. The base scenario sees journey times climb fractionally over 
400 seconds at their peak, whereas the option and modified scenarios peak at 
1000 seconds and 1200 seconds respectively. The modified scenario sees journey 
times climb more steeply than the option scenario but after 0900AM, its journey 
times fall away more steeply than the option scenario.
4.6.3.1 Event 3: Summary
Route 2, Route 5: Strong Improvement 
Route 4, Route 3: Slight Improvement 
Route 1, Route 7, Route 6: No Change
The results for this option overall are positive. The two route paths originating 
from Ewell (2&5) do show significant improvement -  reflecting that the majority 
of the ‘inner ring’ of the town centre now flows more freely due congestion 
elsewhere. However, routes from West St and Dorking Rd show little 
improvement -  though there is a change in the journey time profile. The reason 
behind this seems likely to be that the presence of such a constriction within an 
already saturated system leaves little leeway for the reallocation of traffic. Thus, 
whilst there has been some overall benefit to the inner section of the one-way 
system, it is generally to the dis-benefit of those travelling from West St and
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Dorking Rd. It should also be noted that where there has been improvement, this 
has occurred after 9AM, generally at the expense of those travelling before that 
time.
Since the longer queues on these links are acceptable places for such queues to be 
located within this town centre, the modifications are on balance acceptable to be 
included with a UTMC strategy for this particular occurrence. What should be 
noted however are the limitations of the methodology when considering this type 
of occurrence. With a constriction within a central part of the network, the best 
that can be achieved is a reallocation of queues to other sections of the network.
4.6.4 A Type 4 event: An Obstruction or blockage on an external link
Figs 4-31 to 4-35 show the relevant journey time graphs for vehicles travelling 
through the urban centre of Epsom during an event where there was a lorry 
obstructing the West St bridge. As a consequence, all traffic arriving fi-om Matrix 
six was diverted to matrices 7 and 8 (evenly split). Traffic destined for matrix six 
was split so that 40% diverted to M atrk 8 (Hook Rd), 40% diverted to matrix 7 
(Temple Rd) and 20% diverted first via station approach (Matrk 11) and then 
onto Matrix 7 (Temple Rd).
During Stage 6 of the methodology, it was decided to alter the SCOOT 
parameters to reduce the green time for West St into High Street to the lowest 
possible value (7 seconds) to recognise that the only traffic arriving was ‘local’ 
traffic. The minimum green time for Hook Rd (on the intersection with East St) 
was increased to 40 seconds. The congestion importance factor for Station 
approach was increased fi-om zero to 5.
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Figure 4-31 Journey times through the model for route #4 
Route 4; Slight Improvement
As seen in fig 4-31, this partieular link is already busy during the period under 
consideration, as can be seen by the ‘base’ line on the chart. Throughout the 
period, the modified version does indeed show a slight improvement in journey 
times, though after 0930AM, this pattern is reversed. However, given that this 
occurs so late in the period under consideration -  this can be considered as 
acceptable.
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Figure 4-32 Journey times through the model for route #8 
Route 8: Slight deterioration
Fig 4-32 illustrates that both the option and modified scenarios result in a sharp 
increase in journey times -  with the modifications actually producing worse 
journey times than the option case. The base time for this route is broadly 200- 
300 seconds from 0730AM to 0930AM. Under the modified scenario, journey 
times peak at 1400 seconds -  clearly an unacceptable deterioration. The pattern 
for the increase in the modified and option eases is broadly similar, though the 
modified scenario climbs more steeply and peaks slightly higher, before falling 
away at roughly the same rate.
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Figure 4-33 Journey times through the model for route #3 
Route 3: Slight Deterioration
Journey times on this route (shown in fig 4-33) are also adversely affected by the 
modifications. Under the option scenario, journey times climb above the base case 
after 0850AM and do not return to base levels until the end of the scenario. The 
modified SCOOT parameters cause the deterioration to start slightly early, before 
peaking at around the same figure (-640 seconds). From there on, the journey 
times for the modified and option cases move broadly together.
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Figure 4-34 Journey times through the model for route #1 
Route 1: Deterioration
Some improvement is visible in fig 4-34 for the first half of the time period, before 
a sharp deterioration is evident. Under the option case, journey times are the same 
or better up to -0845AM, before sharply elimbing to peak at -780 seconds at 
0915. The deterioration starts slightly earlier for the modified scenario but as with 
other journeys examined for this route -  the deterioration starts earlier before 
peaking at about the same value.
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Figure 4-35 Journey times through the model for route #5 
Route 5: Severe deterioration
Examination of fig 4-35 shows a profound and marked deterioration for this 
particular route. After 0800AM on a normal day, the journey time remains 
constant at around 400-500 seconds. Under the ‘option’ scenario, the journey 
time actually reduces to between 200-300 seconds for the period. This is because 
other parts of the network are ‘clogged up’ and unable to release their vehicles in 
the normal manner -  resulting in improved journey times for this route. The 
modified parameters produce a marked and unacceptable deterioration in the 
journey times -  with journey times exceeding 800 seconds between 0810AM and 
0930AM. This results in unacceptable queuing on this route.
4.6.4.1 Event type 4: Summary
Route 4: Slight Improvement 
Route 3, Route 8: Slight deterioration 
Route 1 ; Deterioration 
Route 5; Severe deterioration
Overall, there is a slight benefit visible to those journeys that originate in Temple 
Rd (route 4), but none of the other routes benefit. Indeed, it is greatly to the dis- 
benefit of journeys originating in Ewell and also negatively impacts those journeys 
from Dorking Rd. Taken as a whole, these modifications cannot be considered
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successful. There would seem to be several reasons for this. Firstly, the 
diversionary behaviour that was assumed for this scenario causes a significant 
degree of queuing back onto South Street, particularly after 830 AM. It is 
possible that given these queues, the re-routing behaviour of drivers may change 
and that was not reflected in the model run that was conducted to test this 
scenario. Secondly, the diversion routes through which the diverted vehicles 
arrive (Hook Rd and Temple Rd) both have intermediate roundabouts before they 
arrive at the first set of traffic lights. This means that local traffic can delay their 
passage into the main section of the network (by having priority at the 
roundabouts). A new scenario with a closed arm of the network would need to be 
investigated in order to verify these hypotheses.
4.7 Conclusions: The methodology for using SCOOT-Paramics 
Link
A nine-point methodology was designed to use the SCOOT-Paramics link micro 
simulation model for the purposes of network contingency planning. Four 
scenario types were identified that could adversely affect the operation of an 
urban town centre. Four case studies, one for each category type were selected, 
centred on the urban town centre of Epsom. The methodology was found to be 
sound and the results presented indicate that a clear change is visible in the 
performance of various routes for the options under test. The beneficial impacts 
of these modifications for Epsom itself was variable and more discussion is 
provided on this later in 4.8.
For the type 1 event (higher number of vehicles using one arm of the network) 
an improvement was shown by the use of altered SCOOT parameters -  though a 
wider use of ITS measures is suggested for it to be more effective.
For the type 2 event (additional vehicles were seeking to park within the urban 
centre), altered SCOOT parameters proved ineffective. A UTMC strategy using 
different ITS (such as a car park guidance system) is suggested as an alternative.
For the type 3 event (A blockage or constriction within the network) there were 
some benefits demonstrated by the results. Limitations to those benefits were 
probably because of the diminution of network capacity caused by the blockage in 
the network for this option.
In the case of a Type 4 event (an Obstruction or blockage on an external link) 
the methodology did not improve the performance of the network, but this may be 
because of the assumptions that were made for the option under test.
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The methodology itself was considered successful. Follow up work should 
consider using this methodology upon a different town, perhaps using a different 
transport modelling package. When applied to the four scenario types, the 
methodology was effective for analysing all of the event types, spare for event 
type 2. The tangible and measure benefits of altering SCOOT parameters in this 
way may well depend on the town or city being modelled and the underlying 
degree of traffic saturation. Further testing of event types 1, 3 and 4 within 
several different urban centres would be needed to verify this point and in order to 
arrive at a more definitive conclusion concerning the measurable benefits from this 
approach.
4.8 The use of SCOOT-Paramics link methodology for UTMC 
strategy creation -  a discussion
The author’s research has shown that the methodology under test proved to be 
adequate in assessing the efficacy of modified SCOOT parameters. It is clear from 
the results presented here that the modifications to SCOOT parameters did have a 
significant impact on how the road network operated. In the case of Epsom, the 
ability of those modifications and indeed any modifications to deliver genuine 
benefits to network performance may be limited. Indeed, for the four scenarios 
that were tested, only two of our examples showed an improvement to network 
performance.
One of the key reasons for this is likely to be that the network under test for this 
research -  the urban centre of Epsom during the morning peak, tends to have high 
levels of traffic saturation. This means that when an incident either reduces the 
normal operating capacity of the highway network (such as the incident tested 
with a lane blockage or the incident where one arm of the network was closed) 
there is limited spare capacity within that network and even with modifications to 
the SCOOT parameters, the network can simply become swamped with traffic.
The UTMC common database allows for the creation of various strategies that 
the database is able to execute upon systems, which are connected to it via an 
appropriate adaptor. Where a set of modified SCOOT parameters has been shown 
to deliver improvements in the operation of a network under abnormal conditions 
-  these parameters can become the kernel of a new UTMC strategy. Additional 
actions that could be undertaken include informing travellers of the difficulties in 
the local area so as to reduce the magnitude of the problem by encouraging 
changes in behaviour.
For example, one of the scenarios to be modelled was the closure of the M25 at 
junction 9, leading to significant extra traffic on the southern approaches to
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Epsom. The Epsom Paramics model will be set up to recreate the extra traffic on 
those approaches and to calculate the optimal signal timing plan for that scenario. 
This timing plan could be included as part of a UTMC strategy that will also 
trigger actions such as;
• Roadside messages on variable message signs (VMS’).
• Traffic Alerts to be sent using Surrey County Council’s email bulletins.
• Website posting on the Surrey County Council travel information website.
It could strongly be argued that it is with the combination of other measures 
within a broader UTMC strategy that the most significant set of benefits could be 
realised for the incident types described in this chapter.
4.9 Future development and transferability to other scenarios: A 
discussion
The concept of micro simulation programmes that operate interactively with a 
traffic systems algorithm is one that is growing in popularity amongst transport 
planners. In addition to Paramics, other packages such as ‘Cube Dynamism’ are 
now looking to develop this functionality. Their primary use, remains as a 
transport planners tool. There is however, a significant potential for their use as a 
scenario planning tool, something that makes them potentially very useful within 
an ITS environment. Research presented in this chapter has illustrated how the 
use of a micro simulation model in this capacity can have some benefit. This 
benefit can be limited when the relevant area is already at saturation point, or 
when the scenario involves a constriction in a central part of the network. 
However, future work may wish to look at an area where the local road network 
is less saturated -  intuitively it would seem likely that the impact of such an 
undertaking would be greater in these circumstances. The core principle behind 
the undertaking of this research remains a sound one. Infrastructure operators will 
increasingly have to find more innovative ways to improve the performance of 
their networks since “building” extra capacity is unrealistic against a wider goal of 
Sustainable Transport.
4.10 Wider implications for ITS deployment and its use at LTA 
level: A discussion
Against a background of rising travel demand with limited expansion of the road 
network, ITS’ will have a continuing and important role for Local Traffic 
Authorities. There is likely to an ongoing proliferation of different ITS’ available
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to network operators as technological progress provides an increasing number of 
innovative ways for better managing and operating highway networks and for 
delivering travel information via a plethora of media. Such developments can offer 
great promise, but can often be accompanied by significant costs in the acquisition 
phase along with long-term budget pressures for their continued maintenance and 
operation. Pragmatically, many LTAs have limited resources available to them for 
the investment in ITS’, and for this reason, the penetration of such technologies 
amongst LTAs is always likely to be lower than it might be. Given this likely 
background, innovation by LTAs in the ways that they adopt different strategies 
for the use of ITS’ is clearly important. The methodology for using an ostensibly 
transport planning tool for the creation of ITS strategies is a good example of this 
-  a way in which benefit can be delivered for little additional cost outlay. In the 
UK, 97% of the total road length is under the control of LTAs (Department for 
Transport and Office for National Statistics 2009) -  making them prime 
candidates for increased use of ITS’. Against the likely financial backdrop, similar 
innovations concerning the use of technology are likely to be essential if ITS use 
within LTAs is to genuinely proliferate.
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5 Case Study 2: Factors influencing the use of company led car 
sharing schemes
This chapter details research that examined one particular type of Soft Measure — 
the promotion and use of employer led car sharing schemes. Specifically, the 
subset of car sharing schemes that are operated and promoted by an employer 
using some form of electronic ‘ride-matching’ technology are examined. The 
published literature provides several examples of computational models that have 
been developed for the purposes of ‘ride-matching’ travellers with similar 
journeys (see for example, Teodorovic & Oreo 2008, Lue & Colomi 2009). 
Whilst the methodologies for undertaking so called ‘ride matching’ often differ, 
the technology to perform the flinction is widely available and increasingly web 
based (Cairns et al. 2004). As with all Soft Measures, however, the key to success 
lies primarily via the success or otherwise of marketing and promotion -  
persuading individuals to change their behaviour to a more sustainable mode, in 
this case, to car share. Clearly, whilst the development of the matching tool 
represents a significant technical challenge in itself, its overall success as a concept 
is largely dependent on persuading suitable numbers of travellers to use the 
technology. Research is presented here that examined how users of employer led 
schemes perceived the importance of different factors in their decision to car 
share. It also examined whether particular local conditions (the offer of an 
incentive fi*om the employer) had a measurable impact on these factors. The 
perceived importance of employer provided priority parking (and whether a 
shortage of parking influences this perceived importance) is also examined. A 
discussion is then provided on the transferability of the findings and the relevance 
of accounting for local circumstances when looking to start new corporate car 
sharing schemes. Finally, a further argument is then advanced on how the 
conclusions fi'om this research strand are transferable to Soft Measures in general.
5.1 Objectives of the research
The aim of this research was to increase current knowledge concerning the subset 
of formal car sharing schemes that are operated by an employer and how their 
users perceive the importance of different factors and incentives. The specific 
objectives were:
• To examine the demographic profile of the individuals that responded to the 
survey.
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• To examine the perceived importance of different factors in an individual’s
decision to car share. Local conditions would also be taken into 
consideration -  particularly whether the presence or otherwise of 
employer offered incentives impacted upon users’ perception of 
importance.
• To examine the perceived importance of employer offered priority parking
(a commonly provided incentive) -  specific reference would be given to 
whether the presence or otherwise of onsite parking pressures affected 
how users perceived its value.
• To examine some of the actions that users of company led schemes believed
could be undertaken by Central Government in order to promote car 
sharing.
The rationale for this research was to gain a better understanding of how the 
perceived importance of different reasons for joining an employer led scheme 
varied, based on the local conditions in place for a particular scheme. This would 
facilitate the promotion and establishment of new employer led schemes, the 
advertising of which could then be tailored to focus on those aspects that would 
be perceived as the most important, based on the relevant local conditions for any 
new scheme. As with all Soft Measures, successful advertising, promotion and 
incentivisation are key to securing a high participation rate.
5.2 Background to the case study
In November 2004, Surrey County Council launched its own dedicated website 
for car sharing within Surrey (fig 5-1). Surreycarshare.com was made available 
to anyone travelling within the Surrey area that was looking to find someone with 
whom to share their journey. The portal provided an Internet interface to a 
national car-sharing database, allowing the user to find potential matches to share 
journeys with. The initial target audience for the website was local employers 
within Surrey. The main idea of this was to introduce car sharing amongst several 
large employers in the area who were not presently operating car share schemes. 
In order to make Surreycarshare.com attractive to their employees, Surrey 
County Council was keen to encourage employers signing up to 
Surreycarshare.com to offer incentives for individual employees and to publicise 
the new scheme amongst their staff.
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Figure 5-1 Surrey County Council launches its car-sharing scheme, Surreycarshare.com, in 
November 2004
There are a number of reports and other documents (see for example Cairns et al. 
2008, Department for Transport 2002), which provided examples of good 
practice within existing employer led schemes and the results achieved. This body 
of work however was not considered to take full account of the impact that local 
conditions have or the perceived importance that individuals attach to individual 
factors relating to their enrolment.
The employers seeking to join Surreycarshare.com were themselves diverse in 
both their nature and the level of incentive they were able to offer. This was 
expected given the multiplicity of small, medium and large employers within the 
county of Surrey. It was likely therefore that the key selling points for individual 
employers to promote would also differ based upon local circumstances (See for 
example Canning et al. 2005, 2006, 2010b). As the operator of Surreycarshare, 
Surrey County Council was keen to better understand how car sharers perceived 
some of these factors, so as to help with attracting users to their new initiative.
Research into how current employer led schemes operated could there be 
potentially instructive on improving the participation rate for Surreycarshare.com. 
The research outlined in this chapter is based on an investigation of six current 
employer led schemes (though not part of Surreycarshare), the methodology for 
which is now described.
5.3 Methodology
An electronic survey was designed in order to determine the opinions and 
motivations of individuals that were using a car-sharing scheme operated by their
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employer. The survey was broken down into four sections, with particular 
emphasis on:
i) Profile of the individuals that were car sharing.
This was to be determined using closed, factual questions about the individual 
who was completing the survey.
ii) Perceived importance of reasons that people signed up to car
sharing.
This was to be determined by asking a series of closed, attitudinal questions about 
the importance of different factors in their decision to join and use their corporate 
car share scheme. Likert type items were used, asking respondents to pick from 
one of several, evenly spaced items (see for example Uebersax 2006).
iii) The importance of priority parking (where provided).
This question was restricted to schemes that offered priority parking to car 
sharers. This was to be determined by asking a closed attitudinal question about 
the importance of any employer provided priority parking in their decision to car 
share. Likert type items were used, asking respondents to pick from one of 
several, evenly spaced items.
iv) Actions that car sharers believe could be taken by Central
Government to encourage car sharing.
This was to be determined by asking an open, attitudinal question about different 
actions respondents believed the UK Government could take. This question was: 
“What three Government actions do you think would help promote car sharing, 
with i) as the most important, ii) as the second most important etc”
The nature of the scheme, in terms of any incentives offered by the employer for 
its staff to car share and the degree of parking pressures (i.e. demand exceeding 
supply) was determined by interviews with the relevant scheme administrator.
5.3.1 Survey Design and administration
The research questions were designed with a view to focus on the key concepts 
that were relevant to this piece of work and to thus limit the total length of the 
questionnaire (see for example. De Vaas, 1993, p51). The length of the survey 
was intentionally kept short, so as to not deter people from taking part (see for 
example Bourque & Fielder, 1985, p94). With regards to the 6 companies that 
were selected for this research, it was not possible to take a complete census of all 
the employees working therein. Instead, the sample chosen in each instance was 
the entire database that each organisation operated for its corporate car share 
scheme.
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Following the initial construction of a potential question list, a short pilot phase 
was conducted. This was conducted with the members of a car share scheme run 
from one of Surrey County Council’s area offices. This was used to determine if 
any of the question wordings was considered either leading or unclear (see for 
example, Oppenheim, 1992, p47) ahead of the live phase of the project. Several 
minor corrections were made as a result of this. These corrections took the form 
of clarifying which incentives may not have been offered by a particular employer 
and adding a free text box to allow for additional comments where a respondent 
could detail any particulars that may have had a relevant bearing on their response 
to the survey.
During the live phase of the project, each name on the database was sent an email 
from their scheme administrator. This explained the purpose of the research and 
the people who were conducting it (i.e. the University of Surrey). This was done 
as part of the strategy to motivate responses (see for example, Bourque & Fielder, 
1985, pl21). A small incentive was offered to a randomly selected participant 
from each organisation -  something broadly accepted as a legitimate way of 
encouraging participation in this kind of unsolicited survey (see for example, 
Oppenheim, 1992, p i04). In order to minimise bias, particularly from a social 
desirability point of view, all responses were treated anonymously and this was 
highlighted in the original email (Oppenheim, 1992, p i38). In the case of each 
employer, each respondent was sent one email reminder encouraging them to 
participate in the survey
5.3.2 The participating organisations
Six UK companies were selected to participate in this research -  each of which 
operated a formal car-sharing scheme for its staff. Car share schemes were 
selected based upon predefined criteria including the size of the scheme (number 
of members), incentives offered, geographical location, parking pressures at the 
relevant company location and nature of the business. It was intended that the six 
schemes should represent a diverse cross-section; with a view to being 
representative of employer led schemes in the UK as a whole. Table 5-1 provides 
background information on each scheme. Further background details on individual 
schemes are also outlined -  this background information being correct at the time 
of the survey work, which was carried out in 2004/5.
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Scheme
Nature o f 
organisation
Location
Relative 
size o f  
scheme
Approx. 
number in 
scheme
A9 Large UK airport London area Large 2400
B
Multinational car 
manufacturer
Global
15 locations, across 
the UK
Large 1100
C Pharmaceutical
company
South East England Medium 850
D UK retail bank 
Consortium of
Northern England / 
West Central 
Scotland
Medium 850
E companies based in a 
UK City
Southern England Small 300
F
Pharmaceutical
company
Southern England Small 90
Table 5-1 Details of the participating companies
Initially, around 12 schemes were approached to participate in this research, with 
a view that a proportion would decline. Securing permission from scheme 
administrators did indeed prove to be sometimes difficult but 6 agreed to take part 
never the less. The six that took part filled the desire to have at least two small, 
medium and large firms participating in the research. Whilst a larger sample size 
would have been desirable, this itself may have led to larger amounts of data 
processing time (all undertaken by the research engineer) which was not readily 
available. On balance, six schemes was an adequate sample size for this research -  
validated by the fact that the research was published in a peer-reviewed journal 
without any comment concerning the sample size.
9 Scheme A only held email addresses for -25% of its database.
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5.3.2.1 Scheme A
Scheme A operated at a large UK airport in the London area. The airport 
compound included a myriad of different firms, which in total employed 
approximately 70,000 people when the research was conducted. 4400 people 
were registered on the database, of which approximately 2500 were active car 
sharers. Parking at the airport was at a premium and those using the scheme were 
allowed access to priority parking spaces. Car sharers were also offered additional 
benefits including an emergency ride home and a range of discounts off other 
products and services including discount breakdown cover and reduced entry 
prices to theme parks and other leisure activities.
5.3.2.2 Scheme B
Scheme B was operated by the UK subsidiary of a major international car and van 
company and had approximately 1100 members. The scheme was available at 15 
locations across the UK, having first been launched in October 2002. Parking 
shortages are not an issue at nearly at the locations covered by this scheme. The 
scheme offered no specific incentives for members.
5.3.2.3 Scheme C
Scheme C operated at the UK headquarters of a multinational pharmaceutical 
company. The site employed around 7000 people and is in a geographically 
remote location, leading to significant car dependence for many of its workers. A 
formal car-sharing database was established in 2000. Approximately 850 people 
were registered with the scheme. Priority parking was introduced in 2001 and in 
May 2003, an additional benefit was introduced for those employees that car 
share in the form of a payment of £2 a day (taxed) in addition to their regular 
salary. Priority parking and a guaranteed ride home were also provided for those 
individuals using the car share scheme.
5.3.2.4 Scheme D
Scheme D was operated by a UK retail bank. The car share scheme covered two 
UK offices, one in Northern England and one in West Central Scotland. A total of 
3400 people worked at these two sites when the research was conducted -  mostly 
within call centres. A car share scheme had been in operation since 2002 and had 
850 subscribers. The company offered priority parking spaces at the front of the 
building to those using the scheme.
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5.3.2.5 Scheme E
Scheme E operated in a UK city in southern England. The scheme covered 21 
companies located in and around the city. The scheme was originally set up in 
February 2003 for the city’s University and was progressively rolled out to the 
other organisations. No specific incentives were offered to participants.
5.3.2.6 Scheme F
Scheme F was operated by a pharmaceutical company, based at a small, isolated 
location in southern England. It’s location and poor public transport links make its 
employees particularly car dependent in order to reach the office location. 
Approximately 90 individuals were registered as car sharers. The scheme offered 
a guaranteed ride home to members of the car share scheme.
The schemes involved in this survey were thus diverse in terms of their size, 
location, business sector and the incentives offered. For each employer, the nature 
of the parking pressures at the workplace and the incentives offered by the 
employer were assessed based on interviews with the scheme administrators. 
Schemes offering a significant package of incentives were classified as offering 
‘extensive incentives’. Schemes were classified as offering ‘negligible / modest 
incentives’ when they either offered no specific incentives or one/two minor 
incentives. Each scheme was also assessed as to whether there were significant 
parking pressures for the organisations operating the scheme. Categorisations for 
each scheme’s level of incentives were made in conjunction with the Surrey 
County Council Smarter Travel Team (STT). Staff within this team work with a 
variety of employers to encourage the use of more sustainable travel modes and 
were thus considered well placed to offer advice on the relative levels of 
incentives on offer and parking pressures at each locality.
The relevant categorisations for each scheme can be found in table 5-2.
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Scheme
Incentives offered by 
employer
Significant Parking pressures
A Extensive Yes
B Negligible / Modest No
C Extensive Yes
D Negligible / Modest No
E Negligible / Modest No
F Negligible / Modest Yes
Table 5-2 The incentives and parking pressures for each scheme
5.4 Results and Discussion
The response range for the survey was between 7 and 52% (with an average of 
approximately 28%). This is a typical response rate for an unsolicited 
questionnaire of this nature. Table 5-3 displays the number of responses received 
from members of each scheme.
Scheme Number in scheme Number o f responses Response rate (%)
Aio 2400 205 342
B 1100 177 16.1
C 850 401 47.2
D 850 59 6.9
E 300 36 12.0
F 90 47 52.2
Table 5-3 Response rates for the six schemes surveyed
Scheme A only held email addresses for -25% of its database.
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There was some degree of variation amongst the response rates for each scheme -  
the reason for which was not immediately apparent. The distribution of the 
questionnaire amongst members of scheme D did rely significantly on promotion 
of the survey via the company intranet -  due to a variable number of staff 
members with email access. The low response rates in schemes E and B may 
indicate that the database of users was not entirely accurate. Several emails were 
returned from these schemes and several people responded that they were no 
longer car sharing or working for that employer. In this case, the response rate 
would appear artificially low in the event that the headline number of people listed 
as registered in the scheme (provided by individual employers) was not strictly 
accurate. Scheme A only held email addresses for approximately 25% of its 
members and because of cost constraints for this research; it was not possible to 
manually send out paper copies of the survey to the other scheme members. The 
scheme A administrators explained that many of the ‘blue-collar’ airport workers 
did not have work email addresses, so matching was done by those staff 
completing their details using a paper based system. It is possible that this 
introduces an element of systematic bias amongst the results for scheme A.
Four facets were explored from the survey relating to the type o f people who 
were members of the car share scheme; their reasons for joining and the influence 
of employer offered incentives. The data were first analysed on a company-by- 
company basis and then using the entire data set as a whole. The results were 
subdivided into four categories based on the individual sections of the 
questionnaire. This information is presented in tabular form and chi-squared 
testing has been undertaken to determine if the results are statistically significant 
between categories.
The data for the closed, attitude questions (sections labelled as ii) and iii) in 5.3) is 
treated as discrete ordinal data for the purposes of analysis. This was determined 
since there is a meaningful rank from within the categories from which 
respondents were asked to choose. However, since it is not possible to precisely 
quantify from a numerical perspective what that difference is, it cannot be classed 
as interval data (see for example de Vaus 1993, p i30). The data in section i) is 
included as demographic data concerning the sample who responded to the 
survey. Unfortunately, it was not possible to obtain details concerning the overall 
census of the working population at each employer.
5.4.1 The profile of the individuals that were car sharing (in the 
schemes surveyed).
An analysis of the demographic background of those who took part in this 
research, broken down on a scheme-by-scheme basis, was undertaken. Tables 5-4
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to 5-8 illustrate the demographic information for the people responding to the 
survey.
Scheme All A B C D E F
Male (%) 58 62 86 49 28 44 63
Female (%) 42 38 14 51 72 56 37
Table 5-4 Gender breakdown of participants in each scheme
Overall, 58% of all respondents were male compared with 42% who were female 
(table 5-4). There were some significant variations fi-om scheme to scheme -  
though these can largely be explained by the nature of the business being 
conducted by each employer. Participants from scheme B, for example were 
predominantly male -  however the nature of the business (a car and van company) 
is the most likely reason for this.
Scheme All A B C D E F
Under 25 (%) 10 5 5 14 12 3 20
25-35 (%) 36 30 29 43 48 19 37
35-45 (%) 29 30 35 27 24 11 12
45-55 (%) 20 27 23 14 16 36 27
55+ (%) 5 7 7 2 0 31 5
Table 5-5 Breakdown of respondents by age
Respondents were asked to place themselves in one of 5 age categories (Table 5- 
5). At the time that this survey was undertaken, the normal retirement age was 65 
and the minimum school leaving age was 16. Thus, each category broadly 
encompassed a 10 year age range. The age of the respondents to the survey were 
spread quite evenly in the 25-55 age brackets. Fewer people aged over 55 or 
under 25 were car sharers in the responses to this survey. The reason for this 
distribution is unclear. It may represent the relative age distribution of the 
companies involved, though further work would be required to verify this. The 
majority of the companies involved in this survey were either unwilling or unable 
to provide the author with demographic statistics concerning their workforce. As
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such, it was regrettably not possible to compare the profile of those responding to 
the profile of the workforce as a whole.
Scheme All A B C D E F
Not disclosed (%) 5 9 8 1 0 0 14
Up to £15K (%) 8 3 0 8 41 11 12
£15-20K (%) 9 6 1 10 31 25 2
£20-25K(%) 13 12 10 14 16 25 12
£25-30K (%) 15 15 24 13 5 17 19
£30-35K (%) 16 12 29 15 2 14 3
£35-40K (%) 11 13 16 10 2 3 12
£40K+ (%) 23 30 12 29 3 5 26
Table 5-6 Income breakdown of participants in each scheme
Table 5-6 shows the income breakdowns of those who took part in the survey. 
Respondents were asked to place themselves in one of 7 salary brackets with an 
additional option to not disclose their salary. Bands were chosen at income tiers 
of £5000 so as to provide a certain degree of granularity to the responses.
There was again some degree of variation between the different schemes 
surveyed, but this is most likely attributable to the nature of the businesses 
involved. The earnings of those in scheme D, for example, tended to be lower 
than the other schemes: however the majority of the staff in that scheme were 
employed as call centre staff. Those may be expected to earn less than say, 
scientific staff at one of the two pharmaceutical companies that participated. 
There is however, a broad spread of incomes amongst those who answered the 
survey -  which would tend to indicate no obvious correlation between an 
individual’s income and their propensity to car share.
Scheme All A B C D E F
No response (%) 3 0 1 1 0 22 0
Less than 6 months (%) 21 11 28 23 14 22 24
6-12 months (%) 20 21 16 23 21 11 10
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1-2 years (%) 25 35 18 17 48 31 49
2-3 years (%) 12 15 10 12 5 6 12
3-4 years (%) 5 6 6 5 2 3 0
4+ years (%) 14 11 14 18 10 6 5
Table 5-7 How long respondents had been car sharing
Table 5-7 shows the time that individuals had spent car sharing. Respondents 
were asked to place themselves in one of 6 categories for how long they were car 
sharing, spaced at 1 year intervals. The category of less than one year was split 
into two 6-month categories in order to provide additional granularity amongst 
those who had been car sharing for a relatively short period of time. This choice 
appears to have been justified as 41% of people stated that they had been car 
sharing for less than a year. Two thirds (66%) had been car sharing for less than 
two years whereas only 14% had been sharing for more than 4 years. The most 
likely explanation for this is that the majority of schemes surveyed had only been 
formally established since the year 2001 -  which would explain why the majority 
of people had not been sharing for a long period.
Scheme All A B C D E F
Not disclosed (%) 6 4 10 5 0 31 2
Less than £200 (%) 42 43 24 46 50 36 44
£200-£400 (%) 23 24 21 24 28 11 24
£400-£600 (%) 13 10 17 12 12 19 20
£600-800 (%) 5 7 11 3 2 3 1
£800-£1000 (%) 5 3 10 4 5 0 3
£1000+ (%) 6 9 7 6 3 0 0
Table 5-8 Annual saving by car sharing
Participants were asked how much money they believed car sharing saved them 
on an annual basis (table 5-8). They were asked to quantify this amount in one of 
6 bands, tiered at £200 intervals. These intervals were chosen as the author 
believed they were likely to be broad enough to provide some level of granularity 
without being too narrow. It was also believed that respondents would probably
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not have a precise figure to mind for their car share saving -  requiring the 
categories to not be set in too narrow a fashion.
42% of respondents thought that car sharing saved them less than £200 a year, 
with a further 23% believing they saved between £200-£400. 6% of people 
believed that they saved over £1000 a year fi*om car sharing. Previous studies into 
the cost of motoring and the potential savings (see for example Bonsall 2002) 
have indicated that the cost saving by car sharing for longer journeys can be as 
high as £5 per journey -  though the saving can be less than £1 per journey for 
shorter journeys. Further research would be required to examine the distance 
being travelled by an individual and the perceived cost saving. This would 
determine whether or not there is a general underestimation of the cost savings to 
be achieved by car sharing. Previous research has indicated that drivers tend to 
consistently underestimate the cost of running a car by up to 50% (see for 
Example, RAC foundation 2004).
It should be stressed that the primary reason for this piece of research was not to 
establish a ‘typical demographic’ for the type of individual participating in a 
company scheme. The data gathered in this element of the survey was chiefly to 
establish if the population being examined exhibited any striking atypical qualities 
which might potentially discredit any conclusions that were drawn. It is not 
believed that any such attributes are present in the data being used.
5.4.2 The perceived importance of different factors behind the 
decision to car share car sharing.
Tables 5-9 to 5-14 show how car sharers within the various schemes rated the 
importance of several factors in their decision to car share. The results were then 
subdivided based on whether the scheme they were registered with offered an 
extensive package of incentives for those car sharing or only a 
negligible/moderate package of incentives. In each instance, respondents were 
asked to choose between one of three categories using a summated rating scale.
Incentives offered by 
employer
Very Important Quite Important Not important
Negligible / Moderate 24 (8.8%) 24 (8.8%) 224 (82.4%)
Extensive 106 (18.5%) 227 (39.5%) 241 (42.0%)
Ail responses 130 (15.3%) 251 (29.7%) 465 (55%)
Table 5-9 The importance of an employer offered incentive on the decision to car share 
(results significant, 2 degrees of freedom, chi square = 125, p<0.001)
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Incentives offered by 
employer
Very Important Quite Important Not Important
Negligible / Moderate 191(64.7%) 71 (24.1%) 33 (11.2%)
Extensive 300 (50.0)% 202 (33.7%) 98 (16.3%)
All responses 491 (54.9%) 273 (30.5%) 131 (14.6%)
Table 5-10 The importance of saving money on the decision to car share (results 
significant, chi-square = 17.4, 2 degrees of freedom, p<0.001)
Incentives offered by 
employer
Very Important Quite Important Not important
Negligible / Moderate 21 (7.5%) 32 (11.5%) 226 (81.0%)
Extensive 46 (8.1%) 65 (11.5%) 455 (80.4%)
All responses 67 (7.9%) 97 (11.5%) 681 (80.6%)
Table 5-11 The importance no regular access to own vehicle on the decision to car share 
(results not significant, 2 degrees of freedom, p>0.954)
Incentives offered by 
employer
Very Important Quite Important Not Important
Negligible / Moderate 34(11.6%) 101 (34.6%) 157 (53.8%)
Extensive 62 (10.5%) 207 (35.1%) 321 (54.4%)
All responses 96 (10.9%) 308 (34.9%) 478 (54.2%)
Table 5-12 The importance of more sociable travel on the decision to car share (rc
significant, 2 degrees of freedom, chi square = 0.26, p< 0.878)
Incentives offered by 
employer
Very Important Quite Important Not Important
Negligible / Moderate 75 (26.0%) 143 (49.7%) 70 (24.3%)
Extensive 190 (32.0%) 296 (49.8%) 108(18.2%)
All responses 265 (30.0%) 439 (49.8%) 178 (20.2%)
Table 5-13 The importance of environmental concern on the decision to car share (results 
not significant, 2 degrees of freedom, chi-square = 5.89, p<0.053)
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Incentives offered by 
employer
Very Important Quite Important Not Important
Negligible / Moderate 75 (25.3%) 82 (27.6%) 140 (47.1%)
Extensive 156 (26.3%) 174(29.4%) 262(44.3%)
All responses 231 (26.0%) 256 (28.8%) 402 (45.2%)
Table 5-14 The importance of parking shortages on the decision to car share (results not 
significant, chi-square = 0.673, degrees of freedom = 2, probability<0.714)
Saving money was considered very important or quite important by a large 
majority of respondents. This was the case for schemes with extensive incentives 
and those offering negligible/moderate incentives. This is especially interesting 
given that 42% of respondents considered that they saved less than £200 a year. 
Car sharers using company schemes that provided an extensive package of 
incentives were much more likely to cite this as an important reason for them car 
sharing. 58% of car sharers within schemes offering extensive incentives 
considered these incentives as either very or quite important vs. 17.6% for other 
schemes. It is worth noting however that for schemes offering an extensive 
package of incentives, 42% considered this to be ‘not important’ in affecting their 
decision to car share.
Both ‘more sociable travel’ and ‘no access to own vehicle’ were considered as 
less important factors. The presence or otherwise of incentives had no statistically 
significant bearing on how people perceived their importance.
Environmental concern was considered either very important or quite important 
by a majority of respondents to this survey -  though significantly more considered 
it ‘quite important’ as opposed to ‘very important’. The presence or otherwise of 
extensive employer offered incentives does have a slight effect on how important 
this factor is rated, but this is not significant. Parking shortages was also generally 
considered to be an important reason in the decision to car share, which is 
interesting as only around two thirds of the responses received related to schemes 
that were described by the scheme administrators as having significant parking 
pressures.
A Likert style importance analysis was then undertaken on the data. In each case, 
a response of ‘Very Important’ was awarded 3 marks, a response of ‘Quite 
Important’ was allocated 2 marks and a response of ‘Not Important’ allocated 1 
mark. The total number of points allocated to each factor was then expressed as a
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percentage of the maximum number of points that would have theoretically been 
available (i.e. 3x the total number of definitive responses). This was done to 
provide an indicative comparison of how important individual factors were 
perceived. The results can be seen in table 5-15.
Rank All Schemes
1 Saving Money (80.1 %)
2 Environmental Concern (70.0%)
3 Shortage of parking (60.3%)^^
4 Employer offered incentive (53.5)
5 More sociable travel (52.2%)
6 No access to own vehicle (42.4%)
Table 5-15 Likert style importance factors in rank order.
Table 5-15 provides an indicative rank order of how the respondents to the survey 
considered the relative importance of six factors in their decision to car share. 
Clearly, not all schemes whose members responded had parking shortages and or 
employer offered incentives -  but these factors are included for comparative 
purposes. Table 5-15 appears to re-enforce the idea that saving money and 
environmental concern were considered relatively important by respondents to the 
survey with more sociable travel and no access to own vehicle considered less 
important.
5.4.3 The value of priority parking offered by the employer.
This question was restricted to those schemes where the employer offered some 
form of priority parking for car-sharers. For respondents enrolled in those 
schemes, a question was asked concerning what level of importance they attached 
to such provision. The results appear in table 5-16. The question deployed in the
Shortage of Parking included for comparative purposes, since not all schemes 
that participated in the research had parking shortages
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survey used a ‘forced-choice’ scaling method whereby respondents did not have 
the option to specify ‘neither important nor unimportant’.
Parking Very Important or Not Important or Not
Pressures Important Important A t All
No 91 (66.9%) 45 (33.1%)
Yes 425(72.9%) 158(27.1%)
Table 5-16 What level of importance do you attach to the priority parking offered by your 
employer? (not significant, chi-squared = 1.95,1 degree of freedom, p<0.163)
Parking pressures within the workplace did have an effect on the importance car 
sharers attached to the provision of priority parking. 72.9% of employees where 
there were parking pressures considered its provision either ‘Very Important or 
Important’ vs. 66.9% of those where there were no significant parking pressures.
However, Chi-squared tests were performed on the data and the difference 
between the categories was found to not be statistically significant (chi-square = 
1.95, 1 degree of fi-eedom, p<0.163). This could indicate therefore, that if an 
employer wishes to provide priority parking for staff enrolled it its car share 
scheme, that employer will not necessarily have to have on-site parking pressures 
in order for that incentive to be valued.
5.4.4 The actions that car sharers believe could be taken by Central 
Government.
A follow up survey was conducted in June 2006 amongst those who responded to 
the original survey. Respondents were asked to suggest up to three actions (with 
one being the most important, three the least important) that government could 
take to better encourage car sharing amongst commuters. No suggestions or 
options were presented to respondents, suggesting which particular government 
actions they may wish to suggest. This was done in an attempt to eliminate any 
acquiescence bias. The collated responses were again treated anonymously (as 
specified in the survey also) in attempt to limit any social desirability bias. The 
responses were then collated. Suggestions listed as the most important allocated 
three ranking points, suggestions as the second most important were allocated 
two ranking points and the third most important action allocated one ranking 
point. Table 5-17 shows the ten most popular suggestions, displaying the number 
of ranking points and the importance weighting for each action. This importance 
weighting was calculated by dividing by the total number of ranking points
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attributable to the ten most popular suggestions. The design and analysis was 
conducted in this fashion in order to again produce a hierarchy of relative 
importance that could be used to compare the perceived level of importance that 
respondents placed upon each action.
Potential Government Action
Total number o f ranking 
points
Importance
Weighting
1 Tax break / Fiscal incentive 211 35.1
2 Car Share Lanes 123 20.5
3 Reduced road taxes 80 13.3
4 Publicity / promotion 41 6.8
5 Priority parking 38 6.3
6 Raise fuel tax 32 5.3
7 Road tolls / Congestion charging 23 3.8
8 National database 21 3.5
9 Special meeting places 17 2.8
10 Allowed to use bus lanes 15 2.5
Table 5-17 Actions that could be taken by the UK Government to better encourage car 
sharing
Some form of tax break or fiscal incentive was rated as the most important action 
that government could take. The provision of dedicated car sharing lanes rated as 
the second most important intervention with reduced road taxes the third most 
important action. This result would seem to agree with the initial survey that 
found saving money to be the prime reason for people to join a company scheme. 
It is interesting to note that items 6 and 7 in table 5-17 advocate effectively 
making motoring more expensive; the antithesis of the sentiments expressed in 
entries 1 and 3.
5.5 Discussion of results and transferability
From this research, saving money emerges as the factor perceived as most 
important in the decision to car share via a formal employer led scheme. This is
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the case with the presence of extensive incentives provided by the employer or 
otherwise. It is also despite the fact that 43% of respondents had previously stated 
that they thought they saved less than £200 a year by car sharing. Further 
examination of whether or not this figure truly reflects the actual cost savings 
realised would be a potentially interesting piece of follow up work. Other 
researchers (see for example RAC foundation 2004) have found that motorists do 
generally underestimate the cost of motoring.
Environmental concern was also generally perceived as important by respondents 
to this research, with saving money appearing to be the only factor that was more 
important to survey respondents. The survey did not examine in detail the specific 
environmental concern of those participating in this research and its potential 
leverage in influencing propensity to car share. This may be an interesting piece of 
follow up research. Other researchers (see for example Department for Transport 
2009) have found that willingness to change transport behavioural patterns lags 
consistently behind willingness to change domestic behaviours, for example. In 
either instance, the perceived importance of environmental concern arguably 
suggests it should form a prominent part of efforts to promote company led 
schemes.
For the participants of this research, the presence of extensive employer offered 
incentives does have a positive impact on how users perceive their importance on 
their decision to participate -  though 42% of respondents from schemes with 
‘extensive’ incentives still perceived this as ‘not important’ in their decision to car 
share. This may indicate that even amongst employer’s schemes that are 
extensively incentivised by the employer, users still perceive other factors -  such 
as saving money and environmental concern as more important.
Chi squared testing indicated few statistical differences in the perceived reasons 
for using an employer led scheme amongst the two groupings of schemes outlined 
in this research. As might be expected, for schemes where the employer provided 
extensive incentives, there was a marked difference in perceived importance 
compared to schemes with only moderate/negligible incentives. A statistical 
difference was also measured for the perceived importance of saving money. In 
this instance, the perceived importance of ‘saving money’ increased further still 
from its already high level of perceived importance. That the perceived 
importance of ‘environmental concern’, ‘more sociable travel’, ‘parking 
shortages’ and ‘no regular access to own vehicle’ was statistically the same with 
or without the presence of extensive incentives, confirms intuitive expectations 
that this would be the case.
A shortage of parking was generally perceived to be important reason to 
participate by those who responded to this survey, despite the fact that roughly
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one third of all responses were from employers where no significant parking 
pressures (as identified by their scheme administrators). The results in 5.4.3 would 
indicate that when employers provide priority parking for car-sharers, this is 
generally perceived as valuable by those participating in this survey. The 
importance that respondents attached to this incentive did show some variance, 
depending on whether there were any on-site parking pressures. This difference 
was not statistically significant, however. This could indicate that if an employer 
chooses to offer priority parking to users of the corporate car sharing scheme, it is 
not necessarily the case that there must be on site parking pressures in order for 
that incentive to be considered important. Further research examining specifically 
the impact of priority parking and parking shortages on an individual’s inclination 
to car share could clarify just how important priority parking and shortages of 
parking are to the users of company led schemes.
The actions that car sharers identified as possible promoters of car sharing from a 
Central Government perspective seem to support the so called ‘carrot and stick’ 
approach. Tax breaks (as the incentive) and dedicated car sharing lanes (as the 
demand management tool) were cited by a significant number of respondents as 
important actions that government could take. Being allowed to use bus lanes and 
the provision of some sort of national database were cited by a smaller number of 
respondents. This may be because respondents were not offered specific choices 
for the actions that Government could take. More detailed research, possibly in 
the form of interviews, could better explain this.
Several key findings emerge from this research. For any ‘Soft Measure’, such as a 
car sharing scheme, the extent to which a particular measure is marketed and 
incentivised is generally considered key to a high participation rate. Based on the 
research presented here, it appears that for employer led schemes, users generally 
perceive saving money as the most important reason to participate, with 
environmental concern also widely perceived as importance. Arguably, therefore 
the financial and environmental benefits should receive the most prominent 
promotion by a scheme administrator. The marketing of the social aspects to car 
sharing and the benefits for users without regular access to their own vehicle 
should receive less prominence in promotional material -  since both of these were 
seemingly perceived as less important by the participants in this research.
Another important finding to emerge is that when an employer offers priority car 
parking spaces to people enrolled in the car share scheme, it does not necessarily 
follow that there will need to be parking pressures for staff to value this. As 
priority parking is a commonly offered incentive, this is a useful piece of 
information for an employer looking to establish a new scheme or for the operator 
of an existing scheme looking to enhance its appeal.
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Some of the findings of this research are also supported by previous work. 
Previous research (see for example Teal 1987, Ferguson 1997) had established 
little socio demographic correlation with the propensity to car share and the 
participants in this research appear to follow that trend. Ab Rahman (1993) 
identified that some form of incentives would need to be in place in order to 
encourage commuters. Bonsall (1981) also showed that schemes offering 
significant incentives to car sharers tend to have a higher participation rate. 
Bonsall (2002) further identified that some form of demand management (such as 
restricted parking) would provide a stimulus for car sharing
Follow up research might also consider a detailed examination of all staff working 
for a company running a car share scheme -  both those who do and do not choose 
to car share. This would establish the particular difference between two 
populations at the same employer that had each made a discrete choice concerning 
whether or not to enrol on their employer led scheme. There is also a question 
over whether company led car share schemes, whereby members typically register 
electronically artificially exclude members without such technological skills and 
access. Many of the ‘blue-collar’ workers in scheme A could not be easily reached 
because no email address was available for them on the database. Any follow up 
research may wish to consider whether social class has any bearing on how users 
of employer led schemes perceive the benefits provided and the reasons for 
enrolling. This would establish any difference between blue and white collar 
workers.
5.6 Research Conclusions
Car sharing, in its various forms, has a significant potential to mitigate the existing 
high levels of demand for travel. This research case study has examined one 
subset of car sharing schemes, namely formal schemes organised by an employer. 
Research was conducted amongst six corporate car sharing schemes to determine 
the perceived importance of different reasons for enrolment, the impact of 
employer offered incentives and the how priority parking spaces are valued, when 
offered. The perceived actions that car sharers believed could be taken by Central 
Government were also explored
The main findings were that saving money was generally perceived as the most 
important reason for enrolling in a employer-led scheme -  even when that 
employer offered significant incentives to car share. Environmental concern was 
also generally considered as important. More sociable travel & no access to own 
vehicle were generally perceived as less important. When an employer provided 
priority parking for car sharers, this was generally valued as important by users,
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even when the employer did not have significant parking pressures. It could be 
concluded fi*om this research that when an employer is promoting their car-share 
scheme, they should give particular emphasis to the financial savings and 
environmental benefits of participating, when marketing their scheme. Whilst 
those employers that are able to offer significant incentives to participants will 
find that this is also something to be emphasised, it would appear that saving 
money and environmental concern should still receive the most prominent 
promotion. If an employer is considering offering priority parking spaces for 
participants, the employer may not need on-site parking pressures for staff to 
value this provision. These are all useful considerations for any employer looking 
to either establish a new scheme of enhance the participation rate of an existing 
scheme. If Central Government were looking to take specific actions to boost car 
sharing, some form of tax break and infi*astructural assistance (in the form of car 
share lanes) were perceived as the most popular interventions.
It is also clear that for this particular sub-set of car sharing, both employers and 
Government have important roles to play in promoting such schemes to potential 
car sharers. Depending on the local situation (i.e. what parking pressures may 
apply, what incentives are offered by the employer and what actions the relevant 
Government are taking) different types of promotion for organised schemes will 
all need to be considered.
5.7 Wider Implications and conclusions for the application of 
Soft Measures -  A discussion
There is clearly a great potential for an increased use of Soft Policy Instruments 
and for the promotion of Soft Measures as a way to help deliver Sustainable 
Transport. The potential benefits have been established by various research 
reports (for example Cairns et al. 2008) and the associated costs are much less 
than those for infi-astructure in particular. The term, ‘Soft Measures’ is however a 
broad one and there are many different transport policies that can be assigned this 
moniker. In order for Soft Measures to be successftil, a fuller understanding of 
how the traveller responds to such policies -  and crucially individual types of Soft 
Measure, is required. What their motivations for participating might be, is of 
particular importance when looking to attract additional travellers. Unfortunately, 
the background environment for different communities that Soft Measures may be 
targeted at can vary significantly. Real Time Passenger Information, for example, 
might conceivably be a more effective in geographical areas with a higher degree 
of technological penetration (such as home broadband, for example) than in a 
region where the general population is less familiar with new technology. With
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transportation, much like many other things, ‘one size rarely fits all’ and since the 
nature of Soft Measures, the finer details of implementation need to be adequately 
tailored to match local circumstances.
The subset of car sharing schemes explored by this chapter is a good example of 
this. When promoting employer led car-sharing schemes, full consideration of 
local circumstances is required. Local factors that affect individual schemes have 
been shown to have some influence on the reasons stated by individuals for 
participating. The greatest single disadvantage to Soft Measures is that they 
remain purely optional to the traveller. Whilst good promotion and advertising do 
increase take up of Soft Policy Instruments, there will always be a significant 
proportion of travellers who will decline to alter their travel habits. Better 
tailoring of the way in which such measures are promoted and adapted can still 
conceivably optimise the participation rate, however.
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6 Case study 3: Devolution of transport powers and 
responsibilities via the 2004 Traffic Management Act
In 2004, the UK Government introduced a new piece of legislation in the form of 
the Traffic Management Act (TMA). This act devolves additional transport 
powers and responsibilities away from UK Central Government to each of the 
existing 150 LTAs in England. Previously in chapter 3, the concept of devolution 
was discussed along with the general rationale for doing so. Examples of how 
different nations have undertaken the process of devolving transport powers was 
also discussed. In the context of general UK policy, devolution in the transport 
arena has in fact followed a general trend of devolution seen in several other areas 
of policy over several years (Canning et al. 2010). The TMA applies equally to all 
English LTAs, including County Councils, Metropolitan Boroughs, Unitary 
Authorities, Transport for London and the 34 London Boroughs. The act also 
creates a new statutory post of ‘Traffic Manager’ within each LTA, to which a 
named individual must be appointed. (Department for Transport, 2004c). It is 
worth noting, however, that no specific additional monies were provided to 
individual LTAs so as to allow them to implement this legislation (Canning et al. 
2010).
This chapter details empirical research that examined how English LTAs were 
choosing to use some of new powers provided to them by the 2004 Traffic 
Management Act. By doing so within the context previously described in chapter 
3, it was envisaged that the outputs of this research would provide several 
‘lessons learnt’ from the English experience. These would potentially be 
instructive for other nations seeking to devolve transport powers away from 
Central Government in a similar fashion.
6.1 Aims of the research
The aim of this research was to examine to what extent English LTAs were using 
or planning to use some of the new powers provided to them under the 2004 
Traffic Management Act and to examine how Traffic Managers (those charged 
with its implementation) perceived the effect of the new legislation. Several 
specific aims were established. Research aim 1 was to determine (by way of short 
electronic survey) if and how LTAs would be using some of the key policy 
instruments and powers made available to them in the legislation (and where 
applicable, complimentary powers previously devolved) and how they had filled
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the new statutory post o f ‘Traffic Manager’. In terms of how LTAs were using or 
planning to use their new powers, three particular policy strands were identified 
for examination. These were:
• The administration of road and street works.
• The use of ITS and other technology for managing the road network.
• The use of Congestion charging and other demand management measures.
The author recognised that existing LTAs to which this legislation applies 
represent a geographically diverse set of bodies, in terms of location, population 
density and size. Therefore, responses fi*om the survey would be divided into 
three category types of LTA, to determine if any difference was measurable 
between the responses provided by different types of LTA. These categories 
were: Urban LTA, Rural LTA and London Borough.
Research aim 2 was to determine how these newly appointed traffic managers 
perceived the usefulness, impact and equity of the legislation upon their LTA.
This aim was achieved by structured telephone interviews to be conducted with 
12 Traffic Managers. These interviews would centre on the four areas of interest 
identified in research aim 1, but be broadened include the perceptions of the 
individual traffic Manager on how useful and appropriate the new powers were to 
the individual LTA.
Conclusions would then be drawn on how LTAs were choosing to use or planned 
to use some of the new powers available to them. Clearly, when new powers are 
devolved in such a fashion as via the Traffic Management Act, the effectiveness of 
the process as a whole will ultimately depend on how widely used these powers 
are. Additionally, the perceptions of individual users concerning these new powers 
and responsibilities are a good indication of the likely success of the legislative 
endeavour. A discussion would then be provided on the efficacy of using this 
method to delegate transport powers away from Central Government to existing 
public bodies and any lessons that might be learned for non-English environments. 
Finally, a further argument would then be presented on how the conclusions firom 
this research strand are transferable to devolution in general.
6.2 Introduction to the Traffic Management Act
The UK 1991 New Roads and Street Works Act (NRSWA) set out clear 
definitions of the obligations and responsibilities of both utility companies 
(“statutory undertakers”) and LTAs with regards to works being carried out on 
the public highway. De-regulation of the utility companies had previously brought
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about a significant increase in the number of companies seeking to ‘dig up’ the 
highway. NRSWA was designed to bring balance to the competing needs of all 
those seeking to use the highway, both above and below ground (Marvin and 
Slater 1997). By 2004, the demand for road space from both travellers and utility 
companies had grown still frirther, at a time when the actual length of the road 
network had expanded very little (Department for Transport & Office for 
National Statistics 2009). The 2004 Traffic Management Act was designed to 
ensure that LTAs were making “best use” of their road networks and their 
operation. The legislation devolves to LTAs in England (and the Highways 
Agency) a variety of new powers and responsibilities. This legislation is intended 
to bring about an improvement in the efficiency with which road space was 
managed and controlled. To achieve this, UK Central Government issued these 
new powers and responsibilities along with guidance concerning the management 
of each LTA’s local road network. The legislation also creates a new statutory 
post, that of Traffic Manager, to hold these new powers. The Traffic Management 
Act consists of seven different parts, which are each separately described in the 
following section.
6.2.1 Summary of the measures contained within the Traffic 
Management Act
The Traffic Management Act is divided into a total of 7 discrete parts 
(Department for Transport 2004b). Each of these is now summarised. This 
research focussed on the implementation of parts 2, 3 and 4 amongst English 
LTAs. Impacts upon the Highways Agency were beyond the scope of this 
research, not least because it can be considered unique amongst the UK bodies 
charged with operating road infrastructure.
6.2.1.1 Part 1 - Traffic Officers (applicable to the Highways Agency only)
Part 1 allows the Secretary of State for Transport, to establish a uniformed ‘on 
road’ traffic officer service to manage the traffic consequences of random 
incidents (such as crashes, obstructions, debris and breakdowns) on Motorways 
and trunk roads. They are also required to manage programmed highway events 
such as the passage of abnormal loads. The Act provides for ‘Highways Agency 
Traffic Officers’ (HATOs) to have the powers to stop and direct traffic and to 
place traffic signs to keep traffic moving. These HATOs take over responsibilities 
from the police for many functions currently undertaken on motorways and trunk 
roads.
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6.2.1.2 Part 2 - Network Management Duty by Local Traffic Authorities
The Network Management Duty (NMD), part two of the Act, came into force in 
January 2005. It imposes a duty on all LTAs to secure the expeditious movement 
of traffic on their road network. Authorities are required to make arrangements, 
as they consider appropriate for planning and carrying out the actions to be taken 
in performing the duty. In order to meet this duty, each LTA is required to 
appoint an individual to the post of Traffic Manager. The post holder of this 
position is the person with primary responsibility for meeting this network 
management duty and ensuring that the LTA is doing all it can to tackle 
congestion and minimise the impact of incidents and events on the travelling 
public. If an authority fails to perform its network management duty, then the Act 
provides for the Department for Transport (Dfl) to intervene and appoint a 
“Traffic Director” in relation to that LTA.
6.2.1.3 Part 3 - Permit Schemes (for road and street works)
Part 3 provides for the introduction of a permit scheme -  should an LTA wish to 
introduce one. A permit scheme would control specific works in the street in a 
particular area and would require a permit to be obtained (by the relevant 
contractor) for such works. This would apply to both road works and street 
works. Street works are defined as activities carried out by organisations that 
have been granted a licence to excavate within the highway and install their plant 
and equipment. To monitor these works, regulators (e.g. OfGem, OfGas, OfWat) 
have been established to ensure compliance with the legislative requirements. 
Road works are those activities carried out by LTAs to carry out the maintenance, 
construction and renewal of the highway infi-astructure. The 1981 Highways Act 
(and subsequent revisions) describes the requirement to achieve these goals.
6.2.1.4 Part 4 -  Street works
Part 4 provides for the change to the regulatory regime for utility companies’ 
street works. The Act also provides for the increase in levels of fines of specific 
offences, and provides for LTAs to issue Fixed Penalty Notices for certain 
offences. The aim is to ensure expeditious completion of such works and to 
ensure the restoration of the highway to a satisfactory condition.
6.2.1.5 Part 5 -  Highways and Roads (applicable to London only)
Part 5 includes the specific measures that alter the arrangements for traffic 
management in London. These include provisions for the Secretary of State to 
designate an initial network of strategic roads.
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6.2.1.6 Part 6 - Civil Enforcement of Traffic Contraventions
Part 6 includes powers providing a single framework to make regulations for the 
civil enforcement by local authorities of parking and waiting restrictions, bus lanes 
and some moving traffic offences (yellow box junctions and banned turns) 
including the use of camera evidence.
6.2.1.7 Part 7 - Miscellaneous and General
Part 7 contains general provisions, including those relating to Blue Badges, for 
the application of surplus income from parking places, and financial provisions for 
the establishment of traffic offices.
6.3 Methodology
Under part two of the Traffic Management Act, each of the 150 LTAs is required 
to appoint a named individual to the new statutory post of ‘Traffic Manager’. 
Contact details for the post holder at each English LTA were obtained from the 
UK Department for Transport (Dfl). The research was then conducted amongst 
these Traffic Managers by way of short electronic survey and structured telephone 
interviews.
6.3.1 Electronic Survey
In order to meet research objective 1, a short electronic survey was designed and 
sent via email to the Traffic Manager at each of the 150 English LTAs. 
Respondents were asked to select their response to each question from a fixed 
number of options with text boxes available for additional comments. The survey 
was distributed during September 2005 and the results collated over a sbc-week 
period. The survey questions were designed to determine how the LTA was 
responding to the new legislation across the three transport policy themes 
previously described and how the Traffic Manager post had been filled. The 
questions related particularly to parts 2, 3 and 4 of the legislation. The survey 
contained of six different themes of interest. These were the role of technology 
and the Traffic Management Act, the role of air quality and the Traffic 
Management Act, the administration of road and street works, the use of different 
materials for road maintenance, the use of congestion charging as a demand 
management tool and the appointment of Traffic Managers and the nature of their 
new position.
Results of four of these theme areas are presented in this thesis. The relevance of 
air quality and use of different materials for road maintenance were largely
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described by respondents as not being within their remit and so these were 
eliminated from the scope of this research.
6.3.2 Structured Telephone interviews
In order to meet research objective 2, structured telephone interviews were 
undertaken in order to gain a better understanding of the perceptions of the new 
legislation, from the perspective of individual Traffic Managers. It was envisaged 
that 12 Traffic Managers would take part in these interviews, but in the outturn, 
agreement was secured from 11 Traffic Managers to participate. These interviews 
lasted around 45 minutes and were undertaken over a three-week period in March 
2006. These interviews were tape recorded so as to allow for analysis once all the 
interviews had been completed. The list of participants can be found in Appendix 
F. The full list of questions asked to interviewees can be found in appendix G.
6.4 Results
6.4.1 The Electronic Survey
61 responses were received to the survey (response rate 41%). The responses 
included a good mix of administrative structures (e.g. County Council, Unitary 
Authority, Metropolitan Borough) and geographical areas. 22 of the respondents 
described themselves as representing a County Council, 16 represented Unitary 
Authorities, 3 represented City Councils, 12 represented London Boroughs and 8 
represented Metropolitan Borough Councils. Based on the survey results and 
predominantly on how the respondents described their own areas, the 61 survey 
results were subdivided into three categories. These were: London Borough (12 
responses including Transport for London), Urban LTAs (27 responses) and rural 
LTAs (22 responses). Each of the following results sections includes both the 
results for the whole sample along with a comparative breakdown for each 
subcategory of LTA. Chi-squared testing was undertaken for each survey 
question in order to test for statistical significance amongst the responses received 
-  with a value of alpha=0.05 used throughout. In each instance, the null 
hypothesis is defined as there being no relationship between the type of LTA and 
their response to each individual question. Where the Chi-squared probability is 
calculated as < 0.05, the null hypothesis is deemed to have been rejected. Thus, 
there would be evidence in that instance that the type of LTA influenced the 
response to that particular question.
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6.4.1.1 Administration of road and street works
Respondents were asked three questions. Did they think the scrutiny of road 
contractors employed by their own LTA was likely to increase as a result of the 
Traffic Management Act, did they think their LTA would increase the amount of 
inspections it undertook of highway street works and did they think their LTA 
was likely to introduce a ‘permit system’ for road and street works. Permitting 
powers would require any contractor working upon the Highway to effectively 
‘rent’ the road space for an agreed period for a fixed cost. Delays in the works 
therefore have a financial implication for the contractor
A big proportion of survey respondents thought that the Traffic Management Act 
would have a significant impact on the way that street works were managed - 
unsurprising since this is one of the key parts of the legislation. It was stated by 
83% of Traffic Managers that they thought the implementation of the TMA would 
result in an increase in the scrutiny that their own contractors were subjected to. 
There was little difference between the different types of LTA on this matter, as 
can be seen in table 6-1. Confirmation of this comes with Chi squared testing, 
with the results classified as not significant.
All London Boroughs Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
Yes 50 (83.3%) 9 (75.0%) 23 (88.5%) 18(81.8%0
No 7 (11.7%) 1 (8.3%) 3(11.5%) 3 (13.6%)
Not sure 3 (5.0%) 2 (16.7%) 0 (0.0%) 1(4.5%)
Table 6-1 Do you think the scrutiny of road contractors employed by your own LTA is 
likely to increase as a result of the Traffic Management Act? Results not significant 
(p<0.292, Chi-square = 4.95, 4 degrees of freedom)
A majority of survey participants (70%) also believed that the overall amount of 
inspection would increase. The figures amongst different types of LTA were again 
similar although a lesser number of rural LTAs thought their authority would 
increase the amount of inspections it undertook of street works. This can be seen 
in table 6-2. Chi-squared testing confirms that the difference between the 
categories is not statistically significant
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All London Boroughs Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
Yes 43 (70.5%) 8 (66.7%) 21 (77.8%) 14 (63.6%)
No 9 (14.8%) 3 (25.0%) 3(11.1%) 3 (13.6%)
Not sure 9 (14.8%) 1 (8.3%) 3(11.1%) 5 (22.7%)
Table 6-2 Do you think your authority will increase the amount of inspections undertaken 
of Highway street works? Results not significant (p<0.55, Chi-square=3.02, 4 degrees of 
freedom).
The introduction of a permit system for street works was being deemed likely by a 
small majority (50.8%) of LTAs, with an additional 36.1% “unsure”. A significant 
difference of opinion is apparent amongst different types of Authority. The 
London Boroughs and Urbanised LTAs were more likely to introduce a 
permitting system. Rural authorities tended to be less likely to introduce a permit 
system. Chi squared testing confirms that these results are significant. Table 6-3 
shows the results of the question that asked Traffic Managers if they planned to 
introduce a permitting system.
All
London
Boroughs Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
Likely to be introduced 31 (50.8%) 11 (91.7%) 13 (52.0%) 7 (29.2%)
Unlikely to be 
introduced 8 (13.1%) 0 (0.0%) 4(16.0%) 4 (16.7%)
Not Sure 22 (36.1%) 1 (8.3%) 10 (40.0%) 11 (45.8%)
Table 6-3 Is your LTA likely to introduce a permit system? Results significant (p<0.023, 
chi square=11.4, 4 degrees of freedom)
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6.4.2 Use of UTMC and other technology for meeting the Network 
Management Duty
Technology is one of the ways suggested by the Traffic Management Act for 
meeting the Network Management Duty. The survey asked two questions in this 
area. Were LTAs were using technologies developed as part of the Urban Traffic 
and Management Control (UTMC)^^ project and how promising were the 
potential benefits of UTMC.
43% of those LTAs that answered the survey were currently using some form of 
UTMC technology (table 6-4) with an additional 36% having plans to use it in the 
future. London Boroughs were generally using less UTMC technology than other 
LTAs who responded to this survey. Chi-squared testing indicates, however, that 
these differences are not statistically significant.
All London Boroughs Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
Currently Using 25 (43.1%) 2 (20.0%) 14 (53.8%) 9 (40.9%)
Planned use in the
future 21 (36.2%) 3 (30.0%) 8 (30.8%) 10 (45.5%)
No plans at present 12 (20.7%) 5 (50.0%) 4 (15.4%) 3 (13.6%)
Table 6-4 Is your LTA currently using any UTMC technology? Not significant (probability 
<0.098, chi-square = 7.83, 4 degrees of freedom)
A large majority of all LTAs (89.7%) saw UTMC as either promising or very 
promising for improving travel within their areas. This was consistent across all 
LTAs and chi-square testing confirms no statistical difference between different 
types of LTA. The results can be seen in table 6-5.
Urban Traffic Management and Control (UTMC) is the primary mechanism by which 
Intelligent Transport Systems are delivered by UK LTAs. More detailed background 
on UTMC was provided in Chapter 4.
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All
London
Boroughs Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
Promising or Very 
Promising
52
(89.7%) 9 (90%) 24 (92.3%) 19 (86.4%)
Not Promising or Not 
Promising at all 6 (10.3%) 1 (10%) 2 (7.7%) 3 (13.6%)
Table 6-5 What do you see as the potential benefits of UTMC for improving travel within 
your LTA? Results not significant (probability <0.796, chi-square = 0.456, 2 degrees of 
freedom)
6.4.3 Congestion charging for controlling demand for travel
The survey asked two questions. Respondents were asked if their LTA was likely 
to introduce some form of localised congestion charging and what was their 
opinion of the National Road User Charging scheme [which was proposed by the 
UK Government at the time of the survey]. The specific powers to create a local 
congestion charging scheme are provided by separate legislation, but their use is 
encouraged by the Traffic Management Act.
A majority of respondents (52.5%) did not think that localised congestion 
charging was likely in the next 10 years, with a significant percentage (26.2%) 
also unsure. These results are shown in table 6-6. London Boroughs were most 
likely to introduce localised congestion charging, with a third of respondents 
believing its introduction likely within the next four years. This may be due to the 
existing Central London Congestion charging scheme. Only 4 urbanised LTA and 
4 rural LTAs believed congestion charging was likely to be introduced in their 
LTA within the next 10 years. Chi-squared testing indicates no statistically 
significant difference between the categories.
All London Boroughs Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
No 32 (52.5%) 6 (50.0%) 16 (59.3%) 10 (45.5%)
Yes, within 4 years 7 (11.5%) 4 (33.3%) 2 (7.4%) 1 (4.5%)
Yes, within 10 years 6 (9.8%) 1 (8.3%) 2 (7.4%) 3 (13.6%)
Not sure 16 (26.2%) 1 (8.3%) 7 (25.9%) 8 (36.4%)
Table 6-6 Is your LTA likely to introduce some form of localised congestion charging? 
Results not significant (probability <0.142 chi-square = 9.60, 6 degrees of freedom)
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A majority (79.6%) of Traffic Managers thought that a national congestion 
charging scheme was likely. Most respondents envisaged its introduction on 
within 20 years, though a greater proportion of London Borough Traffic 
Managers thought it would never be implemented. Chi-squared testing indicates 
no significant difference between the different categories of LTA. The results can 
be seen in table 6-7. The relatively high proportion of respondents that believed 
some form of national congestion charge scheme was likely in the next ten years 
may explain the comparatively low number of respondents that though some form 
of localised congestion charging was likely.
All
London
Boroughs
Urban
LTAs Rural LTAs
Unlikely to be implemented 7(11.9%) 3(25.0%) 3(12.0%) 1 (4.5%)
Likely within 10 years 30 (50.8%) 7 (58.3%) 8 (32.0%) 15 (68.2%)
Likely within 20 years 17 (28.8%) 2 (16.7%) 11 (44%) 4(18.2%)
Likely, but not within the next 20
years 5 (8.5%) 0(0%) 3 (12.0%) 2 (9.1%)
Table 6-7 What is your opinion of the National Road User Charging scheme currently 
proposed by the Government? Results not significant (p<0.095, chi-square = 10.8, 6 degrees 
of freedom)
6.4.3.1 Appointing the Traffic Manager
The role of Traffic Manager is a statutory position to which each English LTA 
must appoint a named individual. The majority of Traffic Managers who 
responded to the survey (89.7%) had been appointed internally to the LTA. Just 
22% (13 responses) had been appointed as part of a competitive process. This can 
be seen in tables 6-8 and 6-9. In both instances, chi squared testing confirms no 
significant difference between different types of LTA, indicating a similar 
approach to the appointment of this new post had been taken by all the LTAs 
responding to the survey.
All London Boroughs Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
Yes 13 (22.0%) 3 (30.0%) 4 (14.8%) 6 (27.3%)
No 46 (78.0%) 7 (70.0%) 23 (85.2%) 16(72.:M4)
significant (p<0.46, chi-square=1.54,2 degrees of freedom)
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All London Boroughs Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
Internally 52 (89.7%) 8 (80.0%) 24 (92.3%) 20 (90.9%)
Externally 6 (10.3%) 2 (20.0%) 2 (7.7%) 2 (9.1%)
Table 6-9 Where you appointed internally or externally to the LTA? Not significant 
(p<0.54, chi-square=1.24,2 degrees of freedom)
6.4.4 The Structured Telephone Interviews
It was envisaged that 12 Traffic Managers would take part in these interviews, but 
in the outturn, agreement was secured from 11 Traffic Managers to participate. 
The sample ensured a good geographical spread of LTAs, including one from 
each of the nine English regions^Two of the Authorities were also chosen 
because they had been accepted for funding from the Government’s Transport 
Innovation Fund (TIF)^^
For administrative purposes, England is divided into 9 ‘regions’ comprising East 
Midlands, East of England, North East, North West, South East, Yorkshire and The 
Humber, South West, London and West Midlands. Each has its own Government 
office via which Whitehall functions are delivered regionally (see www.gos.gov.uk 
for more background on English Regions).
The Transport Innovation Fund (TIF) was a UK Government funding stream available 
to LTAs. Successful bids can be used to implement innovative transport schemes 
involving projects including demand management and regional transport strategies 
(Department for Transport, January 2006)
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Two of the interviewees represented London Boroughs, Five represented largely 
rural LTAs, and four represented largely urban LTAs. The list of interviewees can 
be found in appendix F.
6.4.4.1 Administration of road and street works
Traffic Managers were asked if and how they thought the way that their LTA 
scrutinised road and street works would change as a result of the new legislation. 
They were asked about the new permitting powers and if their LTA was likely to 
use these.
All of the interviewees stated that overall scrutiny of road and street works was 
likely to increase as a result of the new legislation. None, however, were able to 
strongly articulate how this would be achieved -  although four stated or 
paraphrased that any permitting system would likely increase the level of scrutiny 
for works. When asked specifically about permitting, a dichotomy between rural 
LTAs and more urbanised areas concerning permits was noted. All of the rural 
LTA Traffic Managers indicated that they were less inclined to introduce such a 
system. The London Borough and Urbanised LTA interviewees were all broadly 
in favour or permitting -  albeit with varying levels of enthusiasm. Only one 
interviewee (who was from a rural LTA) seemed set against the idea of permitting 
per say. Nine of the 11 interviewees mentioned the possibility implementing a 
permit scheme jointly with the other LTAs in their region. When asked why this 
would be done, 7 stated or paraphrased that this was desirable so that statutory 
undertakers would the same regulations without variation from LTA to LTA. A 
total of three interviewees mentioned the potential cost savings associated with a 
jointly implemented permitting system. The potential use of any regional system 
for also seemed to strongly influence the behaviour of neighbouring LTAs. Five of 
the interviewees stated that the tactics adopted by their neighbours (be it to not 
adopt a permit system, to do so independently or as one regional system) would 
ultimately decide the approach that they took.
Of the 5 rural LTAs that were interviewed, 4 expressed dissatisfaction with the 
effectiveness of the permitting measures contained within the legislation for their 
type of LTA. Three of these mentioned the adequacy of the existing noticing 
system (under NRSWA) in rural areas with low traffic flows.
Fig 6-1 shows some of the comments raised during the interviews and the type of 
authority they represented.
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“This [legislation] will give us more power over our own works, which is not a 
bad thing.”
- Largely urbanised County Council
“Not suitable for a rural area -  it will cost too much to set up”
- Rural County Council
“Not suitable for most of our network, it would only be useful for the main 
roads and the towns.”
- Rural County Council
“We’re looking towards a London-wide scheme. It will help us get our own 
house [our works] in order.”
- London Borough
Figure 6-1 Selected comments raised during the interviews concerning the potential use of 
permitting for road and street works
6.4.4.2 Use of UTMC and other technology for meeting the Network 
Management Duty
Traffic Managers were asked if they were currently using UTMC technology and 
if so in what way. They were asked about benefits they might perceive from the 
technology and any future plans in this area that they might have. They were also 
asked for any other comments they had about technology and the Traffic 
Management Act.
Seven out of the 11 interviewees stated that they were currently using some form 
of UTMC technology. When asked to state in what was they were using UTMC, 
All 7 of these stated that they deployed a UTMC Common Database. A total of 
six stated that they were using road-side VMS. 9 out of the 11 interviewees 
described themselves as broadly positive about the concept of UTMC and other 
technologies. When asked to describe these benefits that could be realised from 
implementation, only 3 were able to lucidly articulate specific benefits. The 
benefits articulated by the first respondent were that they provided a better picture 
of network operation in real time. The second responded that it allowed his team 
to post details of accidents on the nearby motorway network to his VMS -  
“which is popular with the public and [elected council] members”. The third 
respondent described the main benefit of allowing him to mix technology from 
different suppliers and not be beholden to a specific named company.
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Each of the 4 rural LTAs that described UTMC as a ‘positive concept’ were 
asked to describe specific benefits that they perceived from the technology. One 
stated that it provided the potential for an “integrated approach” but doubted that 
his LTA would have the available monies to fully exploit the technology. Two 
others mentioned budgetary concerns within their reply, both also mentioning the 
potential costs of implementation. All four were unable to lucidly describe the 
types of technology they might consider. The question concerning technology and 
the Traffic Management Act elicited few noteworthy responses, though two 
interviewees replied that the Network Management Duty Guidance [which is 
provided to LTAs by the Department for Transport] was a somewhat 
‘generic’/’non specific’. One interviewee noted that whilst they [the Government] 
were recommending Intelligent Transport Systems be used more widely, his LTA 
had been provided with no new money to do so. Fig 6-2 summarises some of the 
comments received.
“We need to give [people] a better picture of what’s happening on the 
network”
Paraphrased by 7 o f the Interviewees
“We have quite a lot of technology; the trick will be to make the best use of 
it.”
City Council
“The dispersed nature of the area means there are few technological options 
that are practical for us”
- Rural County Council
Figure 6-2 Selected comments concerning technology from the Traffic Manager 
interviews
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6.4.4.3 Congestion charging -  locally and nationally
Traffic Managers were asked if they thought localised forms of congestion 
charging were a promising way of tackling traffic growth and could it work in 
their LTA. They were also asked whether they thought that any National Road 
user-charging scheme was either likely or promising.
A majority (7) of the 11 interviewees stated that they saw the biggest barrier to 
localised forms of congestion charging related to local political will as opposed to 
outright objections from LTA officers themselves. When asked to clarify this the 
replies described either objections of [local] voters and/or a lack of enthusiasm 
from elected members as the most significant barriers to using powers for 
localised congestion charging in their area. It is also worth noting that these 
interviews took place prior to the result of Greater Manchester’s TIF bid 
referendum -  in which voters overwhelmingly rejected proposals that included 
congestion charging (see for example, Ottewell, 2008). Further research could 
indicate whether this result has changed the opinions of Traffic Managers in 
English LTAs with regards to congestion charging.
When asked about any national congestion charging scheme, 7 out of the II 
stated that they thought that such a scheme was either ‘likely’ or ‘probable’ in the 
long term, with two of those seven stating that such a scheme “was inevitable”.
No real preference was discernable from the interviewees for a particular type of 
congestion charging and the type of LTA they represented. Three stated that their 
LTA would eventually have to deal with some form of congestion charging with 
localised and a national scheme bringing both their own advantages and 
disadvantages. Fig 6-3 shows some of the comments from the interviews.
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“If congestion charging is imposed upon us, the risk is that it will undermine 
the regeneration efforts made by the council,”
- Paraphrased by a City Council and a Unitary Authority, both with
significant areas of deprivation
“The Central London [congestion charging] scheme has been successfiil. I 
think it will eventually reach our Borough”
- A London Borough
“For a dispersed rural area like us, car dependency is high. Either a localised or 
national scheme brings potential problems.”
- A large rural LTA
Figure 6-3 Comments received on the prospect of National Road user charging
6.4.4.4 Appointing a Traffic Manager and the function of the role
Traffic Managers were asked how they had been appointed to their new role and 
their career background prior to becoming Traffic Manager. There were also 
asked if they had undertaken any internal/external stakeholder consultation when 
establishing the function of their new role. They were asked if they had a staff and 
or budget available to them for the purposes of discharging their duties as Traffic 
Manager. They were asked if they considered this staffing and budgetary 
arrangement adequate in order to discharge their duties as Traffic Manager.
5 out of the 11 interviewees stated that they had been appointed as a result of a 
competitive process. Four had been appointed from outside the LTA -  all by 
competitive process. No variation was noticeable amongst types of LTA. There 
was some variety in the previous work experience of Traffic Managers, which was 
to be expected. Nine of the 11 stated that they had some type of background in 
the road infrastructure and network management arena -  the strongest 
characteristic of their various career backgrounds. Five of the 11 also had some 
type of policy background prior to taking up the Traffic Manager position.
Four of the interviewees stated that they had undertaken a consultation process 
upon taking the new role. All of these four were able to articulate much more 
information on each of the topics covered by the interview. The nature of their 
appointment did not necessarily reflect on the depth to which they were realising 
the full benefits of the Traffic Management Act, though.
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Eight out of the 11 interviewees had neither a dedicated budget or staff allocated 
specifically with regards to the Traffic Management Act. All of those 8 stated that 
that they did have direct report staff underneath them and held budgets, but that 
these were chiefly for other functions undertaken by the LTA. One of the 
interviewees stated that he had an addition to his budget but no extra staff to 
support his new Traffic Management Act duties. Two interviewees had both 
additional staff and budget provided to them for the role of Traffic Manager. One 
interviewee had two additional staff members; the second interviewee had one 
additional staff member.
When asked if their staff and budgetary arrangements were adequate to discharge 
their Traffic Management Act responsibilities, the responses were mixed. Two 
stated they were either ‘happy’ or ‘broadly happy’ with the current arrangements. 
The remaining nine expressed varying degrees of either dissatisfaction or unease 
with the existing arrangements. Four mentioned or paraphrased that the LTA 
‘could not afford’ more monies for the transport budget due to financial pressures 
elsewhere in the Authority. The issue of no additional monies to support the 
legislation from Central Government was mentioned by a total of three 
interviewees. Three stated that their day to day job had changed very little and 
that the Traffic Manager post was ‘just another hat I wear’ or ‘another part of my 
job role’.
6.4.4.S Effectiveness of new legislation for the individual LTA
Traffic Managers were asked in broad terms to describe how effective they 
thought the new powers and responsibilities were for their LTA and to what 
extent were they helpful or a hindrance? They were also asked what they 
considered to be the greatest benefits to an LTA having this post.
Seven out of the 11 interviewees expressed sentiments of support for the new 
powers and responsibilities available to them, but five of these caveated their 
support by mentioning either a lack of budget or financial pressure would restrict 
their use. The remaining four questioned their relevance to an LTA of their 
nature. Three of these were rural LTAs and one was an urban LTA undergoing 
significant regeneration initiatives.
When asked to what extent the new powers were helpful, 7 out of the 11 
mentioned the new permitting powers as potentially providing either a solution or 
part of a solution to problems associated with street works. One LTA (a London 
Borough) mentioned the new powers concerning moving vehicle offences that 
were available to him
With regards any hindering effects of the new post, 4 stated specifically that as 
they had no new staff or monies to use discharge this new function, it diluted or
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reduced their ability to carry out existing functions or existing services. Two 
interviewees (both from Urban LTAs) specifically mentioned a potential threat to 
the regeneration efforts of the Local Authority. When asked to describe what they 
meant by this, they both mentioned that re-development of inner city areas was 
likely to generate additional traffic which might conflict with their
The greatest benefit to the new post that was cited by interviewees was to provide 
a focal point / or figurehead for the operational activities of the Local Authorities’ 
highways department. This was quoted or paraphrased by 8 of the 11 people who 
took part in the research. One of the respondents thought that the new post would 
allow him to ‘get his own way’ when is dispute with other officers within the 
LTA.
6.5 Discussion
The results from the electronic survey and telephone interviews provide some 
interesting detail on both how LTAs are choosing to implement some of the new 
powers available to them under the Traffic Management Act and how individual 
Traffic Managers perceive the legislation. There is some, albeit limited, evidence 
of difference amongst the three different types of LTA identified. This difference 
is particularly evident when considering plans for road and street works to be 
operated by a permit system.
6.5.1 Road and street works
Permitting is broadly seen as a positive measure available to LTAs with around 
50% of survey respondents considering it likely that they would use these new 
powers. Rural LTAs indicated, however, that they were significantly less likely to 
use these new permitting powers. During the interviews, it emerged that the 
reason for this appeared to be the relative cost of administering any such scheme 
vs. the likely benefits. It is also interesting to note that many LTAs indicated 
during the interview phase that they are likely to wait until a regional scheme was 
available for them to join as opposed to implementing a permitting scheme in their 
own right. This could indicate delays before the use of permitting powers are 
widely taken up in England. The indication that permitting powers would most 
likely be used at a regional level and the relative lack of enthusiasm from rural 
LTAs is particularly interesting. It may indicate that the devolution of this 
particular measure might better have been placed at a ‘regional level’ of 
Government as opposed to with individual LTAs.
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6.5.2 Technology and the Traffic Management Act
The use of UTMC technology was already being deployed by 43% of survey 
respondents with an additional 36% having planned use for the future. 89% of 
respondents had indicated that they saw this technology as either promising or 
very promising. During the interviews, however, rural LTAs in particular seemed 
less able to articulate what actual measures they would be undertaking and indeed 
how any ongoing revenue implications would be met by the LTA. The issue of 
budgetary considerations was raised with indications that deployment of 
Intelligent Transport Systems may be retarded by a lack of available funding.
6.5.3 Congestion charging
Almost 80% of survey respondents indicated that they thought some form of 
national congestion charging scheme was likely within 20 years. A much smaller 
proportion envisaged some form of localised congestion charging within 10 years. 
The interviews indicated the biggest barriers to localised congestion charging 
were linked to the political will of elected [council] members and the lack of 
enthusiasm for such measures within the local community. This would tend to 
indicate that the powers made available to individual LTAs for the use of localised 
congestion charging are unlikely to be used widely with perhaps an expectation 
that any national scheme would preclude their use. Interestingly, these results 
were taken before the rejection of the congestion charging measures by the voters 
of Greater Manchester and the subsequent suspension of national road pricing 
plans by the UK Government (Adonis 2009).
6.5.4 The role of the Traffic Manager & the adequacy of the 
legislation
Arguably, one of the most interesting themes to emerge from the research is how 
few Traffic Managers were appointed either by competitive process or externally 
to the LTA. This became clear during the electronic survey and again during the 
interviews, where several participants indicated that they had “been volunteered” 
for the post and maintained additional duties within the LTA after their 
appointment. The large number of interviewees who had neither staff or budget 
available to them specifically for implementing the Traffic Management Act is also 
interesting. It questions perhaps, whether or not many English LTAs will be able 
to make use of their new powers and discharge their responsibilities, particularly if 
the post of Traffic Manager spends a significant proportion of his / her time 
engaged on other duties. It is also interesting to note that the issue of the Traffic 
Management Act conflicting with regeneration issues was mentioned by two 
interviewees. It would be interesting to undertake some follow up research within
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LTAs that are specifically undertaking significant regeneration efforts within the 
Authority, to see if this is a widely held view and the practical ways in which such 
a conflict is manifesting itself. Further evidence of such a conflict could advance 
an argument that more specific reference and guidance should have been provided 
for areas attempting to increase economic growth through regeneration -  since 
such efforts would likely have the effect on increasing traffic growth.
To summarise, there is some limited evidence that the new powers and 
responsibilities are being taken up within LTAs, with strong evidence of a 
significant variation from LTA to LTA. Whilst there was broad enthusiasm for the 
general themes within the legislation from the interviewees, specific examples of 
changes to policy within individual LTAs are harder to quantify. The small 
number of LTAs that had filled the new post by competitive process and the small 
number of interviewees with a specific budget and/or staff also brings into 
question whether LTAs are viewing the new legislation with serious intent. 
Similarly, the issue of no specific budget being provided by Central Government 
to implement this legislation was raised by participants in this research on a 
number of occasions. As English LTAs all provide a number of other Local 
Government functions, the transportation service must compete with a variety of 
other service areas -  including social care and education, to secure funding. The 
evidence gathered from this research indicates that the number of LTAs that have 
proactively allocated significant resources to the new Traffic Manager role and to 
support these new powers and the associated duties is limited.
6.6 Conclusions -  The UK Traffic Management Act
In the UK, as in many developed countries. Government policy is increasingly 
shifting away from road building and discouraging car usage because of 
environmental concerns and issues over space for new roads. In order for 
economic expansion to prosper, however, efficient management of local road 
networks is still very important. In the UK, the Traffic Management Act has 
attempted to promote efficient management of road space within LTAs by 
devolving additional powers and responsibilities away from Central Government. 
Research presented in this chapter has examined how some of these new powers 
are being used and the perceived impact of the legislation and its effect on 
different types of LTA.
Whilst there is some evidence of these new powers taken up, it is clear that the 
lack of dedicated funding from Central Government is the biggest barrier to the 
wide scale implementation of its measures. This is a central theme that emerges 
though the structured telephone interviews. As no new funding was provided with
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the legislation, Traffic Managers must compete for money from existing budgets -  
something which is difficult given that all English LTAs have responsibility for a 
variety of other Local Government functions -  including social services and 
education. It is also clear that the legislation is not perceived as effective by all 
types of LTA. This is particularly the case for the central matter of a permitting 
system for road and street works. Representatives of London Boroughs and more 
urbanised LTAs tended to be happiest with the legislation. Representatives of 
more rural LTAs felt particularly aggrieved because a number of the measures 
provide extra burdens without delivering significant benefits. Some 
representatives of urban LTAs expressed concerns that the Act could conflict with 
existing priorities such as the need for regeneration. There is also some question 
over whether the designated Traffic Manager should have additional duties within 
the LTA. Those LTAs without a dedicated post holder would seem to be less 
advanced in implementing the provisions of the Act.
For questions concerning the attitude towards particular policy themes under the 
Traffic Management work, responses indicated no statistical difference between 
LTA type and the opinion expressed. The likelihood of any permitting scheme 
being introduced was probably the area where there was the sharpest difference 
emerged amongst different types of LTA.
The seminal lesson to be learned is probably that when setting central policy in 
this fashion, great care must be taken in identifying the collective of organisations 
that will be affected. The UK Traffic Management Act does not seem to take full 
account of the diverse nature of existing LTAs who are obliged to carry out its 
provisions. Whilst London Boroughs mainly gain from and support the new 
measures, LTAs in rural areas and in places with significant deprivation do not. 
That these public bodies already hold responsibilities in other areas (including 
social services and education) conceivably makes it harder for the new Traffic 
Managers to compete for extra funding -  as the LTAs have such significant 
obligations in other areas of policy.
Inadequate guidance has also been provided on the role and functions of the 
Traffic Manager. Whilst some flexibility is necessary in order to take account of 
local circumstances, the guidance issued does not appear to have been sufficiently 
clear.
This research has identified the probable impacts and effects of the legislation at 
this early stage of implementation. Future research should examine the longer- 
term impacts of the legislation once the provisions have been in place for a period 
of 5 years or so. This will help to determine if the empirical findings of the 
research have proven to be correct.
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6.7 Wider implications for non-English environments -  a 
discussion
The research in this chapter has examined the specific example of the 
implementation of the 2004 Traffic Management Act. Whilst this legislation only 
applies only to the 150 LTAs in England, there are important implications from 
these findings for non-English environments. For other governments outside of 
the UK, there are lessons to be learned when implementing any similar piece of 
legislation. The diverse nature of LTAs is not unique to England. Many developed 
countries have delegated Local Traffic responsibilities to smaller units of 
government, which individually represent diverse types of locality. Lessons from 
the English experience can be learned in terms of the problems that can occur 
when devolving policy to existing bodies of government. The diverse areas that 
such LTAs represent make it vital for any centralised policy to be flexible to take 
account of the diverse range of needs that exist within the smaller. Local 
Government units.
It is particularly important to take account of the potential for conflict with other 
local priorities such as regeneration and renewal. This can help resolve the 
problems caused when new centralised policy is created to alleviate transport 
problems in certain parts of a country without fully exploring what the 
consequences might be for other parts of that country. As the legislation has 
devolved additional powers and responsibilities to individual LTAs -  but provided 
no additional monies to support this
Future policy should fully explore the implications for all of the Local 
Government units to which it will apply. For transport policy in particular, the 
great diversity in terms of LTA type necessitates much greater exploration of how 
central policy will affect individual types of LTA. In this way, the benefits for a 
majority of LTAs will not be offset by the dis-benefits incurred by a minority of 
LTAs. It could also be argued that the failure to supply particular funding to 
support the implementation of the legislation has hindered the extent to which 
LTAs in England have either chosen or been able use the new powers available to 
them.
6.8 Wider Implications for the application of devolution -  a 
discussion
Devolution can be introduced for a variety of reasons. This chapter has examined 
the devolution of transport powers, specifically for the purposes of increasing the 
operational efficiency of service delivery. It has examined how particular powers
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are being used from and the perceived impact of the Traffic Management Act 
upon the existing LTAs to whom it is applicable. As this legislation applies to 
existing bodies of Government, the biggest criticism is probably that it has a 
disproportionate effect on certain LTAs -  particularly those that are smallest in 
size. Such measures are often introduced in good faith, with laudable ambitions 
for improving transportation. It is not uncommon, however, for such policy 
measures to have adverse consequences for certain groups -  leading to a certain 
level of unpopularity. This has been the case in some quarters for the 2004 Traffic 
Management Act. In order to minimise such unpopularity great consideration 
must be made of the full effects of such measures and the individuals, groups and 
organisations that will be affected. It is clear that in this instance, the delegation of 
specific powers to LTAs have not been framed in such a fashion to allow for the 
relevant local conditions. There is support for this conclusion from existing 
literature. Coaffee and Johnston (2005) looked at decentralisation of powers from 
Central Government to various local bodies and concluded that such devolvement 
should be ‘more flexible to local conditions rather than directed by national 
policy’.
The distinction between devolution to new or existing bodies should also be 
considered. When devolution is undertaken and provided to new bodies, 
specifically designed to hold those powers (as is the case with Scottish and Welsh 
devolution) ‘local conditions’ are generally a central part to that process as these 
new bodies are created. Similarly, in the USA, MPOs were new bodies created by 
the legislation and only applied to conurbations of over 50,000 people (Wolf and 
Farquar 2005).
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7 Sustainable Transport Systems -  Finding the balance: a 
discussion.
7.1 Policy instruments available: ITS vs. Soft Measures vs. 
Devolution of transport powers
In the introductory sections, the concept of Sustainable Transport was introduced 
and three of the key policy instruments for achieving this were outlined. Chapters 
4 through 6 have presented novel research concerning a subset of each of those 
measures. The purpose of this section is to provide a comparative discussion 
concerning the relative merits of each type of policy instrument -  with particular 
reference to four different considerations. A further discussion is then provided 
concerning the relevance of these considerations to a Local Traffic Authority. 
Particular emphasis is given to how local factors relevant to an LTA might 
influence the extent to which different policy instruments are implemented.
7.1.1 Budgetary considerations
The three policy instruments discussed by this thesis vary greatly in terms of their 
relative costs of implementation. Intelligent Transport Systems are probably the 
most expensive type of instrument to utilise. ITS projects can often require the 
installation of significant technological infi'astructure, meaning that large-scale 
projects can often prove to be expensive. However, in many situations, the cost of 
expanding the existing infrastructure itself would have been very much more 
expensive (see for example Ghosh 1999). ITS projects do not generally produce 
an income stream either, to mitigate their cost of implementation and operation. 
Clearly therefore, the revenue implications of any ITS scheme must be fully 
considered. The research presented in chapter four, however, demonstrates how 
novel use of an existing product can help deliver an ITS solution at a lower cost. 
Given the limited revenue budgets often available to LTAs in particular, such 
pragmatic use of existing tools is something which many LTAs will have to 
increasingly consider.
Soft Measures are comparatively cheaper to instigate and when done correctly 
can yield significant value for money. Cairns et al. (2008) estimated that for each 
£1 spent on Soft Measures benefits could be achieved equating to about £10 on 
average, and considerably more in congested conditions. Consider, for example, 
the promotion of car sharing schemes as a particular example of a Soft Measure
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and one described in detail within this thesis. Intuitively, the cost of establishing 
and promoting such a scheme across several employers on a long-term basis 
would be very much cheaper than say the major expansion of an existing highway.
Budgetary considerations for LTAs holding devolved transport powers are more 
problematic to consider. The UK Traffic Management Act, for example, 
introduced a new statutory position. For English LTAs creating that new post, 
there are additional salaries, staffing and other budget costs that you could expect 
to be associated with such an undertaking. That said, the research presented in 
this thesis has shown that a majority of LTAs have simply added those 
responsibilities to an additional post holder. Indeed, since no additional monies 
were made available to LTAs for the implementation of the Traffic Management 
Act, it is possible that funding restrictions within the LTA are the prime reason for 
the behaviour that has been identified in the research. For such measures 
applicable to infrastructure operators, such as the Traffic Management Act, there 
is often a de facto budget pressure applied by the new legislation -  usually 
without the provision of additional funding. The implication for this is that funds 
must be found from elsewhere in the authority, potentially retarding the pace of 
which the new delegated powers can be utilised. This also means that when 
powers are devolved to a public body, consideration should be given to what 
other ftinctions that body provides and the overall budget for all of those 
functions.
7.1.2 Public perception and acceptability
Devolution on a national scale (such as that undertaken in Scotland and Wales) 
has a considerable public profile, not least because of the elected members, 
assembly buildings and other symbols of the democratic process behind their 
operation. Devolution of powers to existing bodies (in this case local councils) 
has a much lower public profile. Indeed, it is safe to assume that very few 
members of the public are aware of the Traffic Management Act and the new post 
of Traffic Manager. This provides both benefits and dis-benefits. The main benefit 
must surely be that the LTA is free to get on with its work making use of these 
new powers and responsibility without the issue of constant scrutiny of its actions. 
Conversely, without the inertia of public support for such new powers and 
responsibilities, it is eminently possible that funds to support relevant activities 
may be difficult to come across from within the Authority. In the case of the UK 
Traffic Management Act, this is particularly pertinent. As no additional funding 
was allocated from Central Government, the Traffic Manager must compete with 
the many other functions of the authority in order to secure monies.
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Generally speaking, Soft Measures and Intelligent Transport Systems are well 
received by the public. In the case of Soft Measures, the provision of better 
information and choices concerning travel does not intrinsically force an alteration 
in behaviour and thus acceptability is generally high. When ITS are used for better 
provision of travel information -  particularly at locations such as bus stops and by 
the roadside, this tends to be popular with travellers. The caveat here being that 
when the LTA or other transport operator provides false, inaccurate, or out of 
date information (such as upon a Variable Message Sign) there is a significant risk 
that public trust can be damaged for the medium as a whole. Some ITS’ make 
alterations to the network operation which are not immediately visible to the 
individual traveller (such as the SCOOT-Link work presented in chapter 4). The 
acceptability in these instances is variable. If there is ‘noticeable’ deterioration in 
the journey experience for individual travellers then there is likely to be some 
degree of acceptability problem with the general public to manage. Generally 
though, such actions are ‘unseen’ to the public and as such acceptability is not a 
significant issue.
7.1.3 Implementation and Mianageability
Each of the three policy instruments provides their own challenges in terms of 
implementation and manageability. Soft Measures are probably the easiest type of 
measure to implement, as there are typically few infi*astructural measures to apply. 
Most Soft Measures rely upon information provision and dissemination, 
advertising and the better education of the travel alternatives available. Even for 
the establishment of car sharing schemes, databases used for finding matches are 
now available ‘off the shelf and can generally be accommodated easily. There is 
however an ongoing requirement for advertising and promotion relating to Soft 
Measures to be maintained over the long term if they are to be successful.
Devolution of additional powers away Jfrom the centre tends to be more difficult 
to implement. Often, primary legislation is required, and in the case of the UK, an 
act of Parliament (the 2004 Traffic Management Act) had to clear all the relevant 
stages and hurdles of the parliamentary process. Clearly, once those powers have 
been ‘given away’ the centre (i.e. Central Government) then loses some element 
of its control over such matters. For this reason, the legislation must be drafted in 
such a way that accounts for conceivable circumstances and contingences that 
may occur. In the case of the UK Traffic Management Act, for example, the UK 
Government retains the right to impose a ‘Traffic Director’ upon any LTA that is 
not adequately discharging its new powers and responsibilities under the 
legislation. Crucially, it must also take into account the multiplicity and variety of 
bodies to which it applies. The research presented in this thesis indicates that this
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is not necessarily the case with the devolution of transport powers and 
responsibilities to English LTAs.
Implementation of Intelligent Transport Systems can often require the installation 
of significant amounts of equipment, both “on street” and within the operational 
centres of the relevant operator. ITS in particular have an ongoing operational 
requirement -  the resources and revenue required for which can be very 
significant if there is a considerable package of ITS’ being utilised. Proper 
ongoing training of staff, maintenance, software updates and time allocated for 
operation of ITS’ is essential to long-term success. Indeed, ITS’ probably have 
the biggest ongoing manageability burden of the three policy instrument types. 
ITS’ need to be especially reactive to changing operational conditions (such as 
reporting accidents, delays to public transport services, adapting traffic signal 
timings to prevailing traffic conditions etc.). This can generally expected to be 
resource intensive.
7.1.4 Skills and technical expertise
All three types of policy instrument require a degree of expertise in order to be 
successful -  something that is to be expected given the specialised nature of the 
measures that are encompassed by each type of policy instrument.
Successful implementation of Soft Measures relies largely on those charged with 
their execution having a sufficient an understanding of traveller behaviour and 
psychology. In the case of the research presented in chapter 5, this relates to a 
good understanding of the reasons that people will choose to enrol in a car- 
sharing scheme. Whilst an employer may not have such skills amongst their staff 
that run such a scheme, the provision of skilled assistance from the relevant LTA 
can be crucial to success. This emphasises the potentially pivotal role that an LTA 
can have in ensuring it supports employer led attempts to promote sustainable 
travel amongst its staff.
Evaluating the skills and technical skills required for LTAs to take over additional 
transport powers and responsibilities is a more difficult prospect. In the instance 
of the UK Traffic Management Act, there is a new requirement for an LTA to 
appoint a ‘Traffic Manager’. As that post effectively ‘holds’ the new powers and 
responsibilities, the person in that post requires significant background knowledge 
concerning many facets of the transportation sector. It is also clearly important 
that such a role be provided with high-quality guidance from Central Government 
on the mechanics and workings of how these new powers and responsibilities 
might be discharged. In the UK example, this has been undertaken to a certain 
extent by the issuance of the Network Management Duty Guidance by the 
Department for Transport. It is worth noting also that the level of skills and
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expertise available within an LTA may depend largely on the size of the body and 
thus the critical mass of staff with particular skill. Many county level LTAs have 
over 1 million residents and thus a fairly large and diversely skilled staff roll within 
the LTAs transport division. Conversely, many unitary authorities cover much 
smaller populations -  sometimes as little as 200-300,000. The LTAs staff roll is 
naturally much smaller to reflect the size of the council itself, often reducing the 
number of niche skills available within that LTA
Of the three policy instruments. Intelligent Transport Systems in particular suffer 
ft'om an increasing shortage of relevant skills. As this is a rapidly expanding field, 
encompassing an ever-growing range of new technologies, there is a limited pool 
of people with the relevant skills. ITS, as a relatively new arrival into mainstream 
transport policy means there has been insufficient time for a suitable training base 
within the industry to develop. For this reason, a lack of sufficient skills is a 
genuine barrier to the proliferation of ITS. To a certain extent, this is changing, 
with the wider scale inclusion of ITS within university transport modules and the 
introduction of ‘transport planning’ masters level courses that include an ITS 
element.
7.2 Finding the balance for Local Traffic Authorities
This EngD has described three policy instruments that can be used to advance 
Sustainable Transport. Each varies in terms of their public acceptability, the 
budgetary implications, the required skills and their manageability. Local Traffic 
Authorities, in their role as both infi^astructure operators and democratically 
elected providers of local services have a number of conflicting priorities to 
manage. In this context, the relative merits of the three policy instruments are now 
discussed.
Whilst all four of the considerations discussed in section 7.1 are important for 
LTAs, the major consideration for any democratically elected body is not to 
implement policies that are so poorly perceived and accepted by the general public 
that they are voted fi*om office. This is probably the main reason that only one 
major UK city (London) has implemented a sizable congestion-charging scheme 
and that the interest in the UK Transport Innovation Fund (TIF) has been limited, 
since it requires some degree of ‘demand management’ measure — which could 
prove unpopular with the voting public. Indeed, referenda in Manchester and 
Edinburgh concerning the introduction of congestion charging both resulted in 
strong rejections of the proposals (Savage 2008).
For this reason, non-coercive ‘soft’ measures are often pursued, but alone they 
are regularly ineffective. Devolution of powers away from the centre is not a new
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idea and increasingly, Local Authorities are provided with these powers across 
multiple areas of policy (see for example Rhodes 1994). Generally, the provision 
of extra powers in such a fashion might be considered popular within a local 
authority. However, when no additional funding is provided for such duties, a 
Local Authority must effectively re-allocate monies from an existing budget. It 
should also be noted that other Local Authority functions, such as education and 
social services, will very often be prioritised ahead of the transportation function -  
limiting the scope for funds to be allocated to this type of function. Indeed, many 
Local Authority transport staff would privately concede that transport budgets are 
regularly squeezed when education, social services and other sensitive areas of 
service require additional resources.
It should also be considered that the devolution of other specific transport 
functions to Local Authorities (aside from those specifically studied in this EngD) 
might in fact have a very positive impact on public perception. Take for example a 
previously mooted proposal to transfer ownership and operation of some local rail 
stations away from train operators and provide that fiinction to Local Authorities. 
How that asset is maintained and operated would then be linked strongly to a 
democratic process. This would allowing the public interact with their elected 
councillor if they feel unhappy with the state of repair, say, of their local station 
and campaign for changes through a democratic process. The perception and 
acceptability of devolving particular aspects of policy is likely to vary greatly 
dependant on what is being devolved and to whom. The point concerning monies 
being provided to support new powers also needs to be re-iterated here.
ITS are generally well accepted by the traveller, however there is a significant 
ongoing cost burden to their maintenance and operation which can deter LTAs 
from implementing them -  especially since revenue budgetary concerns are often 
paramount. LTAs can also sometimes struggle to attract the relevant skilled 
personnel -  as highlighted in section 7.14.
Pragmatically therefore, the best method for achieving Sustainable Transport from 
the context of a Local Traffic Authority is via a combination of methods that 
include (though not limited to) the three policy instruments featured in this thesis. 
How this balance is achieved with vary between LTAs, based on local 
circumstances, but the basic principle remains. Soft Measures (such as car sharing 
schemes) can be implemented at relatively low cost and without significant public 
acceptability problems -  but can often prove to be ineffective in isolation. Being 
provided with new devolved transport powers has significant potential to improve 
operational delivery -  but only with the right resources, staff and guidance. 
Intelligent Transport Systems can deliver improvements in traffic flow and road 
network performance -  but can be comparatively expensive to install and
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maintain. However, ITS’ relative efficacy combined with their acceptability to the 
general public (probably the two most important considerations) means they are 
likely to proliferate in coming years within LTAs -  assuming that sufficient skilled 
personal can be trained in the appropriate areas. With the budgetary implications 
for ITS, it is also likely that lower cost methods for gaining the benefits from ITS’ 
(such as the SCOOT-Link work presented in chapter 4) will also become more 
common. The incrementalist approach adopted within this thesis is believed by the 
author to be the best way of balancing the relative pros and cons of each policy 
instrument.
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8 EngD Conclusions
8.1 EngD research conclusions
Sustainable Transport is a fairly imprecise concept and this EngD has identified 
and examined three policy instruments which are key to its development. Given 
the scale of the challenge, an incrementalist approach has been adopted -  seeking 
to advance the cause by way of complimentary measures which each contribute to 
the same end goal. Research has been conducted on a subset within each of those 
policy instruments in order to expand and enhance current knowledge in those 
areas. The three main research chapters have each demonstrated a way that they 
can contribute to the goal of Sustainable Transport. This progress takes the form 
of making better use of existing infrastructure, promoting modal shift and 
therefore minimising the environmental impact of road transportation.
What is also clear from the discussion in chapter 7 is that each type of measure 
has its own strengths and weaknesses. Political and public acceptability, 
implementation costs and relative efficacies vary amongst the different tools that 
can be used for advancing Sustainable Transport. The central conclusion therefore 
has to be that it is by an incrementalist approach -  such as via the policy 
instruments discussed in this thesis -  that a truly sustainable transportation system 
can best be advanced. When making policy decisions about how an infrastructure 
operator (usually a Central or Local Government) can best advance the progress 
of Sustainable Transport -  such a balance is vital to long-term success.
8.2 Contribution to knowledge
The prime contention throughout this thesis has been that progress towards 
Sustainable Transport requires an incrementalist approach -  deploying a variety of 
discretely different but complimentary measures. In each of the three main 
research strands set out in this thesis, knowledge has been advanced by 
conducting research into facets of the relevant subject area that are presently not 
well understood.
Intelligent Transport Systems are probably the newest tool available to policy 
makers seeking to advance the cause of Sustainable Transport. One particular 
subset of this expanding field was examined -  specifically methods by which 
network and infrastructure operators can improve the operational efficiency of
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their networks. A methodology was designed to use Paramics SCOOT-link for 
producing alternative sets of SCOOT parameters to deal with unusual highway 
incidents. The research has demonstrated that such a methodology was successful, 
though on road networks with high saturation levels, the selected modification of 
SCOOT parameters for the purposes of improving traffic flows can have limited 
effect. In particular, for scenarios where there is additional traffic attempting to 
access locations within the urban centre (such as the Christmas parking example 
in chapter 4) there is little that can be done to mitigate the effects using alternative 
traffic signal timings. However, innovative uses of existing facilities, such as the 
SCOOT-Paramics link methodology for generating ITS strategies, are 
increasingly likely to be needed. This reflects the argument put forward in chapter 
7 concerning the limited resources available to LTAs and the need therefore to 
find low-cost ways of delivering improvements, where possible.
One of the criticisms of ITS’ (as discussed in chapter 7) is that there can be 
significant costs involved with the wide scale implementation of ITS’. Since 
infrastructure operators such as LTAs can often be on limited budgets, the 
identification of a low cost method for producing useful ITS strategies is valuable. 
The research presented in this thesis can very much be considered as a ‘proof of 
concept’ that a transport planner’s micro simulation tool, such as the SCOOT- 
Paramics link, can be used to produce effective components of an ITS strategy. 
Using the methodology outlined in chapter 4, transport engineers should be able 
to produce a multitude of strategies for different scenarios in a manner that is 
neither time or cost intensive -  assuming perhaps certain pre-conditions about the 
urban centre under test.
Research concerning Soft Measures has enhanced understanding of the reasons 
individuals use car sharing schemes operated by their employer. The subset of car 
sharing schemes that are operated by employers is a growing one and has 
significant potential for reducing the number of people commuting to work alone. 
This thesis has shown how local conditions -  in terms of parking pressures and 
available incentives -  should be considered when promoting a corporate car- 
sharing scheme amongst a workforce. Saving money has been shown to be the 
dominant reason given for enrolling in such a scheme and this result gives a clear 
indication that this should be the main benefit of car sharing to be promoted 
amongst potential recruits. More sociable travel was shown to be an insignificant 
factor in the minds of most of the people in the survey, when making the decision 
to join a company led scheme. When seeking to promote car-sharing schemes 
operated by an employer, this information can be used for the purpose of tailoring 
and promoting the scheme in the most appropriate manner for local conditions.
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In the area of devolving transportation powers and responsibilities, it was decided 
to examine the extent to which LTAs were implementing the Traffic Management 
Act. By looking at the efficacy and impact of the legislation amongst different 
types of LTA, knowledge has been advanced concerning the relative impacts and 
benefits amongst those different LTA types. Rural Authorities in particular tended 
to feel disillusioned by the new legislation -  as did urban areas with significant 
areas of deprivation. It was also clear that few LTAs had chosen to fill the new 
statutory position by way of a competitive process or by recruiting externally. The 
findings of this research strand are applicable to other developed nations seeking 
to improve the operation of local road networks through a similar legislative 
channel. They indicate how greater care should be taken when implementing a 
legislative measure that impacts a variety of different infrastructure operators. 
This applies particularly to devolving powers to existing public bodies which 
deliver a variety of public services -  but without the provision of additional ‘ring- 
fenced’ monies.
Thus, by adopting an incrementalist approach, this EngD has advanced knowledge 
on three fronts relevant to Sustainable Transport. Each of these three subject 
areas has its own individual characteristics which make their use in tandem with 
each other potent in the goal of progressing Sustainable Transport.
8.3 Future Work
The three broad areas examined as part of this EngD (Intelligent Transport 
Systems, Soft Measures and the devolution of transport powers) encompass a 
significant part of the field that can be defined as ‘Sustainable Transport’. As has 
been identified in this thesis, the idea of Sustainable Transport is in fact fairly 
difficult to define, with boundaries that are not easy to identify. It is clear, 
therefore, that the concepts discussed in this thesis comprise only a partial list of 
the relevant policy instruments that can make a useful, holistic contribution to 
Sustainable Transport.
Accepting therefore that the subject area of Sustainable Transport is a broad one, 
there are in theory a wide number of other areas in the field that could potentially 
developed for further work. One potential area could be within the field of so 
called ‘coercive measures’, particularly for the subset of policy instruments that
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affect individuals -  often referred to as ‘Hard Measures’. At the time of 
completing this thesis, UK transport policy was increasingly looking towards 
‘Hard Measures’ as a tool, for demand management. The recent advent of the 
Transport Innovation Fund (TIF)^^ provides for the possibility of congestion- 
charging schemes operating in and around a number of British Cities over the 
coming years. Access to the £200 million per annum of available ftinding was 
dependant on “using demand management to tackle congestion” (Department for 
Transport, 2007a). Such use of congestion charging as a demand management 
tool in urban centres is still relatively unusual within developed nations. At this 
inception stage of the TIF then, an evaluation of the anticipated benefits ft-om 
adopting TIF funded demand management schemes and their public perception 
could provide useful information on the benefits and pitfalls of such an approach 
to other nations that are looking at a similar policy. It would be an unreasonable 
assumption that such a wide scale adaptation of demand management measures 
could be undertaken without some degree of public opposition, as has been shown 
in cities that have held referenda on such proposals. Therefore some form of 
research specifically focussed on the management of public attitudes to such 
schemes is considered by the author to be of particular use, given the likely 
adoption of such methods by other western countries in the future.
It would also be interesting to evaluate the SCOOT-Link methodology upon a 
different urban centre, perhaps one with generally lower traffic levels. Regrettably, 
none of the towns in Surrey fit this profile and for that reason there was no urban 
centre with both a Paramics model and readily available SCOOT data for use.
Another interesting follow up piece of work might also be considered in the area 
of Soft Measures. The research work presented in this thesis looked specifically 
and the motivations of individuals that had chosen to enrol in their corporate car- 
sharing scheme, the impact of parking pressures and the role of any employer 
offered incentives. A potential follow up piece of work could involve a survey; 
again within companies running their own car share scheme, but this time 
involving all staff. Such a survey could not only examine the reasons that 
individuals has enrolled, but also the reasons why non-participants had declined to
Full details on the Transport Innovation Fund can be found at 
http://www.dft.gov.uk/pgr/regionaFtif/ (accessed August 2007)
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enrol in the scheme on offer to them. This could help to determine the limits to 
which incentives and parking pressures can encourage participation against a 
backdrop of other ‘barriers’ considered by the wider pool of staff to discourage 
their participation. The only difficulty in this potential piece of follow up work 
might be the disinclination of many firms to participate in such research. The 
author encountered significant apathy amongst employers currently operating car 
share schemes when it came to conducting a survey of their car share database. 
Securing the permission to undertake a travel behavioural survey amongst all staff 
is therefore likely to be equally, if not more problematic.
The central belief of the author remains, however, that progress towards 
Sustainable Transport is best served by the incrementalist approach, such as that 
adopted within this thesis. There is clearly, no one singular solution or ‘magic 
bullet’ to the many and complex issues related to transportation and an expansion 
in the knowledge concerning relevant policy instruments can only further the 
cause of Sustainable Transportation. The author considers that the research 
presented in this thesis makes a substantive contribution to the advancements 
required for the long-term goal of achieving a genuinely sustainable transport 
system.
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Appendix A: Matrix demands used with the SCOOT-Paramics 
link model
The originating matrix is shown in the left hand (vertical) columns with the 
destination matrix shown in the top (horizontal) columns.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Origin 1 0 40 240 50 700 50 120 230 80 0 0 20 1530
Origin 2 200 0 65 0 200 0 0 100 0 0 0 60 625
Origin 3 550 30 0 0 330 0 0 100 0 0 0 40 1050
Origin 4 100 0 0 0 20 400 75 200 50 50 0 0 895
Origin 5 400 100 150 0 0 700 100 200 40 0 0 250 1940
Origin 6 300 100 50 100 150 0 100 100 25 50 0 30 1005
Origin 7 250 10 10 200 80 100 0 0 25 50 10 20 755
Origin 8 350 100 250 300 200 0 0 0 0 100 0 20 1320
Origin 9 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 50
Origin 10 0 0 10 10 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 40
Origin 11 0 0 50 50 100 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 250
Origin 12 0 0 0 0 330 100 25 75 10 0 0 0 540
2150 380 825 710 2120 1460 420 1005 230 250 10 440 10000
Matrix of demands for Epsom base model
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Origin 1 0 40 240 50 700 50 120 230 80 0 0 20 1530
Origin 2 200 0 65 0 200 0 0 100 0 0 0 60 625
Origin 3 550 30 0 0 330 0 0 100 0 0 0 40 1050
Origin 4 100 0 0 0 20 400 75 200 50 50 0 0 895
Origin 5 400 100 150 0 0 700 100 200 40 0 0 250 1940
Origin 6 1966 1766 1716 100 150 0 100 100 25 50 0 30 6003
Origin 7 250 10 10 200 80 100 0 0 25 50 10 20 755
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Origin 8 350 100 250 300 200 0 0 0 0 100 0 20 1320
Origin 9 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 50
Origin 10 0 0 10 10 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 40
Origin 11 0 0 50 50 100 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 250
Origin 12 0 0 0 0 330 100 25 75 10 0 0 0 540
3816 2046 2491 710 2120 1460 420 1005 230 250 10 440 14998
Matrix of demands for Scenario with higher traffic demands on West St as
result of a motorway closure
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Origin
Origin 1 0 40 240 50 700 50 120 230 240 100 0 20 1790
Origin 2 200 0 65 0 200 0 0 100 240 100 0 60 965
Origin 3 550 30 0 0 330 0 0 100 240 100 0 40 1390
Origin 4 100 0 0 0 20 400 75 200 300 100 0 0 1195
Origin 5 400 100 150 0 0 700 100 200 120 60 0 250 2080
Origin 6 300 100 50 100 150 0 100 100 75 150 0 30 1155
Origin 7 250 10 10 200 80 100 0 0 75 125 10 20 880
Origin 8 350 100 250 300 200 0 0 0 75 250 0 20 1545
Origin 9 0 0 0 0 0 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 50
Origin 10 0 0 10 10 10 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 40
Origin 11 0 0 50 50 100 50 0 0 0 0 0 0 250
12 0 0 0 0 330 100 25 75 30 15 0 0 575
2150 380 825 710 2120 1460 420 1005 1395 1000 10 440 11915
Matrix demands for scenario with excessive demand for town centre car parking
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Origin 1 0 40 240 50 700 0 132 242 80 0 25 20 1529
Origin 2 200 0 65 0 200 0 0 100 0 0 0 60 625
Origin 3 550 30 0 0 330 0 0 100 0 0 0 40 1050
Origin 4 100 0 0 0 20 0 175 300 50 50 200 0 895
Origin 5 400 100 150 0 0 0 275 375 40 0 350 250 1940
Origin 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Origin 7 400 60 60 275 80 0 0 0 87 75 60 35 1132
Origin 8 500 150 275 350 275 0 0 0 112 125 0 35 1822
Origin 9 0 0 0 0 0 0 87 87 0 0 25 0 199
Origin 10 0 0 10 10 10 0 2 3 0 0 5 0 40
Origin 11 0 0 50 50 100 0 767 13 0 0 0 0 980
Origin 12 0 0 0 0 330 0 50 100 10 0 50 0 540
2150 380 850 735 2045 0 1488 1320 379 250 715 440 10752
Matrix demands for scenario with the closure of West St as a result of a lorry 
lodged under the West St railway bridge
Note: The total number of vehicles in the final matrix demands table is higher than 
the base model on account of vehicles re-routing via matrix 11 in this scenario. In 
this instance, that number of vehicles is higher on account of the fact that as a 
through link, vehicles making this journey appear twice. Once as they arrive at 
that matrix and once as they leave.
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Appendix B: Glossary of SCOOT terms
Term Definition
advance An advance decision shortens the time to the next stage. It is 
changed by advancing the time at which it is due.
area Top of the SCOOT hierarchy. The SCOOT Area contains 
one or more Regions each of which contains a number of 
nodes. Area data is input as part of the setup of a SCOOT 
network.
area end lag The normal end delay for traffic, typically 3 seconds. This is 
the time between the stage terminating (lights turning amber) 
on-street and the end of effective saturation flow.
area start lag The normal start up delay for traffic, typically 2 seconds. 
This is the time between the lights turning green on-street 
and the start of effective saturation flow.
ASTRID Automatic Scoot TRaffic Information Database. ASTRID is 
a database designed to collect information from a SCOOT 
traffic control system, or other source of traffic data, and to 
store it in a database for later retrieval and analysis.
automatic vehicle 
location (AVL)
With AVL, buses are fitted with equipment which determines 
bus location, usually as part of a bus management system. An 
indication from the AVL system that a bus is approaching the 
traffic signals can be used to trigger SCOOT bus priority. 
Systems that can be set to request priority at specific 
locations are best suited to SCOOT’s needs.
bacfiles
(ASTRID)
Bacfiles contain a days' ASTRID log data at a medium 
resolution (15 minute intervals).
bus priority Bus Priority is a facility within SCOOT whereby buses can 
receive priority benefits at SCOOT controlled traffic signals 
to reduce delay. Buses can be given extensions where the 
green is extended allowing the bus to continue, recalls where 
a bus is detected on a red causing other stage times to be 
reduced in order to bring forward the green onto that link or
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stages can be skipped to recall the bus stage even earlier.
congestion SCOOT congestion is defined as the number of 4 second 
intervals in a cycle during which the detector is continuously 
occupied. It is expressed as a proportion of the cycle time. 
With the normal SCOOT detector location at the upstream 
end of the link, SCOOT congestion indicates a queue that is, 
or is in danger of, blocking the exit from the upstream 
junction.
congestion 
importance factor
Is a number between 0 (not important) and 7 (most 
important) assigned to a link to define how important it is in 
terms of the impact it will have on the rest of the network if 
it becomes congested. The congestion importance factor 
controls SCOOT's response to congestion on the link.
congestion offset Is the offset desired when the link is congested - used in 
conjunction with congestion weighting. Takes a value in the 
range -127 to +127 seconds.
cruise speed The average speed vehicles travel at between the detector 
and the stopline when not constrained by queues or red 
traffic signals.
cycle / cycle time The length of time in seconds for a complete stage sequence 
to run before it is repeated.
cyclic flow profile Shows and quantifies the traffic demand over a traffic signal 
cycle.
delay Is the amount of traffic signal induced delay; the time 
vehicles are held up at traffic signals and by other traffic 
queuing at the signals.
demand Is an expression used to represent the number of vehicles on 
a link. The detector upstream measures demand as vehicles 
pass creating a cyclic flow profile. The information is passed 
to SCOOT enabling it to model the demand for green time at 
the stopline.
demand
dependent stages
Are stages that only come into play when there is a demand 
for that stage e.g. a pelican/pedestrian crossing or a side
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road.
detector A means of detecting vehicles, usually a loop in the road 
connected to a detector pack which responds to the change 
in inductance when a vehicle passes over the loop.
dispersion Describes the action of platoons (bunches of vehicles 
released from the upstream signals) spreading out as they 
move along a link.
double cycling Facility to allow nodes to operate at half the region cycle 
time. Reduces delay at lightly loaded junctions within a 
region that requires a longer cycle time and considerably 
reduces pedestrian waiting time at Puffins and Pelicans.
double greening When a link is set to have two separate green periods within 
the cycle.
effective green The time during a green period where traffic can flow at 
saturation flow through the junction. Effective green starts 
at:
Area Start Lag + Link End Lag (if any)
after the start of the green aspect.
Effective green ends at:
Appearance of amber + Area End Lag + Link End Lag (if 
any)
entry link A link bringing traffic into a co-ordinated SCOOT network 
from outside.
exit blocking A queue on a downstream link blocking the exit from a 
junction thus not allowing any traffic to proceed on a green.
exit link A link that takes traffic out of a SCOOT network, not 
specified in the SCOOT data unless a detector is needed on 
the link.
extension A bus priority method where the green on the link is 
extended to allow a bus approaching on green to pass 
through the signal when otherwise the signal would change 
before the bus reached the stopline.
fast down flag Used to improve the cycle times' response to falling flows. 
Flows can fall rapidly at the end of an evening peak in which
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case the fast down should be set by the timetable to allow 
SCOOT to respond quickly at this time.
filter link A link where the length of green is controlled by information 
from a detector after the stopline. Usually a right turn.
filter saturation 
occupancy
Is the normal maximum outflow rate of a queue from the 
stopline on a filter link in LPU/sec.
fixed / biased 
offsets
Fixed and biased offsets favour particular movements. Fixed 
offsets can be used to maintain a particular value on that link 
(within a small range). Biased offsets give SCOOT the 
freedom to optimise about the specific offset.
flow The amount of traffic movement along a link.
gating Action at a distance. It can be used to restrict traffic from 
entering or leaving a critical area.
incident An incident is an event which reduces the capacity of a 
network link to carry traffic.
INGRID INteGRated Incident Detection. A computer program for the 
automatic detection of traffic incidents in urban areas 
controlled by SCOOT.
intergreen matrix Is a diagram that shows the lengths of intergreen for all the 
permitted changes between UTC stages.
link Is a length of road from the SCOOT detector to the stopline. 
More than one link is specified on a stretch of road if their 
movements are separately controlled at the junction i.e. right 
turning traffic has different signal requirements to a straight 
ahead.
link journey time The time taken by an average vehicle to the stopline from a 
SCOOT detector when not delayed by the traffic signals or 
queuing vehicles.
link end lag Has a range of -31 to +31 seconds although it is usually set 
to 0. The link end lag is an adjustment that can be added on 
to the end of effective green if required. The link end lag is 
an adjustment in seconds on top of the usual Area End Lag. - 
see area end lag and effective green.
link profile unit 
(LPU)
All SCOOT traffic behaviour is modelled in terms of link 
profile units. One vehicle is equivalent to approximately 17
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LPU's, but the actual value will vary between links.
link start lag Has a range of -31 to +31 seconds although it is usually set 
to 0. The link start lag is an adjustment that can be added on 
to the start of effective green if required. The link start lag is 
an adjustment in seconds on top of the usual Area Start Lag. 
- see area start lag and effective green
link suffix The letter used to identify the link e.g. 0315A.
local extensions The decision whether an extension can be given to a bus is 
always made centrally by the SCOOT computer at the UTC. 
With local extensions the decision is made in advance so that 
the local controller can grant the extension when a bus is 
detected. They usually achieve greater benefits to buses due 
to avoiding the transmission lag involved with central 
extensions.
loop Inductive loop used for detecting traffic often used as an 
alternative word for a detector. See detector.
masking Masking is when parts of two vehicles cross the detector at 
the same time so that only one vehicle is detected, not two.
minimum practical 
cycle time 
(MPCY)
Each node in a region has a MPCY which is the cycle time at 
which the node would be 90% saturated.
network Is the layout of nodes and links in a region; the network of 
roads controlled by the system.
node Third in the SCOOT hierarchy. A node is a set of traffic 
signals in a SCOOT region, a junction or signal-controlled 
pedestrian crossing.
normal link Normal links are those that join one node to another in a 
network.
offset The offset on a link is the time between the start of green to 
the main feeder link at the upstream link to the start of green 
to this link at the downstream node.
offset
optimisation
The offset optimiser co-ordinates all junctions in a SCOOT 
region. One junction is considered at a time and the aim is to 
provide traffic a smooth passage through the network.
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offset weighting Offset weighting allows a biasing of specific routes or links. 
The higher the offset weighting for a link, the more SCOOT 
will favour the offset of that link, to the detriment of other 
less weighted links or routes. N.B. offsets are inherently 
flow-weighted, busy links will automatically be more 
important in the optimisation than quiet ones.
optimise To provide the best possible signal timings.
Pelican A stand-alone, signal-controlled pedestrian crossing 
incorporating flashing green man / flashing amber to 
pedestrians to provide a variable crossing period for 
pedestrians.
platoon A group of vehicles travelling in 'convoy' along a link.
profiles Are ASTRID log files containing average data per weekday 
which are stored at medium resolution (15 minute collection 
periods); see Cyclic Flow Profiles for the cyclic pattern of 
traffic on a link.
Puffin A stand-alone, signal-controlled pedestrian crossing where 
the pedestrian crossing period is extended by on-crossing 
detectors with standard vehicle aspects: no flashing aspects.
queue A number of vehicles delayed at a node.
rawfiles Are ASTRID rawdata files stored at high resolution (data 
collected per cycle or per 5 minutes).
recall Used in bus priority. If a bus arrives during a red it can be 
given a recall. Following stages are called early to reduce the 
delay to the bus.
recovery Recovery is the process of resynchronisation with the normal 
SCOOT stage timings after bus priority has finished. There 
are 4 recovery methods available to bus priority in SCOOT 
these are as follows:
* DN - do nothing recovery accepts the change which has 
taken place in the signal timings due to the action of bus 
optimisation and updates SCOOT with these timings. 
SCOOT then optimises as normal.
* MS - minimum stage recovery consists of running stages 
to a minimum to resynchronise with SCOOT timings.
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* DS - degree of saturation recovery is similar to MS 
recovery but instead of running stages to a minimum, stages 
are run short to a length constrained by the degree of 
saturation. (Default after extensions.)
* LS - long stage recovery consists of running stages long 
to resynchronise with SCOOT timings. Stages are still 
subject to their maximum stage length. (Default following 
recalls.)
region Second in the SCOOT hierarchy. A SCOOT Area has one or 
more regions in which there are a number of nodes. All nodes 
in the region operate at the same cycle time, or possibly half 
of the region cycle time - see double cycling.
retard A retard decision increases the time to the next stage change 
by retarding the time at which it is due.
reversion Whenever the split optimiser advances or retards the stage 
time by -4 or +4 seconds a reversion of 3 seconds takes place 
the following cycle to give a permanent change of -1 or +1 
seconds.
rxlag The receive lag is the time delay between the detector 
activation on-street and the receipt of the information by the 
SCOOT computer.
saturation
occupancy
Is the normal maximum discharge rate of vehicles from a 
stopline (measured in LPU's). Saturation occupancy 
validation is the accurate measurement of sat. occ. on-street.
saturation 
occupancy flow 
technique (SOFT)
Is a method of automatically measuring the saturation 
occupancy online.
SCOOT The SCOOT (Split Cycle Offset Optimisation Technique) 
urban traffic control system was developed by TRL in 
collaboration with the UK traffic systems industry. SCOOT 
is an adaptive system which responds automatically to traffic 
fluctuations. It does away with the need for signal plans 
which are expensive to prepare and keep up to date. SCOOT 
has proved to be an effective and efficient tool for managing 
traffic on signalised road networks and is now used in over 
200 towns and cities in the UK and overseas. It has 
demonstrated a range of delay savings averaging about 20%
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over typical good fixed-time plans, but much larger against 
less efficient control systems.
SCOOT hierarchy Data needs to be entered into SCOOT at different levels. The 
basic SCOOT hierarchy states the different levels available:
Area > Region > Node > Stage > Link > Detector
SCOOT Vega Graphical output showing the operation of the SCOOT 
Model, developed by TRL.
sources and sinks Refers to specific areas in a network where there can be daily 
short bursts of heavy traffic. Detectors need to be positioned 
to account for important sources and sinks. A factory where 
all staff finish work at the same time is an example.
split The proportion of green time given to a particular stage 
within a cycle.
split optimisation The split optimiser decides the optimum distribution of green 
time to minimise delay and congestion. It considers one node 
at a time.
split weighting Split weighting can be used on links where it is desired that 
they run at a higher degree of saturation than opposing links 
(i.e. to give additional green to a link it is necessary to split 
weight links running in other stages).
stage SCOOT stages consist of an intergreen followed by a green 
period.
stage skipping Buses can be given extra priority by omitting stages. For 
instance, if a bus that requires stage 3 is detected during 
stage 1, the signals can change straight from stage 1 to stage 
3. Stages that may be skipped are specified in the SCOOT 
data. It is NOT recommended to skip pedestrian stages. Not 
available before SCOOT MC3.
stage suffix This is the single letter or digit used to identify the stage to 
SCOOT. The full name of the stage is given by appending 
and then the stage suffix to the node name e.g 1034/2.
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stop penalty The Area data value stop penalty equates a vehicle stop to 
that number of seconds of delay in the SCOOT optimisation. 
It has a range of 0 to 2000 seconds although the range of 0 
to 40 is sensible. The value is usually 20.
traffic model A model is used in SCOOT to estimate the movement of 
traffic on-street and the delay due to the traffic signals. 
Demand is measured at a detector and processed into a cyclic 
flow profile. SCOOT uses this information to model the 
demand at the stopline and the signal induced delay. The 
optimisers aim to minimise the modelled delay.
transponder In SCOOT bus priority, transponders can be fitted to buses 
so that when a bus travels over a bus detector on-street or 
goes past a beacon SCOOT knows that a bus is approaching 
a signal. SCOOT can also take information from AVL 
systems.
TRANSYT TRAffic Network stud Y Tool. Is a TRRL developed 
program for calculating the 'best' fixed time plan with which 
to co-ordinate the traffic signals in any network of roads for 
which the average traffic flows are known. Demonstrated 
Journey Time benefits of between 15 and 20%.
trend files Used by ASTRID to contain data per day at low resolution 
covering peak and off-peak periods as a whole.
trend flag The Trend flag is used to tell SCOOT to respond rapidly at 
the start of the peak period when flows quickly increase. The 
trend flag changes the target saturation for the cycle time 
optimiser forcing cycle times up.
trigger link Is a critical link that is used to trigger the SCOOT gating 
facility.
tuning The process of ensuring that SCOOT has been correctly set 
up.
tx lag The transmission lag is the time delay from when SCOOT 
calls for a stage at its output interface until the amber that 
terminates the preceding stage appears on-street.
VA Vehicle Actuation is a method of Traffic Signal control in 
which the duration of the green signal is extended, up to a 
maximum, according to traffic flow.
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validation Is the process in the SCOOT system setup where on-street
data is compared with information from the SCOOT model.
Definitions taken from SCOOT online glossary at http://www.scoot- 
utc.com/Glossary.php?menu=Reference
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Appendix C: Survey distributed to members of current corporate 
car sharing schemes
Please Indicate your gender
r
Male
r
Female
Please select your age range
r
Under 25
r
25-35
c
35-45
c
45-55
c
55+
Please select your Income range:
Ç
Prefer 
not to 
say
c
Up to 
£15K
c
£15-
20K
o
£20-
25K
r
£25-
30K
O '
£30-
35K
c
£35-
40K
a
more
than
£40K
For approximately how long have you been car sharing?
C
Less than 
6 months
C
6-12
months
o
1-2 years
r
2-3 years
r
3-4 years
r
4+ years
With how many people do you usually car share?
C
1 other
r
2 others
C
3+ people
O
Varies
Approximately how much do you save annually by car 
sharing?
C r r c
£200- 400 £400- £600- £800-
£600 £800 £1000
Less than 
£200
C
more than 
£1000
Do you car share with:
Only people within your organisation r
People within neighbouring organisations (same 
business park etc)
r
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A combination of people both within and outside 
my organisation
What incentives does your scheme offer to car sharers and 
what level of importance do you attach to them
Not 
importan 
t at all
Not
Importan
t
Importan
t
Very
Importan
t
Is not 
offered 
by 
employe 
r
Priority 
Parking 
(e.g. 
reserved 
bays near 
to building)
r o C e m
Financial
incentive
(e.g. free
parking
permit,
enhanced
salary
package)
C c - o 0 r
Guaranteed 
ride home 
(if your lift 
is taken ill 
etc)
C r c c c
Pool cars
for daytime
travel (on
business,
lunchtime
shopping
etc)
r c c :c c
Other
incentive(s)
r r c c c
please
specify
Has joining the formal car share scheme with your place of 
work made any difference to the amount of car sharing you do 
for non-commuting purposes?
Please answer true or false to the 
following statements. If you car 
shared in this aspect of your life 
before, please select 'did already'
TRUE FALSE Did
already
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1 now car share on the school run c
1 now car share to social events 
with friends etc
r  1 r c
1 now car share on business trips, 
attending conferences etc
C  1 c Ç
Other (please state) [ T — .....
Since joining the car share scheme, do you think that you are 
more environmentally aware In other aspects of your life? 
For each aspect, please state If you are more active In this 
area since joining the car share scheme or If there has been 
no change
j More than
No change1 before
I use public transport I Ç Ç
1 now recycle j n c
1 am more energy efficient within I 
the home
c c
1 compost garden/kitchen waste I 0 r
Other (please state) j ?
since joining this formal car share scheme, have additional 
people joined your car share group that have never 
themselves registered with the scheme?
^  Yes
c
No
Please assess the following factors with how Important each 
of them was In your decision to car share
Very
Importan
t
Quite
Importan
t
Not
Importan
t
Saving Money (reduced petrol 
costs etc)
r r r
More sociable travel, meeting 
new people etc
r r r
No regular access to own vehicle r r r
Shortage of parking at place of 
work
r r r
Financial (or other) incentive 
provided by employer
r r r
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Concern for the environment r o
Other (please state) 1 ^
What arguments would you use to convince others of the 
benefits of car sharing?
Please w rite here.
w I
j T
What do you see as the biggest deterrents of car sharing?
Please w rite here.
V I
J j
Please use this space to make any additional comments about 
either car sharing or this survey.
Pease w rite here.
; V
J^J jJ
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Appendix D: Follow up car share survey, sent to respondents of 
original survey
Hi There,
This is a follow up survey designed for participants who took part in the original 
University of Surrey car share research project. This survey was sent conducted in 
2004/5 and would have been sent by your scheme administrator.
The aim of this follow up is to gain a better understanding of how your views may 
have changed since the original survey and to compare your thoughts with those 
of the scheme organisers. Your help is as always, very much appreciated.
One participant will be sent a £30 M&S voucher. If you wish to be included in 
this prize draw, then please leave your details at the end. This information is 
separated from the survey responses and is not used to identify individual 
responses.
Section A: At the time you completed the original survey
A l) On average, how often DID you car share to work at the time of the first 
survey?
5 days a week
3-4 days a week
1-2 days a week
Less often
I was not car sharing at the time of the first survey
A3) Please write down the three most important reasons why you originally 
joined the scheme, with i) as the most important, ii) as the second most 
important etc.
i)
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ii)
iii)
A4) What was your primary mode of travel to work before joining the car 
share scheme? (ie. The mode with which you travelled the longest distance)
Car (Alone)
Car (Shared)
Train
Bus
Walk
Cycle
Other (Please state):
A5) Had you recently moved house prior to joining the car share scheme? 
Yes No
A6) Had you recently changed job (or job location) prior to joining the car 
share scheme?
Yes No
Section B: At the present time
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B7) On average, how often do you CURRENTLY car share to work?
5 days a week 
3-4 days a week 
1-2 days a week 
Less often
Not car sharing presently
B8) For the days you do car share, roughly what proportion of those days do 
you car share using your own vehicle?
All of the time 
Most of the time 
Half of the time 
Sometimes
Never/Didn’t have my own vehicle
Section C; Your own car share scheme and the national picture
C9) Since the original survey, has your opinion of your car sharing scheme 
altered?
(Please select an appropriate number with -2  as greatly deteriorated, 0 as 
stayed the same and +2 as greatly improved)
Greatly deteriorated -2 -1 0 +1 +2 Greatly improved
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Please state up to three reasons why your opinion has changed with i) as the 
most important, ii) as the second most important etc
i)
ii)
iii)
CIO) How would you describe the attitude of your company towards 
promoting car sharing? (On a scale of 1 to 5) with 1 being the best and five 
being the worst.
Very well promoted 
Very well organised 
Very well incentivised
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5
Very poorly promoted 
Very poorly organised 
Very poorly incentivised
C ll)  What three Government actions do you think would help promote car 
sharing, with i) as the most important, ii) as the second most important etc
i)
ii)
iii)
C ll)  Please use this space to leave any additional comments
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If you wish to be entered into the prize draw then please leave your name 
and email address below
Name:
Email:
Many thanks for completing this survey.
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Appendix E: Traffic Management Act Questionnaire
Thank you for taking part in this survey. This information will be used to build a picture of 
how different Local Authorities are planning to deal with their transportation needs in the 
next 5-10 years. The final results will be available to all Highways authorities and the media 
as an indication of how Local Government is planning for the future and which technologies 
they plan to embrace. We are also interested in your opinion on a number of current national 
issues connected with the transportation industry.
Please be assured that individual responses will not be identified and if you choose to leave 
your contact details these will be used for the administration of the prize draw and for no 
other reason. The University of Surrey will only use your responses for the purposes of this 
research project. No data will be passed to third party organisations or salespersons.
Was your appointment as Traffic Manager for you Local Traffic Authority as a result of 
competition?
^  Yes ^  No
Were you appointed from an internal or external application?
c  r
Internail Extemall
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Is your Authority: (please check all that apply)
A County Council A Unitary Authority
A City Council A Métropolitain Borough
Council
n  nA London Borough Predominately Urban
n Predominately
Rural
Do you think that scrutiny of road contractors employed by your own authority is likely to be 
greater as a result of the Traffic Management Act?
C C C
Yes No Not Sure
As a result of the Traffic Management Act, do you think your authority will increase the 
amount of inspections undertaken of highway street works?
r  r  r
Yes No Not Sure
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Is your authority planning to introduce a permit system for street works as a result of the 
Traffic Management Act?
C* G G
Likely to be introduced Unlikely to be introduced Not sure
Do you think that the use of thin surfaces (such as SMA’s) are broadly of benefit or dis-benefit 
to future road maintenance, particularly within your own areas.
O C' . O C C
Very Beneficial Beneficial Neutra Not Beneficial Not Beneficial at
1 all
Is your authority currently using any UTMC technologies to improve transport and traveller 
information within your area?
r
Currently using
C
Planned use in the 
future
r
No plans at present
What do you see as the potential benefits of UTMC technologies in your area for reducing 
congestion and improving travel conditions and information?
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rc
a
c
ail
Very Promising 
Promising 
Not Promising 
Not Promising at
If you are planning to buy a UTMC common database, when is this likely to happen? 
r  CWithin 6 Within 12
months months
C' Within 2 years Within 3 years
C  C
Within 4 years 4+ years
O ^
Not sure Already have
What is the position of your authority with regards to the use of Real Time Passenger 
Information (RTPI) for local bus services?
r Have Currently with plans for expansion
'C Have Currently, no plans for expansion
C Do not have currently, planned for 
introduction
r Do not have currently, no plans for
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introduction
r Other 
I Rease state here
Do you think that your authority is likely to introduce some form of localised congesting 
charging?
O
C
c
r
m
c
c
No
Yes, within 2 years 
Yes, within 4 years 
Yes, within 6 years 
Yes, within 8 years 
Yes, within 10 years 
Not sure
How significant do you believe the following factors will be in the success or failure of National 
Road User Charging?
Very Significan Not Not Significant at
Significant t Significant all
Technical Issues C C  C  C
Cost of C C C C
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implementation
Running costs C C C C
Public acceptance p  p  p  p
What is your opinion of the proposed National Road User Charging scheme, currently 
proposed by government?
p
Unlikely to be implemented 
Likely within 5 years
p
Likely within 10 years
p
Likely within 15 years
p
Likely within 20 years
p
Likely, but not within the next 20 
years
Do you think your role, as traffic manager is likely to evolve to include air quality issues? 
p
Very Likely
P
Likely
-p
Unlikely
n
Very unlikely
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What do you consider to be the greatest benefits that will arise from the appointment of Traffic 
Managers?
Please w rite here
What do you consider to be the greatest obstacles to the success of the Traffic Manager within 
your Authority?
Please w rite here
Please use this space to make comments about either this survey or your thoughts on the 
position of the Traffic Manager
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Rease w rite here
m^waaaawl:  ^I
Thank you for taking part in this survey!
If you would like to be entered into the prize draw for the M&S gift vouchers, please leave your 
contact details below:
Name
I Rease Wfite her€ 
Email
Submit form
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Appendix F: List of participants in phase two of the Traffic 
Management Act Project
Region Traffic
Manager
Authority Comments Date
Completed
(LB)
LB
SE
SW
WM
WM
EM
NE
YH
Nick Morris
Louise Nagle
Charles
Studdley
Mike Parnell
Graham
Isherwood
Peter Evely
TfL
LB
Hammersmith 
& Fulham
Portsmouth 
Devon CC
Rob Smith Herts CC
Dudley
Roy Buzzacott Shropshire
John Edlington Lines
David Pownall Durham
York
NW Rory Lingham St Helens
Traffic Manager for 
Transport for London
9'  ^March 2006
Part of the WM 
conurbation^’^
Area selected for TIP 
funding^
John is deputy TM.
Chair of NE group of 
Traffic Managers^’"'
Peter is deputy TM.
One of the original 
UTMC demonstrator 
sites^
AMBC
2"^  March 2006
3"^  March 2006
23"^  March 
2006
23"^  March 
2006
15'  ^March 
2006
U' March 2006
3"^  March 2006 
f  March 2006
10^  ^March 
2006
3^  ^March 2006
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Notes
The government places all Local Authorities into 9 regions -  each of these regions 
will have at least one Local Traffic Authority represented.
 ^ It was decided that at least one area should have large seasonal variations in 
Traffic flows so as to judge if measures from the Traffic Management Act are 
flexible enough to accommodate this.
 ^ The West Midlands conurbation (Dudley, Birmingham, Coventry, 
Wolverhampton, Sand well and Solihull and Walsall) cooperates on a number of 
transport matters because of the geographical nature of the area. It was believed 
that at least one of these should be included in the interviews.
 ^ Separate from the Traffic Management Act, the government has announced that 
seven areas will receive a share of £7M from the Transport innovation frind (TIP). 
The TIP provides pump-priming resources for the part funding of studies to 
examine demand management and public transport/road packages. Some of those 
authorities selected are included in the interviews.
Each of the regions is forming a local group of Traffic Managers for that 
respective area. This will act as a forum for matters relevant to the wider region. 
One of the interviewees will be the chair of a regional group.
 ^Pour Pilot areas received pump-priming monies from the government in 2001 in 
order to establish the use of UTMC technologies for improving transport in their 
areas. Several other authorities have since followed. UTMC is very much the 
framework being adopted for how technology can improve traffic and travel 
information management. One of the original demonstrator sites is therefore 
included in the list of interviewees.
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Appendix G: Structured interview questions for Traffic Managers
1) Background
Tell me some detail about the technology your authority is using for the 
management of traffic and road space
• Are you using ITIS Data Yes/No
• Do you have plans to use it? Yes/No
• Do you see it as a useful tool for meeting your network management 
duty?
Y es/N o/M aybe
• What are your thoughts on the ITIS data in general?
Very Useful / Usefiil / Neutral / Not very useful / Not usefiil at all
Details
• Did your Authority apply for TIP funding and if so how much money were 
they awarded from the first round of settlements?
Applied Yes/No
Awarded Yes/No
Details:
• What are your opinions of the TIP?
Very Promising / Promising / Neutral / Not very promising / Not promising at 
all
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• Do you see localised forms of congestion charging as a promising way of 
tackling traffic growth?
Very Promising / Promising / Neutral / Not very promising / Not promising at 
all
Could it work in your authority: Yes/No
Details:
• Do you think that any National Road user-charging scheme is 
likely/promising?
Very Likely / Likely / Neutral / Unlikely / Very Unlikely
Details:
• Are you using UTMC technology? In what way? What benefits do you 
think it has delivered? What are your plans for the future development of 
UTMC technology?
Using Yes/No:
Plans for implementation Yes/No/Maybe 
Plans for extension Yes/No/Maybe
Details of current use:
Benefits:
Do you have any other comments about technology and the Traffic Management 
Act?
2) Stakeholder consultation
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• To what extent have you consulted stakeholders for the purposes of 
carrying out your new role?
• to what extent will Stakeholders be able to influence your decision or 
policies?
• Which areas of your authority do you think will have the most influence 
on the ongoing development of your role?
Do you have any other comments about stakeholders and the Traffic Management 
Act?
3) Changes to working practices as a result of the Traffic Management Act
• Will there be any changes to the extent to which current methods are used 
to communicate and share information with other Local Traffic 
Authorities?
Yes/No
Technology Yes/No 
Data exchange Yes/No 
Expected Benefits:
• Will the scrutiny/inspection of Utility and Developer Contactors’ work 
&/or the works undertaken by your (the councils) own contractors change 
as a result of the Traffic Management Act?
Yes/No:
Increase/Decrease :
Details:
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• Will there be any changes to the balance between the various users 
competing for road space in your authority? (Contractors, various road 
users etc)
Yes/No:
Details of Change:
• What are your thoughts about the introduction of a permits scheme for 
specified works? Is your authority likely to implement such a scheme?
Good idea Yes/No
Considered it Yes/No
Plans to implement Yes/No/Maybe
Details:
• What are your thoughts regarding utility companies abusing their powers 
to conduct ‘emergency works’? Is this likely to be tolerated less with the 
appointment of a Traffic Manager?
Change in tolerance level Yes/No 
Details:
Do you have any other comments about changes to working practices and the 
Traffic Management Act?
4) Congestion
• How high a priority is congestion within your authority 
Very High / High / Average / Low / Very Low
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Why:
• Does congestion present your authority with air quality issues? Can you 
tell me more about that?
Yes/No
AQMA’s? Yes/ No Number:
Details:
• What are the predominant causes of congestion within your authority? 
Incidents
Volumes of traffic 
Street works 
Events 
Other
• Has there been/ do you think there will be an alteration to how congestion 
is perceived/dealt with as a result of the Traffic Management Act? If so, 
how?
Alteration Yes/No
Do you have any other comments about congestion and the Traffic Management 
Act?
5) The position and facilities afforded to the Traffic M anager post within 
your authority
• Was there a process undertaken in order to decide where in the 
organisational tree the new role should be located.
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Yes/No:
• Do you have any staff / a budget available to you for the purposes of 
discharging your duties as Traffic Manager?
Staff: Yes/No Number
Budget Yes/No Amount
• If yes, do you consider this arrangement to be sufficient for you to 
discharge the network management duty?
Yes/No
Why:
• If no, what resources would you like to have at your disposal?
• What do you consider to be the greatest benefits of a Highways Authority 
having this post?
Do you have any other comments about the position and the Traffic Management 
Act?
6) Your background
What was your last position/job before taking up this post
• Can you tell me about your career background and in particular your 
background within the transportation industry?
• How did your appointment come about?
Internal
External
Competitive Yes/No 
Details:
• Did you put your name forward or where you nominated? 
Volunteered: y/n
Nominated: y/n
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Details:
7) Other comments
Do you have any other comments about the Traffic Management Act (or 
questions for me about this research project)?
Can you describe in broad terms how effective you think the new powers 
and responsibilities are for your LTA and to what extent they are helpful 
or a hindrance?
We are not intending to attribute specific comments to an individual or 
authority but may contact you at the reporting stage if we wish to attribute 
a specific comment? Would you be happy with this?
** Thank you **
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Appendix H: EngD modules attended
All EngD modules have been completed. The elective module chosen was 
Environmental Ethics. This was completed in November 2004.
Number Module Date Location Status
1 Introduction to the 
EngD
15-19^  ^ September 
2003
Surrey Pass
2 Sustainable
Development
6-10'^ October 2003 Surrey Pass
3 Life Cycle Approaches 12-16^  ^January 2004 Surrey Pass
4 Social Research 
Methods
2-6*^  February 2004 Surrey Pass
5 Literature Review 
Course
17'  ^February 2004 Surrey Pass
6 Environmental Risk 
Assessment
19-23"  ^April 2004 Brunei Pass
7 Hands on Audit 14-18‘Mune 2004 Brunei Pass
8 Advanced Leadership 23-27'^ August 2004 Brecon
Beacons
Pass
10 Environmental Ethics 
(elective module)
22-26*'  ^ November 
2004
Surrey Pass
11 Writing a Scientific 
Paper
24*^  January 2005 Brunei Pass
12 Environmental Law 14-18'^ March 2005 Surrey Pass
13 Financial Management 
(MBA)
26-29'^ October 2005 Brunei Pass
14 Environmental
Economics
24-28  April 2006 Surrey Pass
15 Integrated Assessment 15-19 May 2006 Surrey Pass
16 Communications
Management
6th - 10th November 
2006
Surrey Pass
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Appendix I: Conferences and courses attended
A list of the conferences and courses attended as part of this EngD are included in 
the table below.
Event Date Location
Annual UTMC 
conference
27-28^ *’ November 
2003
Majeski Stadium, Reading
s'" Annual UTMC 
conference
16-17^  ^ November 
2004
Old Trafford, Manchester
Workshop on Strategic 
Management of Urban 
Road Networks
9^*^ December 2004 TRL Ltd, Crowthome
Engineering Doctorate 
(EngD) in Environmental 
Technology Conference
11-12*  ^January 2005 University of Surrey, 
Guildford
3"^  annual Conference on 
bringing a more sustainable 
dimension to personal 
transport
April IT^ 2005 Savoy Place, London
Smart Moving Conference 19-21^ April 2005 Birmingham NEC
Siemens Comet (common 
database) Systems 
Managers course
27-29'^ April 2005 NMIC, Leatherhead
ITS (UK) Smart 
Environment and Local 
Authority / Urban Interest 
Groups. Understanding the 
Role of Intelligent 
Transport Systems in 
Managing Air Quality
7"^  July 2005 University of Leeds
INFORM conference on 
technology used for 
improving public transport
27-28'^ September 
2005
Aurora Hotel, Gatwick
SCOOT UTC & Paramics 
micro simulation course
2"^  December 2005 NMIC, Leatherhead
ITS (UK) Smart 
Environment and Local 
Authority / Urban Interest 
Groups. Seminar on 
air/noise pollution 
modelling
17'*^  January 2006 Leicester City Council, 
Leicestershire
Road Expo London - 18^  ^January 2006 Chelsea Village, Stamford
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Traffic Management Act 
seminars
Bridge, West London
Siemens Comet Club for 
users of UTMC technology
16'  ^March 2006 Carrington Hotel, 
Bournemouth
UTMC Training Workshop 25'^ July 2006 Department for Transport, 
Ashdown house, London
Engineering Doctorate 
(EngD) in Environmental 
Technology Conference
6*^  September 2006 Brunei University, 
Uxbridge
13^*^ World Congress and 
Exhibition on Intelligent 
Transport Systems and 
Services
9-12* October 2006 ExCeL Centre, London
The Third Annual 
Conference on the Use of 
Soft Factor Interventions in 
Planning and Transport
22"  ^November 2006 Connaught Place, Marble 
Arch, London
GOSE Concessionary Fares 
& Local Bus Services 
Regional Seminar
10* May 2007 Mandolay Hotel, 
Guildford
Thirteenth International 
Conference on Urban 
Transport and the 
Environment in the 21st 
Century
3 -  5* September 
2007
Hotel D. Luis, Coimbra, 
Portugal
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Appendix J: List of Papers published
Conferences
1. Canning P.E., Speroni PJ., Hellaweli E.E., Hughes S.J., “Making the shift: 
using car sharing to boost Environmental awareness”, Engineering Doctorate 
(EngD) in Environmental Technology Conference, University of Surrey, January 
11*2005.
2. Canning P.E., Hughes S.J., Hellaweli E.E., Speroni P.J., James P., 
“SurreyCarShare.com: Bringing businesses on board in a Local Authority run 
scheme”, 3* annual Conference on bringing a more sustainable dimension to 
personal transport. Savoy Place (London), April 11* 2005.
3. Canning P.E, Hughes S.J., Hellaweli E.E., Speroni P.J., Eves D., Winnet M., 
Wood K., “Strategic Management of Urban Road Networks”, Smart Moving 
Conference, Birmingham NEC, April 19* 2005.
4. Paul E. Canning, Christopher J. Fairhead, Susan J. Hughes, Emma E. 
Hellaweli, Birgitta C.M. Catersleben, “An Evaluation of the 2004 Traffic 
Management Act: Does the legislation work for all Local Authorities?” 
Engineering Doctorate (EngD) in Environmental Technology Conference, Brunei 
University, 6th September 2006, Extended Abstract and poster.
5. Paul. E. Canning, Christopher J. Fairhead, Emma. E. Hellaweli, Susan. J. 
Hughes, Birgitta C.M. Gatersleben, “Marketing Car Share Schemes: The Role of 
Private Companies, Local Authorities and Central Government.” The Third 
Annual Conference on the Use of Soft Factor Interventions in Planning and 
Transport, Connaught Place, London Wednesday 22 November 2006.
6. Paul. E. Canning, Christopher J. Fairhead, Emma. E. Hellaweli, Susan. J. 
Hughes, Birgitta C.M. Gatersleben “The Implementation of the Traffic 
Management Act in England: The role of technology”. Thirteenth International 
Conference on Urban Transport and the Environment in the 21st Century, 3 - 5  
September 2007 at the Hotel D. Luis, Coimbra, Portugal. Published in WIT 
Transactions on the Built Environment, Vol. 96 pp 381-390, ISBN 978-1-84564- 
087-3.
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Peer review Journals:
1. Canning P.E., Hellaweli E.E., Hughes S.J., Gatersleben B.C.M., Fairhead C.J., 
2010. 'Devolution' of transport powers to Local Government: impacts of the 2004 
Traffic Management Act in England, Transport Policy, 17(2), 64-71.
2. Canning, P. E. , Hughes, S. J. , Hellaweli, E. E. , Gatersleben, B. C. M. and 
Fairhead, C. J., 2010. Reasons for participating in formal employer-led carpool 
schemes as perceived by their users. Transportation Planning and Technology, 
33(8), 733 — 745.
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A R T I C L E  I N F O
Keywords:
Devolution
Traffic M anagem ent Act 
Congestion
Intelligent Transport Systems
A B S T R A C T
The concept of 'Devolution'—the transfer of powers away from the Central Government to more local 
bodies of Government, has been used across many different areas of policy and by many different 
national governments. This paper examines the devolution of transport powers to the existing Ltxral 
Traffic Authorities in England via the 2004 Traffic Management Act. Ttie paper first presents a sumrruiry 
of how several different nations have undertaken this process of devolving transport powers and 
responsibilities to either new or existing bodies. It then presents research from an electronic survey 
concerning how English Local Traffic Aut horities are choosing to use some of the new powers available 
to them and their opinion on complementary areas of trans|>ort policy. Research is also presented from 
structured telephone interviews, concerning how individual Local Authorities perceive the efficacy and 
equity of the new legislation. Overall, the results show that only some of these new powers are likely to 
be used by English Local Authorities, with limited variation in how different types of LTA are choosing 
to implement tfiese new powers. The structured telephone interviews provided some evidence that 
rural Authorities in particular arc more dissatisfied with the legislation and consider some of the 
measures unhelpful. The results provide some insights on the formulation of devolved policy applicable 
to existing Local Government bodies and the varying benefits that can be perceived to apply to different 
types of Local Authority. Conclusions are drawn on some of the practical difficulties arising from I lie 
English experience, and lessons of relevance are drawn for other nations considering a similar 
devolution of transport powers.
6 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Devolution is defined by th e  dictionary  as " transference (as o f  
rights, pow ers, property, or responsibility) to  ano ther: especially: 
the  su rrender of pow ers to  Local Authorities by a central 
governm ent" (M erriam  W ebster d ictionary 2009), W hilst this 
process is som etim es undertaken  for political reasons (see  for 
exam ple Cuibernau, 2009). w ith in  th e  transport policy arena, it is 
generally  undertaken  to  m ake use of the  productive efficiency th at 
can be achieved from  a local level (see for exam ple Tiebout 
(1956)).
•  CorrespiMiding authois. Present address: Alkins Highways & Traiisimrtalioti, 
WoiKlcote Grove, Ashley Road, Epsom. Surrey. KTiS 5BW. UK.
Tel.: *44 1372 756 726; fax: *44 1372 756 607.
E-muil address: paul e.carm ingAukinsglobal.com  (I’.E. Canning),
Ü967-070X/S - see front m atte r t  2009 Elsevier ltd . All rights reserved, 
doi; 10.10 16;i.tranpol.2009.11.001
Existing literature provides us w ith several examples of where 
National Governments have transferred transport powers and 
responsibilities to  either new  or existing local' units of the 
Government. In the US/V, new  bodies, in the form of M etropolitan 
Planning Organisations (MPOsX were created by the 1991 US 
Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act (ISTEA). These new 
Ixxlies were provided with a legal role in the planning and the 
delivery of transport m atters for all US conui-bations of m ore than 
50,000 people (Wolf and Farquhar, 2005). The 1998 Transportation 
Equity Act for the 21st Century (TEA-21) further refomied MPOs by 
m andating collaboration betw een different transport planning bodies 
to improve overall service delivery (see for example De|)artment for 
Transport, 1998: Taylor and Scheitzer, 2005) Reactions to the  efficacy 
of Ml'Os vary amongst different published works. Whilst t Itère is 
general agreem ent that MPOs have a positive benefit on steering 
transportation using their mandated powers, they do operate w ith 
some difficulties. Taylor and Scheitzer (2005), for example, cite their 
use of local knowledge as beneficial w hen implementing policy as the
Please cite  this a rticle  as: Canning, P.E., et al., 'D evolution' o f transport pow ers to  Local G overnm ent: Im pacts o f th e  2004 . T ransport 
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consequential collaboration that arises. Haynes et al. (2005). however, 
cite the problems tltat can occur w ith local political interference as 
Ml’Os attem pt to discharge their powers and the disparity problems 
amongst individual MPOs,
In New Zealand, existing regional councils w ere  specifically 
m andated  by the  1993 Land Transport Act w ith  th e  pow er and 
responsibility  to m anage and control local transporta tion  m atters 
(Lee and Rivasplata, 2001), The sam e au thors also provide 
background on how  th e  Governm ent in Chile has m andated  local 
distric ts w ith  specific transport pow ers, a lbeit w ith  m ixed results. 
Elsewhere in th e  litera ture , w here  th e  c lear delegation  of 
transport pow ers and responsibilities has not been undertaken, 
evidence can be found o f adverse consequences. Scholler- 
Schwedes (2009) cites an overly-federalised approach to trans­
port in Germany, w ith  inadequate  co-operation am ongst Local 
Governm ent un its  as one o f the  m ain causes o f  p ost-w ar failure' 
to establish a genuinely in tegrated  transport netw ork.
Following the approach  o f  several o th er nations, in 2004 the 
UK G overnm ent devolved significant tran sp o rt pow ers and 
responsibilities to  th e  ex isting  150 Local Traffic Authorities (LTAs) 
in England via th e  Traffic M anagem ent Act'. The legislation also 
created  a new sta tu to ry  post w ith in  each LTA—th a t o f  Traffic 
M anager', to  hold these  new  pow ers. The im pact of devolving 
pow ers in this way u ltim ately  depends on th e  ex ten t to  which 
those holding these pow ers choose to  use them . Similarly, 
individual users ' opinions (in this case. Local A uthority Traffic 
M anagers) are  im portan t to consider w hen assessing the  likely 
longer-term  im pact o f  devolved pow ers and responsibilities. This 
paiJcr deals w ith  th a t know ledge gap  in tw o  ways. Firstly, by 
electronic survey, it  exam ines how  English LTAs are  planning to 
use som e o f the  new  pow ers devolved to  them  under th e  new 
legislation and  how  they  filled th e  post o f  'Traffic M anager'. 
Secondly, structu red  telephone  in terv iew s w ere  undertaken  w ith  
several Traffic M anagers to  assess th e  perceived im pact and 
equity  of the new  legislation upon th eir LTA. Any discernable 
difference betw een different types of LTA is noted.
This paper is organised as follows; Section 2 describes som e 
recent exam ples of devolved policy in the  UK arena and some 
specific background inform ation on the 2004 Traffic M anagem ent 
Act; Section 3 describes the  m ethodology undertaken  for the 
collection o f da ta  via an  e lectronic survey and structu red  
telephone in terview s; Section 4  presents th e  research results; 
Section 5 presents a discussion of the  results and Section 6 
p resents the  conclusions from th is research and w ider policy 
im plications.
2. Devolved policy in th e  UK and th e Traffic M anagem ent Act
W ithin the UK policy a rena as a  whole, there  has been a long­
term  trend tow ards Central G overnm ent devolving pow ers to 
m ore local tiers. Rhodes (1994) identifies this trend , referring to  it 
as the  'hollowing one o f the state'. Rhodes identifies th a t since the 
1980s, a  series o f reform s to  th e  UK public secto r have seen pow er 
from  Central G overnm ent ‘flow  sideways and down to a myriad o f  
subsidiary bodies'. M awson (2007) recognises this trend  of 
decentralisation  in the  actions o f  th e  post 1997 UK Labour 
Governm ent. M awson cites devolution to Scottish, W elsh and 
N orthern Irish executive bodies, the  creation of regional Govern­
m en t w ith in  England and the e s tab lishm en t o f a London M ayor as 
exam ples of this delegation o f pow er and  responsibility  from  the 
centre.
Transport policy in th e  UK has sim ilarly been affected by the 
trend  to  devolve pow er aw ay from the centre, Vigar (2001) 
identifies several exam ples o f  the UK tran sp o rt policy devolution 
in the period betw een 1950 and 1999, Vigar cites the 1968
Transport Act. w hich created  Passenger Transport Authorities— 
w ith  responsibility  for public tran sp o rt functions, as a classic 
exam ple of this. Further evidence of transport pow ers being 
divested  to English LTAs can be found in th e  form  o f  the  1991 New 
Roads and  Street W orks Act (NRSWA). Under NRSWA. LTAs w ere 
provided w ith  specific responsibilities for th e  co-ord ination  of 
road and  s tre e t works, w ith  the  specific aim  o f m inim ising 
d isrup tion  from  w orks on the highw ay (M arvin and  Slater. 1997). 
By 2000, the  new  Transport Act m andated  that LTAs d raw  up 
specific 'Local Transport Plans' |LTPs| to define an  inclusive 
stra tegy  for m anaging local transporta tion  issues in and around  
th eir ju risd iction  (Bulkeley and  Rayner, 2003), The 2004 Traffic 
M anagem ent Act continues th is trend  and creates a new  s ta tu to ry  
post w hose ho lder has responsibility for th eir use. Since th e  
Traffic M anagem ent Act itself, the  UK G overnm ent has since 
devolved m ore pow er to  Local Authorities in th e  form  o f the  2008 
Local Transport Bill, w hich  provides (am ongst o th er th ings) 
grea te r  pow er for LTAs over local bus services (Travers and 
Glaister, 2008).
2.1. Background to the Traffic Management Act
W hilst th ere  has been a trend tow ards devolution in th e  UK 
tran sp o rt policy, there  has also been a  change in em phasis on the 
best ways to  m anage a grow ing dem and  for travel. For a tim e, the  
UK G overnm ent followed th e  policy o f so-called p redict and 
provide', the  view  th a t additional road space should be c reated  to 
m eet an  increase in dem and. During the 1990s, th e  UK G overn­
m en t Policy in this area changed significantly—w ith  th e  (jercep- 
tion o f roads being seen as th e  solution, changing to  roads being 
seen as th e  problem  (Dudley and Richardson, 1998), G oodw in 
e t  al. ( 1991 ) refer to  th is as the  daw n o f 'N ew  Realism’ as a fresh 
em phasis was placed on transport p lanning th a t favoured dem and 
m anagem ent as th e  d om inan t principle for both local and  
in terurban  traffic. Part o f th is  new  em phasis led to the  in tro d u c­
tion o f several new  governm ent law s w ith  the  specific aim  of 
m aking be tte r  use of the  existing infrastructure. The 2004 Traffic 
M anagem ent Act (TMA), very m uch con tinues th is trend , by 
a ttem p tin g  to  deliver m ore efficient use o f  th e  road ne tw ork  by 
providing additional pow ers at th e  local level and specific 
responsibilities for m anaging the  road netw ork.
The TMA delegates new  pow ers and responsibilities to  th e  150 
Local Traffic Authorities in England—th e  sm aller un its  of 
Governm ent directly  involved w ith  th e  delivery o f  road netw ork 
m anagem ent. It also c rea tes a new  s ta tu to ry  post of Traffic 
M anager w ith in  each LTA, w ho holds th ese  new  pow ers and has 
first line responsibility  for th eir im plem entation  (D epartm en t for 
T ransport, 2004a), Under th e  TMA, LTAs are  now  provided w ith  a 
specific ‘N etw ork M anagem ent Duty' to  ensure  tltat they  are 
m aking th e  b est use o f th e ir  local, finite road netw ork  and th a t  
they  a re  taking active steps to keep traffic m oving' including co­
operation  w ith  th eir adm in istrative neighbours (D epartm en t for 
Transport, 2004b). The fashion in w h id t th ese  new  pow ers and 
responsibilities un d er TMA should be  d ischarged is not prescrip ­
tive, bu t the  guidance issued w ith  th e  Act suggests th a t 
technology, w orking arrangem ents w ith  relevant stakeholders 
and a n e tw ork  m anagem ent plan should  all be considered  
(D epartm ent for Transport, 2004b), To assist w ith  the Network 
M anagem ent Duty. LTAs can now  also in troduce a perm it system  
for road and  s tree t w orks—effectively allow ing the  ren ting  of 
road space' for w orks upon the highway. The use o f technology for 
m eeting the  Network M anagem ent Duty Is com m ended, and  
particularly  refers to  Intelligent Transport System s'—th e  base 
p latform  for w hich in th e  UK is called Urban Traffic M anagem ent 
and  Control (UTMC). LTAs are a lso  encouraged to  consider
Please cite this article  as; Canning, P.E,, e t al„ 'Devolution' o f  transport pow ers to  Local G overnm ent; Im pacts o f the  2004 , Transport 
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•dem and m anagem ent m easures’ (such  as congestion charging) to 
help m eet th e  N etw ork M anagem ent Duty—though specific 
pow ers to  in troduce a local congestion charge are  provided under 
sep ara te  legislation.
l l te  bodies holding these  new  pow ers and w ith  th is new  
Netw ork M anagem ent Duty responsibility  a lready existed  and are 
very diverse in term s o f  size, natu re  o f the  road netw ork, 
urbanisation, econom ic prosperity  and population. They include 
largely rural County' Councils ( th a t have a separa te  tie r  of 
governm ent below  them ). M etropolitan A uthorities (generally  
representing  th e  urbanised  area around  a  m edium  sized town). 
Unitary A uthorities (often separated  from  the m ore rural County 
Council), London Boroughs and  T ransport for London, They all, 
how ever, have effectively the sam e set o f new  pow ers and 
responsibilities un d er the  Traffic M anagem ent Act, The objective 
o f th is  research w as to  de te rm ine  th e  ex ten t to  w hich som e o f 
these pow ers w ere  being used and  th e  perception o f both  these 
new  responsibilities and com plim entary  a reas of t ran sp o rt policy 
th a t are  supported  by  th e  Traffic M anagem ent A ct This research 
centres on  th ree  key policy them es th a t are  central to  the  new  
legislation. T hese w ere  th e  adm in istration  o f road and stree t 
w orks, the  use o f  UTMC and technology and th e ir  a ttitu d e  
tow ards congestion charging. The research also sought to 
de te rm ine  how  individual LTAs had filled th is  new  s ta tu to ry  post 
o f Traffic M anager',
Given th a t centralised  transport policy often  affects differing 
types o f LTA, th e  s tudy also  looked to  d e te rm in e  if adequate  
provision had been  m ade to  accom m odate  th e  w idespread  
d iversity  am ongst th e  types o f LTA charged w ith  th e  im plem enta­
tion of th e  Act, During the  research therefore, th e  au thors sought 
to  d e te rm in e  if th ere  w as any difference am ongst th e  approach o f 
d ifferen t types o f LTA tow ards th e  provisions o f th e  TMA and the  
fashion in w hich they  had been affected by its requirem ents.
3, M ethodology
interview  phase o f th e  project. Two of the  interv iew ees rep re­
sen ted  London Boroughs, four rep resen ted  p redom inan tly  rural 
LTAs and 5 represented  urbanised LTAs (including  tw o  M etropo­
litan  Borough Councils, one unitary  au th o rity  and  tw o  City 
Councils), Tliose selected represented  a good geographical spread 
o f  Authorities, including o ne  from  each o f th e  eigh t English 
regions. These in terv iew s lasted a round 45  m inu tes and  w ere  
undertaken  over a th ree-w eek  period in M arch 2006.
4. Results
4 .1. The electronic sw vey
A to tal of 61 responses to  the original survey  w ere  received, 
rep resen ting  a response ra te  of 41%. The responses included a 
good mix o f LTA adm inistrative s truc tu res  and  geographical a reas. 
It should be noted  th a t th ere  is a g rea t deal of varia tion  in England 
betw een  different bodies th a t hold LTA pow ers (e.g. County 
Council, U nitary A uthority  and M etropolitan Borough), Tw enty 
tw o  o f  th e  respondents described them selves as representing  a 
County Council, 16 rep resen ted  Unitary A uthorities, 3 rep resen ted  
City Councils, 12 rep resen ted  London Boroughs and  8 rep resen ted  
M etropolitan Borough Councils, Based on  th e  survey resu lts  and  
principally  on  how  th e  respondents described th eir ow n areas, th e  
61 survey resu lts  w ere  subdivided into th re e  categories. These 
categories w ere  London Borough (12 responses, including T rans­
p o rt for London). Urban LTA (27 responses) and  Rural LTA (22 
responses). Results a re  presen ted  in tab u la r  form , w ith  th e  
findings for th e  w hole  sam ple along w ith  a com parative b reak­
dow n for each subcategoiy  of LTA. C hi-squared tes ts  w ere 
perform ed to  tes t th e  statistical significance o f  responses to  each 
category o f  question—to de term ine  if  th e  type o f LTA a Traffic 
M anager rep resen ted  influenced th eir an sw er to  th a t question . 
The specific questions posed a re  show n a t th e  beginning  o f  th e  
relevant section.
Each o f th e  150 LTAs is required  to  appo in t a  nam ed individual 
to  th e  post o f  Traffic M anager and  th e  contact details for that 
person w ere  obtained  from  th e  UK D epartm ent for Transport 
(DfT). An electronic survey w as then  designed and sen t v ia email 
to  the  150 Traffic M anagers. Data from  four them e areas in that 
survey a re  p resen ted  in this paper. These are  the  adm in istration  o f 
road and s tree t works, the  role of technology and  th e  Traffic 
M anagem ent Act, the  use o f congestion charging as a dem and 
m anagem ent tool and how  Traffic M anagers had been  appoin ted  
to  th e ir  new  position. Congestion charging pow ers w ere provided 
to LTAs un d er separate  legislation, bu t th eir use  as a dem and 
m anagem ent m easure  form s part of the  Traffic M anagem ent Act’s 
N etw ork M anagem ent Duty (D epartm ent for Transport. 2004b), 
R espondents w ere asked to  ra te  on  a 5-po in t scale to  agree or 
disagree to  w h at ex ten t they m ay use som e o f  th e  provisions in 
th e  new  legislation com pared to  their cu rren t practices. The 
survey w as d istribu ted  during  Septem ber 2005,
Structured telephone interview s (w hich  w ere  tape  recorded 
and th en  transcribed) w ere  undertaken . These in terv iew s ex ­
plored the  perceived benefits and d is-benefits arising due to  the  
Traffic M anagem ent Act and  the  g reatest obstacles to  its 
im plem enta tion—cen tred  around  th e  four th em e  areas used  in 
th e  electronic survey. This w as undertaken  to  b e tte r  understand  
th e  perceived im pact of the  n ew  legislation upon individual LTAs, 
The n a tu re  o f this form at allow ed th e  p articipan ts to answ er in 
m ore detail and  focus on som e o f  the  recurring them es that 
em erged  during  th e  original survey. Four Traffic m anagers w ere 
sought from  each of the  3 LTA categories previously outlined. The 
o u ttu rn  w as I I  Traffic M anagers agreeing to  take part in  the
4.1.1. Administration o f  road and street works
Respondents w ere  asked th ree  questions. Did they  th ink  th e  
scru tiny  of road con tracto rs em ployed by th e ir  ow n LTA w as likely 
to  increase as a resu lt o f th e  Traffic M anagem ent Act, d id  they  
th ink  th eir LTA would increase th e  am o u n t o f inspections it 
undertook o f  highw ay s treet works and  did they  th ink  th e ir  LTA 
w as likely to  in troduce a perm it system ’ for road and s tree t 
works, A large p roportion  of survey responden ts th ough t th a t  th e  
Traffic M anagem ent Act would have a significant im pact on  th e  
w ay th a t road and  s tre e t works w e re  m anaged—unsurprising  
since th is is one of the key parts  o f the  legislation. It w as s ta ted  by 
83% o f th e  Traffic M anagers th a t  they  th o u g h t th e  im plem en ta tion  
of th e  TMA w ould  resu lt in an  increase in th e  scru tiny  th a t  their 
ow n contractors w ere subjected to. There w as little  difference 
be tw een  th e  different types o f LTA on th is m atter , as  can b e  seen 
in Table 1, Chi-squared tes ts  w ere perform ed and  confirm ed no 
significant difference am ongst the categories o f LTA. A m ajority  of 
survey participan ts (70%) a lso believed th a t th e  overall am o u n t o f
Taille 1
Do you think tlic  scrutiny o f road contractors em ployed by your ow n  LTA is likely 
to increase as a  result of th e  Traffic M anagem ent Act?
All London Boroughs Urb.in LTAs Rural LTAs
Yes 50 (83.3%) 9  (75.0%) 23 (88.5%) IS (81.8%)
No 7(11.7% ) 1 (8.3%) 3(1 1 5 % ) 3(13.6% )
Not sure 3 (.5.0%) 2(16.7% ) 0 (0.0%) I (4.5%)
Results not significant Ip < 0 2 9 2 . C h i-s t|u a rc -4 .9 5 .4 degrees of freedom )
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inspection w ould increase. The figures am ongst d ifferent types of 
LTA w ere again sim ilar although a lesser num ber o f rural LTAs 
thought th e ir  au thority  would increase th e  am ount o f  inspections 
it undertook of s tree t w orks. I li is  can be seen in Table 2.
The use of a perm it system  for s tree t w orks is being keenly 
pursued  by around  ha lf (51%) o f LTAs (w ith  a fu rther 36% unsure). 
Under this provision, any contractor w orking on  th e  Highway is 
effectively ‘ren ting  the road space’ for an  agreed period for a fixed 
c o s t  Delays in w orks tlrerefore have a financial im plication for the 
contractor. Table 3 show s th e  resu lts  of th e  question  th a t asked 
Traffic M anagers if they  planned to in troduce a p erm itting  system . 
A significant difference o f  opinion is ap p a ren t am ongst d ifferent 
types o f A uthority  (confirm ed by th e  Chi-Squared testing), w ith  
th e  London Boroughs and  U rbanised LTAs m ore  likely to  in troduce 
perm itting . Rural au thorities tended  to  be less likely to  im plem ent 
a perm it system .
4 .1.2. Use o j  UTMC and other technology fo r  m eeting the Network  
Management Duty
Respondents w ere asked tw o  questions regarding the  use  of 
technology. W as th e ir  LTA using  technologies developed as part o f 
th e  UK’s Urban Traffic and M anagem ent Control (UTMC) project 
and how significant did they  see th e  potential benefits o f  UTMC 
for im proving travel w ith in  th eir LTA. Technology is one of the 
w ays suggested by th e  Traffic M anagem ent Act for m eeting  the
Netw ork M anagem ent Duty and  43% of those  LTAs th a t  answ ered  
th e  survey w ere  cu rren tly  using som e form  o f  UTMC technology 
w ith  an  additional 36% having plans to use it in th e  fu ture. Tlie 
in te rest o f  the  London Boroughs in UTMC w as sm aller th an  for 
o th e r  types o f LTA but th is  is probably to  b e  expected  given th e  
n a tu re  o f  the  technology favouring m ore s tra teg ic  roads. In 
London, th e  m ore stra teg ic  roads a re  th e  responsib ility  of 
Transport for London (TfL), no t th e  London Boroughs them selves. 
The figures are  displayed in Table 4. C hi-squared analysis 
indicates th a t th e  differences are  not sta tistically  significant, 
though th e  probability  is still less than  0.1.
LTAs w ere  a lso  asked how  prom ising they  saw  UTMC for 
im proving tran sp o rt w ith in  th eir LTAs. The vast m ajority  saw  i t  as 
e ith e r prom ising  o r very prom ising, w ith  only 10.3% seeing it as 
e ith e r not prom ising or not prom ising at all. Chi-squared tes ts  
show ed that th ere  w as no significant difference am ongst different 
LTA types. Table 5 show s the  breakdow n o f th e  figures.
4.1.3. The use o f congestion charging
Tlie survey asked tw o questions. Respondents w ere  asked  if 
th eir LTA was likely to  in troduce som e form  of localised 
congestion charging and  w hat w as th e ir  opinion of th e  National 
Road User Charging schem e (w hich w as proposed by th e  UK 
G overnm ent a t th e  tim e o f th e  survey). The m ajority  o f the  
responden ts did n o t th ink  th a t localised congestion charg ing  w as
Table 2
Do you think your .rurtioi iiy will int.reuse th e  am ount o f inspections undenaken  o f 
Highway street w orks?
All London Boroughs Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
Yes 43 (70.5%) 8  (66.7%) 21 (77.8%) 14 (63.6%)
No 9(14.8% ) 3 (25.0%) 3(11.1% ) 3 (13.6%)
Not sure 9(14.8% ) 1 (8.3%) 3(11.1%) 5 (22.7%)
Results not significant (p <  0 5 5 . C h i-square-3 .02 .4 degrees o f freedom).
Is your LTA likely to introtluce som e form of localised congestion charging?
All London Boroughs Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
No 32 (525%) 6  (50.0%) 15 (59.3%) 10(45.5% )
Yes. w ithin 4  years 7(11.5% ) 4(33.3% ) 2 (7.4%) 1 (4.5%)
Yes. w ith in  10 years 6 (9.8%) 1 (8.3%) 2 (7.4%) 3 (13.6%)
Not sure 16 (26.2%) I (83%) 7 (25.9%) 8 (36.4%)
Results not significant (p <  0.142 ch i-square-9 .6 0 .6  degrees o f  freedom).
Is your LI A likely to introduce a perm it system ?
All London Boroughs Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
Likely to  be introduced 31 (5 0 5 $ )  
Unlikely to  be introduced 8 (1 3 .1 $ ) 
Not Sure 2 2 (3 6 .1 $ )
11 (91.7%)
0 (0.0%) 
1 (8.3$)
13(52.0%)
4(16.0:$)
10(40.0%)
7 (29.2%) 
4 (16.7$) 
11 (45.8$)
Results significant (p <0.023 , chi sq u a re - 11.4. 4  degrees of freedom)
Is your LTA currently  using any UTMC technology?
All London Boroughs Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
Currently using 25(43.1% ) 
Planned use in th e  fu ture 21 (365% ) 
No plans at present 12 (20.7S)
2 (20.0$) 
3 (30.0$) 
5 (50.0$)
14(53.8%) 
8 (30.8%) 
4(15.4% )
9 (40.9$) 
10 (4 5 .5 $ ) 
3(13.6% )
Results no t significant (p < 0.098, ch i-square-7 .83 , 4  degrees of freedom )
W ltat do you see as the  potential benefits o f UTMC for im proving travel w ith in  your LTA?
All London Boroughs Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
lYomising or very promising 52(89.7%) 
Not prom ising or not prom ising a t all 6  (10.3%)
9 (90S) 
1(10%)
2 4 (9 2 .3 $ ) 
2 (7.7%)
19 (86.4%) 
3(13.6% )
Results not significant (p  < 0.796. chi-squart—0.456. 2 degrees o f freedom)
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W hat is your opinion of the  National Road User Charging schem e currently proposed by the  G overnm ent?
All London Boroughs Urban LTAs Rur,tl LTAs
Unlikely tu  be im plem ented 7(115% ) 3 (25.0%) 3 (1 2 .0 $ ) 1 (4.5%)
likely w ith in  10 years 30(505% ) 7 (58.3%) 8 (325%) 15 (68.2%)
Likely w ithin 20 years 17 (28.8%) 2 (1 6 .7 $ ) 11(44%) 4(18.2% )
Likely, but not w ithin th e  next 20  years 5 (85%) 0(0%) 3 (12.0$) 2(9.1%)
Results not significant (p  < 03)95. chi-square» 10.8. 6  degrees o f  freedom )
Table 8
Did your appoin tm ent come about as part o f a com petitive process?
All London Boroughs Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
Yes 13 (22.0%) 3 (30.0%) 4 (1 4 .8 $ ) 6 (27.3%)
No 45 (78.0%) 7 ( 7 0 .» ) 23 (855%) 16(72.7%)
Results not significant ip  <  0.46. chi-square •  1.54. 2 degrees o f  freedom )
Table 9
W here you appointed internally  o r externally  to the  I.TA?
All London Botou^is Urban LTAs Rural LTAs
Internally 52 (89.7$) 8 (80.0$) 24 (92.3%) 20  (90.9%)
Externally 6 (1 0 5 $ ) 2 (20.0%) 2 (7.7%) 2(9.1% )
Results not significant (p  <  0.54. chi-square» 1.24. 2 degrees o f  freedom )
Box 1-S elected  com m ents concerning the use of perm its 
from the structured  telephone interviews.
“This will give us more power over our own works, which is 
not a bad th ing."-L argely urbanised County Council
“Not suitable for a rural area—it will cost too m uch to set 
up "-R u ra l County Council
“Not suitable for most of our network, it would only be 
useful for the  main roads and the towns."—Rural County 
Council
“W e're looking towards a London-wide scheme. It will help 
us get our own house jour works] in order."—London 
Borough
likely in th e  next 10 years. This can be seen in Table 6. London 
Boroughs w ere th e  m ost likely to  in troduce localised congestion 
charging. A th ird  envisaged its introduction  w ith in  the next four 
years. Only 2 urbanised and  1 rural LTA envisaged its introduction 
w ith in  th e  next S years. The h igher likelihood of Ixindon Boroughs 
introducing congestion charging m ay be due to  the  existing 
Central London Congestion charging schem e.
The picture concerning any National Road User Charging 
schem e w as less clear. London Boroughs opined the  strongest 
th a t it w ould never be im plem ented  a lthough m ost respondents 
envisaged its introduction  on th e  20  year horizon. There w as 
again no statistical difference betw een  the different types of LTA. 
Table 7 shows th e  breakdow n of results.
4.1.4. Appointing a traffic manager and his/her role
The survey asked tw o  questions. Had the  post of Traffic 
M anager been filled by w ay of a com petitive process and  w as the 
|M st holder recru ited  externally  from  the LTA. The su ivey  results 
show ed that only 22% o f th e  Traffic M anagers had been appointed 
as part o f a com petitive process (show n in Table 8) and  a fewer 
num ber still (10.3%) had been appo in ted  ex ternally  to  the  LTA 
(show n in Table 9). Chi-squared testing  confirm s th a t the 
differences betw een categories are  not statistically  significant 
for e ith e r question.
4.2. Perceived impacts from  the Traffic Management Act
42.1. Administration o f  road and street works
Traffic M anagers w ere asked if and  how  they though t the  way 
th a t their LTA scrutinised m ad and s tree t w orks w ould  change as 
a resu lt o f  th e  new  legislation. They w ere asked about th e  new  
perm itting  pow ers and if  th eir LTA w as likely to use these.
All o f  th e  in terv iew ees s ta ted  th at overall scrutiny of road and 
s tree t w orks w as likely to  increase as a resu lt of the  new 
legislation. None, however, w ere  able to  strongly a rticu late  how 
this w ould be achieved although four sta ted  or paraphrased  that 
any  perm itting  system  would probably increase th e  level of
scru tiny  for works. W hen asked specifically about perm itting , a 
dichotom y betw een  rural LTAs and m ore urbanised areas 
concerning perm its w as noted. All of th e  rural LTA Traffic 
M anagers indicated th a t they  w ere less inclined to  introduce 
such a system . The London Borough and Urbanised LTA in te r­
view ees w ere all broadly in favour o r p e rm ittin g —albeit w ith  
varying levels of en thusiasm . Only one interv iew ee (w ho was 
from  a rural LTA) seem ed set against th e  idea o f p erm itting  per 
say. Nine o f th e  11 interview ees m en tioned  the possibility  of 
im plem enting  a perm it schem e jo in tly  w ith  the o th er LTAs in 
th eir region. W hen asked w hy this approach m ight be taken, 7 
s ta ted  o r paraphrased  th a t this w as desirab le  so th a t s ta tu to ry  
undertakers w ould face the sam e regulations w ithou t variation 
from  LTA to  LTA. A to tal of th ree  in terv iew ees m entioned  th e  
potential cost savings associated w ith  a jo in tly  im plem ented  
p erm itting  system . The potential use o f any  regional system  for 
perm itting  also seem ed to  strongly influence the  behaviour of 
neighbouring  LTAs. Five o f th e  interview ees sta ted  th a t th e  tactics 
adopted  by th eir neighbours (i.e.. no t ad o p t a  perm it system , to  do 
so independen tly  as a single LTA or to  o p t for one regional system ) 
w ould ultim ately  decide the  approach th a t  they  took.
Of th e  5 rural LTAs th a t w ere in ten tiew ed, 4  expressed 
dissatisfaction w ith  th e  effectiveness o f  th e  p erm itting  m easures 
contained  w ith in  th e  legislation for th eir type o f LTA. T hree o f 
these  m entioned  the adequacy of the  existing noticing system  
(u n d er NRSWA) in rural areas w ith  low  traffic flows. Box 1 show s 
som e o f tlie com m ents raised during  th e  in terv iew s and  th e  type 
o f  au thority  they  represented .
4.22. Use o f  UTMC and other technology fo r  meeting the network 
managem ent duty
Traffic M anagers w ere  asked if they  w ere  cu rren tly  using 
UT MC technology and  if so in w hat way. They w ere asked abou t 
benefits they  m ight perceive from  th e  technology and any  fu tu re  
plans in th is area  th a t they  m ight have. They w ere also asked for 
any  o th er com m ents they  had abou t technology and  th e  Traffic 
M anagem ent Act.
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Seven out o f  th e  11 interview ees sta ted  th a t they  w ere
Box 2-Selected of com m ents from the structured interviews 
concerning technology
"We need to give people a better picture of what's 
happening on the network" Paraphrased by 7 of the 
Interviewees
"We have quite a lot of technology; the trick will be to make 
the best use of it." City Council
‘The dispersed nature of the area m eans there are few 
technological options that are practical for us" Rural County 
Council
Box 3-Selected of com m ents from the interviews concerning 
congestion charging
"If congestion charging is imposed upon us. the risk is that 
it will underm ine the regeneration efforts m ade by the 
council." Paraphrased by a City Council and a Unitary 
Authority, both w ith significant areas of deprivation
"The Central London (congestion charging) schem e has 
been successful. I think it will eventually reach our 
Borough" A London Borough
"For a dispersed rural area like us. car dependency is high. 
Either a localised or national schem e brings potential 
problems." A large rural LTA
currently  using som e form of UTMC technology. W hen asked to 
s ta te  in w h a t capacity they  w ere using UTMC, 7 of these stated 
that they deployed a UTMC Common Database. A total of six 
s ta ted  th a t they  w ere using road-side variable m essage signs 
(VMS). Nine o u t of th e  11 interview ees described them selves as 
broadly positive about the  concept of UTMC and o th er technol­
ogies. W hen asked to  describe these benefits th at could be 
realised from  im plem entation, only 3 w ere ab le  to  articulate 
specific benefits. The benefits articulated by th e  first respondent 
w ere  th a t they  provided a b e tte r  picture of netw ork operation  in 
real tim e. The second responded th at it allowed his team  to  post 
details of accidents on th e  nearby m otorw ay netw ork  to  his 
VMS—"w hich is popular w ith  the public and je le tted  council) 
m em bers". The th ird  respondent described the m ain tienefit of 
allowing him  to mix technology from different suppliers and not 
be beholden to  a specific nam ed company.
Each of th e  4 rural LTAs th a t described UTMC as a ‘positive 
concept' w ere  asked  to describe specific benefits th at they 
perceived from the technology. One sta ted  that it provided the 
potential for an  "in tegrated  approach" but doubted  th a t his LTA 
would have the available m onies to  fully exploit the  technology. 
Two o thers m entioned  budgetary concerns w ith in  their reply, 
both  m entioning the potential costs o f  im plem entation  also. All 
four w ere unable to  lucidly describe the types of technology they 
m ight consider. The question concerning technology and the 
Traffic M anagem ent Act elicited few notew orthy responses, 
though tw o interview ees replied th a t the  Network M anagem ent 
Duty Guidance (which is provided to  LTAs by the Departm ent for 
Transport) w as som ew hat 'generic'/'non-specific '. One intervie­
w ee noted th a t w hilst they  (the  G overnm ent) w ere recom m end­
ing Intelligent Transport System s be used m ore w idely, his LTA 
had been provided w ith no new  m oney to do so. Box 2 
sum m arises som e of th e  com m ents received.
4.2.3. The use o f congestion charging
Traffic M anagers w ere asked if they thought localised form s of 
congestion charging w ere  a prom ising w ay of tackling traffic 
grow th  and could it work in their LTA. They w ere also asked 
w hether they  though t that any National Road User Charging 
schem e w as e ith e r likely or promising.
A m ajority (7) o f the  1 1 interview ees sta ted  th a t they saw  the 
biggest b arrier to  localised form s o f congestion charging related to 
local political will as opposed to  outright objections from LTA 
officers them selves. W hen asked to  clarify this, the  replies 
described e ith er objections of (local) voters and /o r a lack o f 
en thusiasm  from elected m em bers as th e  m ost significant barriers 
In using pow ers for localised congestion charging in their area. It 
is also w orth  noting th at these interviews took place prior to the 
result o f G reater M anchester's TIF bid referendum  in which
voters overw helm ingly rejected proposals th a t included conges­
tion charging (see for example. O ttew ell. 2008). Further research 
could indicate w h e th e r this result has changed the  opinions of 
Traffic M anagers in English LTAs w ith  regards to  congestion 
charging.
W hen asked about any  national congestion charging schem e. 7 
o ut of the  11 sta ted  th a t they thought that such a schem e w as 
e ith er 'likely ' o r 'p robable ' in the long term , w ith  tw o  o f those  
seven sta ting  that such a schem e "w as inevitable".
No real preference w as discernable from th e  in terv iew ees for a 
particu lar type o f congestion charging and the type of LTA they  
represented . Three sta ted  th a t their LTA w ould eventually  have to 
deal w ith  som e form  of congestion charging, w ith  a localised 
schem e or a national schem e both bringing th eir ow n advantages 
and disadvantages. Box 3 show s som e of the com m ents from  th e  
interviews.
4.2.4. Appointing a traffic manager and his/her role
Traffic M anagers w ere asked how they had been  appo in ted  to 
their new  role and th eir career background prior to  becom ing 
Traffic M anager. There w ere asked if they  had undertaken  any 
internal,(external stakeholder consultation w hen estab lish ing  the 
function o f th eir new  role. Thirdly, they  w ere asked if they  had a 
staff and /o r budget available to them  for th e  purposes of 
discharging th eir duties as Traffic M anager. Finally, they  w ere 
asked if they  considered this staffing and budgeta iy  arrangem ent 
adequate  in o rder to discharge their du ties  as Traffic M anager.
Five out of th e  11 inteiview ees sta ted  th a t they  had been 
appoin ted  as a result o f  a com petitive process. Four had been 
appoin ted  from outside th e  LTA all by com petitive process. No 
variation was noticeable am ongst types of LTA. There w as som e 
variety in the  previous w ork experience o f Traffic M anagers, 
w hich w as to be expected. Nine of th e  11 s ta ted  th a t they  had 
som e type of background in the  road in frastructu re  and netw ork
m anagem ent arena the  strongest characteristic o f  their various
career backgrounds. Five of th e  11 also had som e type of policy 
background prior to  taking up the Traffic M anager position.
Four of the  interview ees stated th a t they  had u ndertaken  a 
consultation  process upon taking th e  new  role. All of these  four 
w ere  able to  articu late  m uch m ore inform ation on  each o f the  
topics covered by th e  interview . The natu re  o f th eir appo in tm en t 
did not necessarily  reflect on the d ep th  to  w hich they  w ere 
realising the  full benefits o f  the  Traffic M anagem ent Act. though.
Eight out o f the  11 interview ees had ne ither a dedicated  
budget nor staff allocated specifically w ith  regards to th e  Traffic 
M anagem ent Act. All of those 8 s ta ted  th a t th a t they  d id have 
d irect report staff underneath  them  and held budgets, bu t that 
these w ere principally for o th er functions undertaken  by th e  LTA.
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One o f th e  interview ees sta ted  th a t he had an  addition to  his 
budget but no extra staff to support his new  Traffic M anagem ent 
Act duties. Two interview ees had both additional staff and  budget 
provided to  them  for the  role o f Traffic M anager. One interview ee 
had tw o additional staff m em bers; the  second in terv iew ee had 
one additional staff m em ber.
W hen asked if th e ir  staff and  budgetary  a rrangem ents w ere  
adequate  to  discharge their Traffic M anagem ent Act responsi­
bilities. th e  responses w ere m ixed. Two sta ted  th ey  w ere either 
happy" or "broadly happy" w ith  the cu rren t arrangem ents. The 
rem aining nine expressed varying degrees o f  e ith er d issatisfaction 
o r unease w ith  the  existing arrangem ents. Four m entioned  or 
paraphrased  th a t  the  LTA "could not afford" m ore m onies for the  
transport budget d ue  to  financial pressures e lsew here in the  
Authority. The issue o f no additional m onies to  support the  
legislation from Central G overnm ent w as m entioned by three 
interview ees. Three m entioned that their day-to-day  jo b  had 
changed very little  and th a t th e  Traffic M anager post w as "just 
a n o th er hat I wear" o r "another part of my job  role". During this 
portion of th e  interview , tw o  interview s separately  raised 
concerns that the  Traffic M anagem ent Act provisions potentially  
conflicted w ith  separate  council objectives to  s tim ulate  econom ic 
renew al in areas of th e ir  locality w ith significant areas of 
deprivation.
5. Discussion
Several in teresting  them es em erge from this research. Firstly, 
o u r study presents evidence th a t only to a lim ited ex ten t w ere  
English LTAs using or planning to  use th e  new  pow ers and 
responsibilities m ade available to  them  under the  Traffic M anage­
m en t Act. There w as a strong evidence, however, of a significant 
variation from  LTA to  LTA.
Secondly, evidence w as identified indicating th at the  specific 
provision o f pow ers to  undertake perm itting  for road and street 
works w ere broadly considered as useful by those taking part in 
th e  research. However, rural LTAs w ere generally noted as less 
likely to use these pow ers, citing issues such as th e ir  relevance in 
areas of th e  LTA w ith  low traffic densitities. A preference was 
expressed by several LTAs to  im plem ent perm itting  on  a regional 
scale and indeed to  w ait and see w h at their neighlxturs in the 
region choose to do w ith  the  new  available powers. This raises the 
question as to  w h e th e r these pow ers should instead have been 
placed a t a m ore regional level o f  governm ent.
The th ird  them e concerns th e  use o f technology by English 
LTAs. W hilst there  was evidence that th e  use of technology for 
m eeting th e  Network M anagem ent Duty was broadly supported, 
specific exam ples o f  th e  perceived benefits to  im plem entation  of 
such technologies w as harder to identify from  the structu red  
interviews. It is also notew orthy  th a t w hilst the  concept of 
technology and th e  perceived benefits from im plem entation  w ere 
scored highly in the survey results, evidence emerged from the 
interview s th a t a lack of funding available was likely to  retard 
w ide-scale im plem entation  am ongst English LTAs. This could 
support the  idea th a t Central Governm ent should m ake specific 
funding available to help im plem ent the  policy o f  using 
technology to im prove road netw ork  m anagem ent that it has 
cham pioned via the  Traffic M anagem ent Act and o ther channels.
Fourthly, a m ixed picture concerning th e  use of congestion 
charging by English LTAs em erges. The use of pow ers m ade 
available for localised congestion charging did not appear likely to 
be used by m any English LTAs. particularly  w ith in  a 10-year 
period from the tim e the survey w as taken. Tltis m ay in part be 
d ue  to the  possibility that som e form  of national congestion 
charging schem e being im plem ented. The concept of a national
congestion charging schem e form ed part o f the  UK Central 
Governm ent policy at the  tim e th e  research was undertaken, 
w hich would potentially  rem ove th e  need for m ore localised 
schem es.
The fifth them e to  consider is th e  potential conflict w ith  o ther 
Local Authority priorities. The bodies th a t hold th e  TMA pow ers 
also deliver a raft o f additional public services to th e ir  com m u­
nities. It w as particularly  in teresting  to  note th a t tw o  LTAs w ith  
areas o f  econom ic deprivation noted in th e ir  in terv iew s th a t  th e  
TMA m ight potentially  conflict w ith  existing council policies for 
regeneration. This would presum ably derive  from  econom ic 
regeneration leading to  grea te r traffic grow th, in conflict w ith  
the p riorities o f the  TMA. As this w as not one o f  th e  m ain  research 
objectives explored in this research, fu rther w ork w ould be 
needed to  clarify th e  specific concerns of LTAs operating  in m ore 
deprived com m unities.
Finally, [lerhaps th e  m ost in te resting  th em e  concerns how  the 
post o f Traffic M anager w as filled and  th e  budgetary  allocations 
m ade available by English LTAs to  im plem ent its m easures. The 
small num ber of LTAs that had chosen to  fill th e  new  post by 
com petitive process brings into question  w h e th e r English LTAs 
are  v iew ing the  new  legislation w ith  serious in ten t. Very few  LTAs 
appear to have filled th e  post w ith  an  external candidate  and  it is 
particularly  in teresting  to  no te  how  m any Traffic M anagers 
appear to  have liad this role com bined w ith  existing or additional 
duties. The small num ber o f interview ees w ho w ere  provided 
w ith  a specific budget an d /o r staff also raises concerns. As no 
specific budget w as provided by Central G overnm ent to  im ple­
m en t these pow ers m ade available w ith in  th is legislation, this 
raises th e  question o f w hether English LTAs are able to  fund and 
m ake use of th e  provisions w ith in  th e  Traffic M anagem ent Act 
from  w ith in  existing budgets. This problem  m ay be m ade 
particularly  acute  as all English LTAs form part of larger public 
bodies holding m uch w ider public service responsibilities. These 
include the  provision o f education and social services, w hich can 
o ften  be high profile and resource intensive functions.
6. Conclusions
This paper has exam ined how  different English LTAs are 
cltoosing to  use som e of the new  pow ers available to  th em  under 
th e  Traffic M anagem ent Act. It has also looked a t how  English 
LTAs have filled th eir new  s ta tu to ry  post o f Traffic M anager and 
how  these  post holders perceive several aspects o f th e  new  
legislation. W hilst the research has focussed on th e  specific case 
study of new  pow ers being delegated to  English LTAs. th ere  a re  
im portan t lessons th a t can be learn t, w h ich  are applicable 
internationally . These refer specifically to  som e of the  practical 
difficulties highlighted by th e  English experience.
The structu ral fashion in w hich devolution of th is  n a tu re  is 
undertaken  apijears crucial to  success. In th e  English exam ple, 
these pow ers w ere provided to  existing public bodies th a t hold a 
variety o f  o th er responsibilities in addition  to  transport functions. 
As no new funds w ere  devolved a t th e  sam e tim e, th e  new  "Traffic 
Managers" m ust com pete  w ith  these o th er functions delivered  by 
the Authority, such as education and  social care, for funding. 
Results presented  here indicate lim ited success in securing 
separate  budgets to  deploy these  new  pow ers and  exploit 
technology. Consideration m ight therefore  be given to  th e  
provision o f "ring-fenced" funding for exploiting devolved pow ers 
o f  this nature. The English experience also indicates th a t th e  size 
and th e  n a tu re  of these  existing bodies could be an  issue. M ore 
rural LTAs appear to  be less likely to  m ake use of the new  pow ers 
available to them  and find them  less applicable to th eir locality. 
Some LTAs w ith  significant areas o f deprivation  indicated th at the
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new powers m ight conflict w ith existing regeneration priorities. 
More consideration m ight therefore be advised on the variety of 
the bodies being provided with new  powers and their individual 
ability to use them  effectively.
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Carpooling, the process by which individuals share a private vehicle for a 
particular journey or journeys, has been undertaken both formally and informally 
for a great number of years. A variety of computational methods for undertaking 
the ‘ride-matching’ element for the formation of carpools have been developed 
and subsequently made into integrated tools to allow the formation of multiple 
carpools. Such tools are commonly used by both Local Authorities and employers 
who are looking to establish and operate their own formal carpool scheme, 
increasingly using a web-based interface.
The aim of this paper is to understand how users enrolled with employer-led 
carpool schemes perceive the importance of several different factors in their 
decision to participate. It is a further aim to determine the importance they attach 
to employer provided priority parking spaces. A survey-based approach 
investigates the perceptions of users from six different employer operated carpool 
schemes in the UK.
The paper suggests that saving money was perceived as the most important 
reason for an individual’s decision to use a formal employer-led carpool scheme -  
even amongst carpool schemes where the employer prorides significant incentives 
to participate. No regular access to their own vehicle and ‘more sociable travel’ 
were generally perceived as less important reasons to participate. For employers 
vriio offer priority parking to carpoolers, this was generally valued as important 
by participants, even wben the employment location did not have significant 
parking pressures
Keywords: soft measures; carpooling; car sharing; incentives; policy 
Introduction
‘Soft measures' have for some time been of interest to transport planners and 
researchers involved in promoting more sustainable options to single occupancy car 
use. Authors such as Vlek (2002) and Cairns et al. (2008) have researched some of the 
significant benefits that can arise from these ‘non-coercivc’ methods for promoting 
modal shift away from single occupancy car use and the individual methods by which 
this can be achieved. One of these methods is the promotion of carpooling, and it is 
formalised carpooling schemes (specifically those operated by an employer) that arc 
the focus of this paper. The computational methods by which individual travellers
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with similar journeys can be matched together have been covered extensively in 
existing literature. Authors such as Teodorovic and Oreo (2008) and Lue and Colomi 
(2009) have described computational methods for ‘ride matching’ similar journeys 
made by dilYercnt travellers so as to find suitable matches for the formation of 
carpools. Such matching technology is now generally available on a commercial basis 
as part of integrated tools suitable for operating a formal carpooling scheme. Such 
tools can be purchased ‘ofl'the shelf and arc used by a variety of both employers and 
Local Authorities across many different countries (Department for Transport 2004). 
Clearly, whilst the commercial availability of this technology facilitates the initial 
establishment of a formal carpooling scheme, the participation rate for that scheme 
will ultimately depend on the success or otherwise in the encouragement of 
individuals to enroll. Such encouragement will generally be expected to come in 
the form of the scheme administrator promoting the carpool scheme and the benefits 
of participation \ia a combination of marketing and incentives.
It is the aim of this paper to develop a better understanding of how individuafs 
perceive the importance to themselves of the different reasons and benefits for 
participating in formal employer-led carpool schemes. It is a further aim to examine 
the perceived importance that participants attached to the specific incentive of 
employer provided priority parking spaces -  something commonly provided by a 
number of scheme sponsors. These aims were achieved by the production of an 
electronic survey distributed amongst the members of six employer-led carpool 
schemes in the UK, the data for which were then analysed. The final objective was to 
draw lessons of relevance for other employers contemplating the implementation of, 
or seeking to increase the current participation rate for a formal employer-led 
carpooling scheme.
Carpooling
Carpooling schemes (sometimes called car sharing schemes or ride sharing schemes) 
aim to encourage individuals to share private vehicles for particular journeys (Cairns 
et ah 2004). The majoritj' of carpooling is likely to occur informally (Bonsall 2002) 
but within the increasing number of formal schemes, some have demonstrated 
significant participation rates (Department for Transport 2002, Cairns et ah 2008). 
Whilst carpooling is not a new idea, it has only ever been widely promoted by 
Central Governments in times of national fuel shortages (see for example Ferguson 
1997, Schiller 1998). There is an extensive body of w^ ork in the published literature 
concerning carpooling, dating principally from the 1970s onwards. Since the 1970s 
fuel crisis, how^ ever, carpooling has been in long term decline across the western 
world, driven largely by a long-term fall in the oil price and changing demographics 
(Ferguson 1997). Renewed interest is now being shown by policy-makers because of 
environmental concerns, higher oil prices and continued demand pressures on finite 
road networks.
The benefits to the road netw'ork from wide scale adoption of carpooling are well 
established. Smeed and Wardop (1964) first concluded that the wide scale adoption 
of carpooling in small and medium sized towns, using small cars, could produce road 
space efficiency usage normally associated with buses. More recently. Fellows and 
Pitfield (2000) concluded that wide scale adoption of carpooling in a large urban 
area would produce benefits comparable with a major road scheme. Reports
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commissioned by varions National Governments and motoring bodies continue to 
conclude that carpooling has a significant potential to reduce traffic levels. There are 
also benefits to levels of congestion and making more efficient use of road space, 
providing the right conditions are in place (see for example Bonsall 2002, Cairns 
et al. 2004, Eckcrslcy 2004). These ‘conditions’ include such things as the price of 
petrol, incentives (such as preferential parking). High Occupancy Vehicle (HOY) 
lanes and efficient scheme management and promotion by an employer (Ab Rahman 
1993, Department for Transport 2004).
The general factors behind an individual’s decision to carpool and the types of 
people who choose to carpool have also been examined. Dueker et al. (1977) 
found that conserving energy, reducing pollution, expense and parking were all 
significant factors in an individual’s decision to carpool. These findings may, 
however, have been influenced by the 1970s oil crisis. Teal (1987) examined the US 
Nationwide Travel survey and found that carpoolers tended to have lower incomes 
and make longer trips than individuals who drove on their own. It is generally 
accepted, however, that social status does not affect the propensity to carpool 
(Ferguson 1997). Amongst ‘formal’ carpooling schemes, there are a variet}' of 
different subsets, including those organised and administered by a Central 
Government, by a Local Government body and by private employers (Canning 
et a l  2005, 2006).
This research focuses on one particular sub-set of formal carpooling schemes, 
namely those operated by an employer. Journeys to and from the workplace can 
be particularly pertinent for carpooling purposes, as they are generally made on 
a regular basis with the same start and finish points (Department for Transport 
2005). The following section outlines six carpooling schemes in the UK, members 
of which took part in this research.
Overview of the six UK schemes
Six UK companies were selected to participate in this research -  each of which 
operated a formal carpooling scheme for its staff. Carpool schemes were selected 
based upon predefined criteria including the size of the scheme (number of 
members), incentives oftcred, geographical location of employer, parking pressures 
at the relevant employer location and nature of the business. The six schemes 
therefore represented a diverse cross section; so as to be representative of employer- 
led carpool schemes in the UK as a whole. Table 1 provides background information 
on each scheme, which was correct at the time of the survey in 2005.
For each employer the nature of the parking pressures at the workplace and the 
incentives offered by the employer were assessed based on interviews with the scheme 
administrators. Schemes offering a significant package of incentives were classified as 
offering ‘extensive incentives’. Schemes were classified as offering ‘negligible/modest 
incentives’ when they either oftcred no specific incentives or onc/tw^ o minor 
incentives. During the interview with the scheme administrator, it was also 
determined whether there were significant parking pressures for the organisations 
operating the scheme. The relevant categorisations determined for each scheme can 
be found in Table 2.
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Table 1. Details of participating companies.
Scheme Nature of organisation Location
Relative size 
of scheme
Approx. 
number in 
scheme
A® Large UK airport London area Large 2500
B Multinational car 15 locations, across Large 1100
manufacturer the UK
C Global pharmaceutical South East England Medium 850
company
D UK retail bank Northern England/ Medium 850
West Central
Scotland
E Consortium of companies Southern England Small 300
based in a UK City
F Pharmaceutical compaiy Southern England Small 90
“Scheme A only held email addresses for ~25% o f its database.
Table 2. Incentives and parking pressures for each scheme.
Scheme Incentives offered Significant parking pressures
A Extensive Yes
B Negligible/modest No
C Extensive Yes
D Negligible/modest No
E Negligible/modest No
F Negligible/modest Yes
Scheme A
Scheme A was operated at a large UK airport in the London area. The airport 
compound included a mjTiad of different firms who employed approximately 70,000 
people. Four thousand and four hundred people were registered on the carpooling 
database, of which approximately 2500 were active carpoolers. Parking at the airport 
was at a premium and those using the scheme were allowed access to priority parking 
spaces. Carpoolers were also oflèrcd additional benefits including an emergency ride 
home and a range of discounts on other products and services which included 
subsidised breakdown cover and reduced entry prices to theme parks and other 
leisure activities.
Scheme B
Scheme B was operated by the UK subsidiary of a major international car and van 
company. The scheme was available at 15 locations across the UK. Parking shortages 
were not an issue at the locations covered by this scheme. The scheme was first 
launched in October 2002 and had approximately 1100 members. The scheme ofibred 
no specific incentives for members.
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Scheme C
Scheme C operated at the UK headquarters of a multinational pharmaceutical 
company. The site employed approximately 7000 people in a geographically remote 
location, leading to significant car dependence for many of its workers. A formal 
carpooling database was established in 2000. In May 2003, an additional benefit was 
introduced for those employees that carpool in the form of a payment of £2 a day 
(taxed) in addition to their regular salary. Approximately 850 people were registered 
with the scheme. Priority parking spaces and a guaranteed ride home were also 
provided for those individuals using the carpool scheme.
Scheme D
Scheme D was operated by a UK retail bank. The carpool scheme covered two UK 
telephone call centre offices, one in Northern England and one in West Central 
Scotland. A total of 3400 people worked at these two sites. A formal carpool scheme 
has been in operation since 2002 and had 850 subscribers. Tlie company offered 
priority parking spaces close to the front of the building to those using the scheme.
Scheme E
Scheme E was a carpooling scheme operating in a UK city in Southern England. The 
scheme covered 21 companies located in and around the city. Tlie scheme was 
originally set-up in February 2003 for the University and was progressively rolled out 
to the oüier organisations. The scheme offered no specific incentives to participants.
Scheme F
Scheme F operated at a small, isolated location in Southern England. Approximately 
90 individuals were registered as carpoolers. The scheme offered a guaranteed ride 
home to members of the carpool scheme.
Research method
An electronic survey was designed and distributed amongst the members of six UK 
carpooling schemes operated by an employer, with the permission of individual 
scheme administrators. The objective was to determine some of the respondents’ 
attitudes to the factors behind and the perceived benefits of using their employer’s 
formal carpool scheme. The survey was broken down into three sections, namclj';
1. The profile of the individuals that were carpooling in the schemes surveyed. 
Respondents were asked for their gender, age, income level and the annual 
amount they believed they saved by carpooling.
2. The reasons that people signed up to carpooling. Respondents were asked to 
rate on a three-point scale the importance of six dificrent factors on their 
decision to carpool.
3. The importance of priority parking spaces provided by their employer to 
carpoolers. This question was restricted to those employers who offered the
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incentive of priority parking spaces to employees who carpooled. Respondents 
were asked to rate on a four-point scale the importance they attached to this 
provision.
Results
Tlic average response rate for the survey was approximately 28% -  with a range of 7- 
58%. This is a typical response rate for an unsolicited questionnaire of this nature. 
The results w ere analysed on a company by company basis. The results from section 
(2) were analysed to determine if the provision of extensive employer offered 
incentives influenced the perceived importance of each factor. This was done using 
chi-square testing to examine any statistical difference between each category. The 
results from section (3) were similarly analysed with chi-square testing to examine if 
parking pressures statistically altered the importance attached by participants to 
employer provided priority parking spaces.
Profile o f  survey respondents
These results arc show n in Tables 3-6. Table 3 shows that 58% of the respondents 
were male and 42% female. Table 3 also illustrates that a gender bias amongst the 
responses from individual schemes was evident. This was attributed to the line of 
business associated with each scheme (e.g. the automotive industry for Scheme B).
Table 4 illustrates the ages of those responding to the survey. The results indicated 
a range of ages betw'^ een 18 and 55, although relatively few (5%) w ere aged over 55. 
There was some variation again between different companies, which again would be 
potentially explained by the nature of the business being undertaken by each 
employer. Many of the call centre staff in Scheme D, for example, tended to be 
younger people, a fact confirmed by the scheme administrator.
The results in Table 5 indicate a fairly even spread of incomes for those 
responding to the survey, although people earning over GB£40,000 per annum 
formed 23% of the responses. Several variations were noticeable amongst the 
dificrent companies, w ith the lower incomes for company E, for example, most likely 
explained by the fact that many of the staff were employed as call centre operators.
Table 6 indicates the amount that participants believed, they saved annually by 
carpooling. A comparatively high number (42%) thought that they saved less than 
GB£200 a year by carpooling, although 6% believed that they saved over GB£1000 
per annum.
The general implication of these results was that the participants in this research 
were broadly diverse in terms of their age, income and gender. This was in agreement 
with previous research (sec for example Teal 1987, Ferguson 1997), which has 
established little socio demographic correlation with the propensity to carpool.
Table 3. Gender breakdown of respondents from each scheme.
Scheme All A B C D E F
Male (%) 58 62 86 49 28 44 63
Female (%) 42 38 14 51 72 56 37
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Table 4. Breakdown of respondents by age.
Scheme All A B C D E F
Under 25 (%) 10 5 5 14 12 3 20
25-35 (%) 36 30 29 43 48 19 37
35-45 (%) 29 30 35 27 24 11 12
45-55 (%) 20 27 23 14 16 36 27
55+(%) 5 7 7 2 0 31 5
Table 5. Income breakdown of r^ pondents from each scheme.
Scheme All A B C D E F
Not disclosed (%) 5 9 8 1 0 0 14
Up to £15K (%) 8 3 0 8 41 11 12
£15-20K (%) 9 6 1 10 31 25 2
£20-25K (%) 13 12 10 14 16 25 12
£25-30K (%) 15 15 24 13 5 17 19
£30-35K (%) 16 12 29 15 2 14 3
£35-40K (%) 11 13 16 10 2 3 12
£40K+(%) 23 30 12 29 3 5 26
Table 6. Annual saving that respondents believed they made by carpooling.
Scheme All A B C D E F
Not disclosed (%) 6 4 10 5 0 31 2
Less than £200 (%) 42 43 24 46 50 36 44
£200-£400 (%) 23 24 21 24 28 11 24
£400-£600 (%) 13 10 17 12 12 19 20
£600-£800 (%) 5 7 11 3 2 3 7
£800-£1000 (%) 5 3 10 4 5 0 3
£IOOO+(%) 6 9 7 6 3 0 0
Perceived importance o f  different reasons fo r enrolling in the employer carpool scheme 
Tables 7 -12 show how participants within the various schemes rated the importance 
of several factors in their decision to carpool. Results were subdivided into their 
relevant classifications using the information previously determined by interviewing 
the carpool scheme administrators. Chi-square testing was then undertaken to 
indicate if there was any statistical dificrcnce between respondents from dificrent 
types of employer-led carpool scheme.
‘Saving money’ (Table 7) was considered very important or quite important by a 
large majority (85.4%) of all respondents. Chi-square testing indicated a statistical 
dificrcnce between schemes providing ‘extensive incentives’ and those oficring 
‘negligible/moderate’ incentives. Respondents from schemes with only negligible/ 
moderate incentives seem to perceive ‘saving money’ as even more important than 
those other schemes -  though in both instances it was generally perceived with a high 
level of importance anyway. This was especially interesting given that 42% of 
respondents considered that they saved less than GB£200 a year. ‘Employer ofibred 
incentives’ (Table 8) were considered very important/quite important by 58% of
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Table 7. Importance of saring money on the decision to carpool.
Incentives offered by 
employer Very important Quite important Not important
Negligible/moderate
Extensive
All responses
191 (64.7%) 
300 (50.0)% 
491 (54.9%)
71 (24.1%)
202 (33.7%) 
273 (30.5%)
33 (H.2%) 
98 (16.3%)
131 (14.6%)
Note: Results statistically significant, chi-square = 17.4, 2 degrees o f freedom, p < 0.001
Table 8. Importance of an employer offered incentive on the decision to carpool.
Inœntives offered by 
employer Very important Quite important Not important
Negligible/moderate
Extensive
All responses
24 (8.8%)
106 (18.5%) 
130 (15.3%)
24 (8.8%)
227 (39.5%) 
251 (29.7%)
224 (82.4%) 
241 (42.0%) 
465 (55%)
Note: Results statistically significant, 2 degrees o f  freedom, chi square =  125, /> <0.001.
Table 9. Importance of more sociable travel on the decision to carpool.
Incentives offered by 
employer Very important Quite important Not important
Negligible/moderate
Extensive
All responses
34(11.6%) 
62 (10.5%) 
96 (10.9%)
101 (34.6%) 
207 (35.1%)
308 (34.9%)
157 (53.8%) 
321 (54.4%) 
478 (54.2%)
Note: Results not statistically significant, 2 degrees 
Table 10. Importance of no regular access to
o f freedom, chi square =0.26, p <0.878. 
own vehicle on the decision to carpool.
Incentives offered by 
employer Very important Quite important Not important
Negligible/moderate
Extensive
All responses
21 (7.5%) 
46 (8.1%) 
67 (7.9%)
32(11.5%) 
65 (11.5%) 
97 (11.5%)
226 (81.0%) 
455 (80.4%) 
681 (80.6%)
Note: Results not statistically significant, 2 degrees o f freedom, p  >0.954.
Table 11. Importance of environmental concern on the decision to carpool.
Incentives offered by 
employer Ver>^  important Quite important Not important
Negligible/moderate
Extensive
All responses
75 (26.0%) 
190 (32.0%) 
265 (30.0%)
143 (49.7%) 
296 (49.8%) 
439 (49.8%)
70 (24.3%) 
108 (18.2%) 
178 (20.2%)
Note: Results not statistically significant, 2 degrees o f freedom, chi-square =5.89, p  <0.053.
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Table 12. Importance of parking shortages on the decision to carpool.
Incentives offered by 
employer Veiy important Quite important Not important
Negligible/moderate 75 (25.3%) 82 (27.6%) 140 (47.1%)
Extensive 156 (26.3%) 174 (29.4%) 262 (44.3%)
All responses 231 (26.0%) 256 (28.8%) 402 (452%)
Note: Results not statistically significant, chi-square =  0.673, degrees o f  freedom =2 , p  <0.714.
respondents from schemes where the employer offers ‘extensive’ incentives, although 
42% still perceived this factor to be ‘not important’ in affecting their decision to 
carpool. For schemes with only ‘negligible or modest’ incentives provided by the 
employer, much fewer (17.6%) considered this factor to be cither ‘very important’ or 
‘quite important’. Chi-square testing confirmed the difference between the types of 
scheme to be statistically significant.
Both ‘more sociable travel’ (Table 9) and ‘no access to own vehicle’ (Table 10) 
were generally perceived as less important factors by those responding to the suivey. 
Only 10.9% of the total responses considered ‘more sociable travel’ to be very 
important in their decision to carpool and just 7.9% considered ‘no regular access to 
own vehicle’ as very important. In both instances, chi-square testing indicated no 
statistically significant dificrcnce between the dificrent categories of carpool scheme.
Environmental concern (Table II) was considered cither ‘very important’ or 
‘quite important’ by a majority (79.8%) of all respondents to this survey -  though 
significantly more considered it ‘quite important’ rather than ‘very important’. The 
presence or otherwise of ‘extensive’ employer offered incentives did have a slight 
effect on how important this factor was perceived, but this is not statistically 
significant. Parking shortages (Table 12) was also generally considered to be an 
important reason in the decision to carpool, which is interesting as only around two- 
thirds of the responses received related to schemes that were described by the scheme 
administrators as having significant parking pressures. There was no significant 
difference between the different types of scheme and the importance with which 
parking shortages were perceived.
The perceived importance o f  employer offered priority parking spaces
This question was restricted to those schemes where the employer offered some form 
of priority parking for carpoolers. For respondents enrolled in those schemes, a 
question was asked concerning what level of importance they attached to such 
provision. The results appear in Table 13. The question deployed in the survey used a
Table 13. Level of importance attached to the priority parking offered by employer.
Very important or Not important or
Parking pressures important Not important at all
No 91 (66.9%) 45 (33.1%)
Yes 425 (72.9%) 158 (27.1%)
Note: Results not statistically significant, chi-square =  1.95, 1 degree o f freedom, p  <0.163.
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‘forccd-choicc’ scaling method whereby respondents did not have the option to 
specify ‘neither important nor unimportant’.
Parking pressures within the workplace did have an effect on the importance 
carpoolers attached to the provision of priority parking. About 72.9% of employees 
where there were parking pressures considered its provision cither ‘vciy important or 
important’ vs. 66.9% of those where there were no significant parking pressures. 
However, chi-square tests were performed on the data and the dificrcnce between the 
categories was found not to be statistically significant (chi-square = 1.95,1 degree of 
freedom,/? <0.163). This could indicate, therefore, that where an employer provides 
priority parking for stalT enrolled in its carpool scheme, that employer will not 
necessarily liavc to have on-site parking pressures in order for its provision to be 
valued.
Discussion
Several themes of interest emerge from these results. Firstly, with regards to the 
demographics of the type of people who carpool through a formal employer-led 
scheme, no conspicuous pattern emerges. Previous research into individuals who 
carpool (though not restricted to cither formal or employer-led schemes) has also 
established little socio demographic correlation (see for example Teal 1987, Ferguson 
1997). Whilst there is some variation between the demographics profile of different 
carpool schemes that were surveyed, this can largely be explained by the different 
areas of business that the various companies are involved with.
Secondly, it is clear that from this research, ‘saving money’ emerges as the factor 
perceived as most important in the decision to carpool via the formal employer-led 
scheme, with the presence of extensive employer offered incentives or otherwise. 
This is despite the fact that 43% of respondents had previously stated that they 
thought they saved less than GB£200 a year. Further examination of whether or not 
this figure truly reflects the actual cost savings realised would be a potentially 
interesting piece of follow up work. Other researchers (see for example RAC 
Foundation 2004) have found that motorists do generally underestimate the cost of 
motoring.
Thirdly, environmental concern emerges as a factor that was also generally 
perceived as important by respondents to this research, second only to saving money. 
Whilst the survey did not examine in detail the specific environmental concern of 
those participating, it is clear that the participants in this research did consider it a 
strong influence in their decision to carpool. The relatively high level of perceived 
importance attributed to ‘environmental concern’ arguably suggests that the 
environmental benefits to carpooling should be one of the most prominently 
promoted aspects to employer-led carpool schemes.
The fourth theme to emerge concerns the relatively low level of importance 
attributed to ‘more sociable travel’ and ‘no regular access to own vehicle’. Whilst it 
may intuitively be expected that these might be influential reasons to carpool, the 
results from this research do not bear such a contention out. The low level of 
perceived importance attributable to these factors could forward the argument that 
they should be less prominently promoted than other benefits to carpooling.
The fifth theme that emerges concerns parking. Bonsall (2002) identified that 
some form of demand management (such as restricted parking) would provide a
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stimulus for car sharing. A shortage of parking was generally perceived to be 
important reason to participate by those who responded to this survey, despite the 
fact that roughly one-third of all responses were from employers where no significant 
parking pressures (as identified by their scheme administrators). This may explain 
the results concerning the provision of priority parking spaces by an employer. 
Whilst priority parking spaces were generally considered important by carpoolers, 
there was no significant dificrcnce between employee with or without parking 
shortages. This could mean that if an employer wishes to offer this specific incentive 
to use a carpool scheme, it does not necessarily follow that there will need to be 
parking pressures for staff to value this.
Finally, some interesting findings emerge concerning the provision of ‘extensive 
incentives’ by an employer. In previous research, Bonsall (1981) showed that 
carpooling schemes offering significant incentives to carpoolers tended to have a 
higher participation rate. Ab Rahman (1993) identified that some form of incentives 
would need to be in place in order to encourage commuters to carpool, though this 
research did not refer specifically to employer-led schemes. The results of this 
research do indicate a statistically significant difference in how incentives are 
perceived between schemes offering extensive incentives and those oficring no or 
only minor incentives. Howrever, 42% of respondents from schemes with ‘extensive’ 
incentives still perceived employer offered incentives as ‘not important’ in their 
decision to carpool. It should also be noted that even amongst schemes where 
extensive incentives were on offer, ‘saving money’ and ‘environmental concern' still 
appeared to be perceived as more important by participants. This brings into 
question whether carpool schemes that are heavily inccntiviscd by the employer 
should still give more prominence in their marketing to other benefits to carpooling 
that participants in fact perceive as more important.
Conclusions
This paper has presented research concerning the demographic profile and 
perceptions from participants using six employer-led carpooling schemes. Wliilst it 
has focused on data from six specific schemes operating in the UK, there are 
important lessons of relevance that can be applied in an international context. These 
refer specifically to the advice that can be prorided to other employers seeking to use 
automated ride-matching technology to facilitate and encourage carpooling amongst 
its staff.
With regards to the profile of individuals that may participate, this research has 
shown agreement with previous work highlighting no specific demographic profile 
amongst the users of such schemes. There is a clear difference, however, in how users 
perceive the importance of different reasons to carpool in this fashion. This study has 
highlighted in particular how strongly ‘saving money’ is seen as important, even 
when the employer is offering an extensive package of other incentives for 
participants. ‘Environmental concern’ was also generally perceived as important. 
Similarly, users perceived ‘more sociable travel’ and ‘no access to own vehicle’ as less 
important reasons to participate. It could be argued, therefore, that those charged 
with marketing employer-led carpool schemes should focus such marketing on these 
benefits that participants perceive as the most important. In addition, an employer 
looking to encourage staff to carpool to work can sometimes provide priority
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parking spaces for carpoolers by way of an incentive. This survey has suggested that 
such a provision is generally valued by staff, and that the employer may not need 
parking shortages in order for users to consider this benefit as important.
The importance of tailoring the marketing and inccntivisation of a formal 
carpooling scheme should not be underestimated. As with all so called ‘soft 
measures’, it is only by persuading enough people to change their behaviour that a 
high participation rate can be achieved. Policy-makers and specifically operators of 
employer-led carpool schemes have various handles that they can use to encourage 
participation. The authors suggest that there is a strong argument for emphasising 
the benefits that users perceive as the most important within the marketing for such a 
scheme. It is through this method that administrators can reasonably expect to 
maximise the participation rate.
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